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ON LOGICAL CORRECTION OF NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHMS  
FOR PATTERN RECOGNITION 

Levon Aslanyan, Luis de Mingo, Juan Castellanos, Vladimir Ryazanov,  
Fedor Chelnokov, Alexander Dokukin 

Abstract: The paper is devoted to the description of hybrid pattern recognition method developed by research 
groups from Russia, Armenia and Spain. The method is based upon logical correction over the set of 
conventional neural networks. Output matrices of neural networks are processed according to the potentiality 
principle which allows increasing of recognition reliability. 

Keywords: Pattern recognition, forecasting, neural networks, logical correction. 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.2. Artificial Intelligence, I.5. Pattern Recognition, F.1.1 Models of Computation 

Introduction 
Mathematical recognition theory has long history and the variety of its reality modeling methods is quite wide. 
Every research group has its own traditions and usually works in specific area of mathematics. There are two 
basic approaches which are commonly said to be different. They are functional and algorithmic ones. For 
example, neural networks approximate output function but their parameters has no appropriate interpretation. 
Algorithmic models as for example algorithms of estimates calculating provide interpretable parameters though 
may have high calculation difficulty. Integration of scientific schools and small groups of “particular specialists” in 
the framework of joint projects provide possibilities for revealing potentials of different methods and their 
combinations. Developing of one such integrated approach is connected to the execution of series of INTAS 
projects by research groups from Russia, Spain, Armenia and some other countries. 
Algebraic theory of pattern recognition based upon discrete analysis and algebra [1] is the basic approach which 
has been being used for 35 years in the Computing Centre of RAS under the direction of academician 
Yu.I. Zhuravlev. Research activities of the Institute for Informatics and Automation Problems of NAS Armenia lie 
in the same area of discrete recognition models. Their specific is the use of optimization structures of discrete 
isoperimetric tasks, discrete topology and hierarchical class searching [2]. Neural network models especially ones 
with polynomial output and linear activation functions [3] are the main area of interest of the Spanish group. In 
particular, they research temporal signal delays in recognition tasks. Good results have been achieved in 
forecasting of stock exchange and similar problems. 
Some hybrid methods and applications for pattern recognition have been developed by these groups in the 
framework of INTAS projects 96-952, 00-367, 00-636 and 03-55-1969. One of them is based on assembling of 
neural networks and logical correction schemes. The main cause   of this research was the idea of creating such 
pattern recognition and forecasting application which requires minimal human intervention or no intervention at 
all. It should be possible for the operator with no specific knowledge in mathematics to use that software. Such 
NNLC (Neural Networks with Logical Correction) application has been developed in the framework of INTAS 
projects 03-56-182 inno and 03-55-1969 YSF. Now we are proud to say that it has justified our expectations in a 
great extent. The method has shown high and stable results in many practical tasks. 

Method description 
Further we shall describe general training and recognition scheme for the l-classes task. The notation from [1] will 
be used. Let the training sample be mSSS ,...,, 21  and the testing one qSSS ',...,',' 21 : 

mmmliKSSS limmm iii
===∈++ −−

,1,,...,2,1,,...,, 021 11
, 

qqqliKSSS liqqq iii
===∈++ −−

,1,,...,2,1,',...,',' 021 11
. 
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For simplicity sake let us also suppose the task is solved without denials. 
Finally, let us have N neural networks ))(),...,(),(()( 21 SSSSA j

l
jj

j ααα=  trained for this task. It will give us 
the following matrix of recognition results: 

)),'(),...,'(),'(()'( 21 t
j

lt
j

t
j

tj SSSSA ααα= .,...,2,1,,...,2,1,,...,2,1},1,0{)'( qtNjliS t
j

i =⋅=⋅=∈α  
Algorithm of recognition by the group of neural networks will be designed according to the principle of potential 
correction [4]. New object will be assigned to the class of maximum estimation which is calculated according to 
the following formula: 

liSS
qq

S
j

j

q

qt
ti

jj
i ,...,2,1,),'(1)(

11 1

=⋅Φ
−

=Γ ∑
+=− −

. 

The variable ),'( SS tiΦ  is called the potential between tS '  и S  and is calculated as follows: 

a)
⎩
⎨
⎧ ≥=≥

=Φ
.,0

,/},,...,2,1),'()({,1),'(
otherwise

NNjSSSS t
j

i
j

i
ti

δαα  

b) esinequaliticorrectofnumbertheSS ti {),'( =Φ  }.,...,2,1),'()( NjSS t
j

i
j

i =≥⋅ αα  
A-type potential we will call monotonous, b-type one will be called weekly monotonous with monotony parameter 

10, ≤< δδ . 
Thus, training phase consists of training of N neural networks (with no denials) and consequent calculation of 
binary matrix 

qNlt
j

i S
××

)'(α . New object S  is classified by calculating its binary matrix 
Nl

j
i S

×
)(α  and its 

estimates for each class according to either a-type or b-type potential. As we have already mentioned software 
realization of the method has been made by means of NNLC application. By the grant system of INTAS 
organization the NNLC application has been qualified as innovation software.  

Practical testing 
In the current section results of practical experiments will be shown. It represents improvement of NNLC 
compared to simple neural networks. 
The scheme of the first series is very simple. Four practical tasks have been chosen from open UCI repository 
(http://www.isc.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html) and divided into training and testing samples. After that 
NNLC has been trained and tested. The following tasks have been chosen:  
Breast - The task of breast cancer diagnostics was taken from [5]. The training sample consisted of 344 etalons, 
218 from class “benign” and 126 from class “malignant”. Nine features, which could take integer values from 1 to 
10, were used. 
Housing - housing estimation in Boston suburbs [6]. The problem of automatic housing estimation is solved as 
price interval recognition (very low, low, average, above average, high). As features 13 ecological, social and 
technical indicators were used: number of rooms, rate of black population in the district, average distance from 
main supermarkets, air quality, etc. The sample of 242 objects was used for training and 264 objects for testing. 
Ionosphere - The following task from radiophysics was considered [7]. There is a system of 16 high-frequency 
antennas which is used for investigating the properties of ionosphere. The problem is to separate 2 types of 
signals – “positive” which are reflected by free electrons in ionosphere and carry useful information about 
ionosphere structure, and “negative” which passed through ionosphere without reflection. The electromagnetic 
signals are characterized by a set of 17 pulsations each having two attributes. Hence the total number of features 
is 34.  
Credit – credit card confirmation. Credit cards were described by 15 real or k-valued (2/3 of total amount of 
features) features. 342 objects were used for training. 
In the table below there are represented recognition qualities of NNLC and each of basic NNs. 
As the table shows results of NNLC are close to best ones of its basic NNs and sometimes are even better. 
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Algorithm Breast Housing Ionosphere Credit 
NN1 94.6 68.9 84.6 80.2 
NN2 94.6 68.9 84.6 80.2 
NN3 94.6 68.9 84.6 80.2 
NN4 94.1 55.7 84.6 75.6 
NN5 92.1 72.7 84.8 83.6 
NN6 92.7 67.8 89.6 76.7 
NN7 95.2 70.8 85.7 83.6 
NN8 95.5 68.6 85.7 84.8 
NN9 91.8 57.2 85.7 79 

NN10 92.4 65.5 77.5 79 
NNLC 94.6 69.7 91.8 83.6 
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LOGIC BASED PATTERN RECOGNITION - ONTOLOGY CONTENT (1) 1 

Levon Aslanyan, Juan Castellanos  

Abstract: Pattern recognition (classification) algorithmic models and related structures were considered and 
discussed since 70s: – one, which is formally related to the similarity treatment and so - to the discrete 
isoperimetric property, and the second, - logic based and introduced in terms of Reduced Disjunctive Normal 
Forms of Boolean Functions. A series of properties of structures appearing in Logical Models are listed and 
interpreted. This brings new knowledge on formalisms and ontology when a logic based hypothesis is the model 
base for Pattern Recognition (classification). 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.5.1 Pattern Recognition: Models 

1. Introduction 
Pattern Recognition is in reasonable formalization (ontology) of informal relations between objects 
visible/measurable properties and of object classification by an automatic or a learnable procedure. Among the 
means of formalization (hypotheses) - metric and logic based ones are the content of series of articles started by 
the current one. The stage of pattern recognition algorithmic design in 70s dealt with algorithmic models – which 
are huge parametric structures, combined with diverse optimization tools. Algorithmic Models cover and integrate 
wide groups of existing algorithms, integrating their definitions, and multiplying their resolution power. Well known 
example of this kind is algorithmic model of estimation of analogies (AEA) given by Yu. I. Zhuravlev [1]. This 
model is based indirectly on compactness hypothesis, which is theoretically related to the well known discrete 
isoperimetric problem (3). The optimization problem of isoperimetry is a separate theoretical issue and its pattern 
recognition implementations are linked alternatively to the general ideas of potential functions [4]. We present the 
logical separation (LSA) algorithmic model, as it is described below, to be one of the generalizations of 
algorithmic model of estimation of analogies. For AEA models a number of useful combinatorial formulas 
(algorithms) to calculate the analogy measure of objects and of objects and classes were proven [2]. These are 
the basic values for the decision making rules in AEA. In these models large number of parameters appears, 
being consecutively approximated using the appropriate optimization procedures. For this reason, a special 
control set besides the learning set is considered having the same formal structure as the learning set. 
Considering classification correctness conditions for the set of given objects by the decision procedure we get a 
system of restrictions/inequalities, which may not be consistent. In the simplest case a system of linear 
inequalities appear and then we receive a problem of approximating the maximal consistent subsystem of this 
basic requirements system. In terms of Boolean functions this is equivalent to the well known optimization 
problem of determining of one of the maximal upper zeros of a Monotone Boolean function when it is given by an 
operator. 
LSA is based on implementation of additional logical treatments on learning set elements, and above the AEA 
specific metric considerations. Some formalization of additional properties on classification in this case is related 
to the terms of Boolean functions and especially - to the reduced disjunctive normal forms of them. Let us 
consider a set of logical variables (properties) nx,...,x,x 21  and let we have two types/classes for classification: 

1K  and 2K . Let 1K∈β , and 2K∈γ , and α  is an unknown object in the sense of classification. We say, that 
γ  is separated by the information of β  for α  if αβγβ ⊕≤⊕ , where ⊕  is summation by 2mod  operation. 
After this assumption we get, that the reduced disjunctive normal forms of two complementary partially defined 
Boolean functions describe the structure of information enlargement of the learning set. This construction is 
extending the model of estimation of analogies. It was shown that the logical separators divide the object sets into 
three subsets, where only one of them needs the treatment by AEA. This set is large enough for almost all weakly 

                                                           
1 The research is supported partly by INTAS: 04-77-7173 project, http://www.intas.be  
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defined Boolean functions, but for the functions with the property of compactness it is small. Let, for 
nkk ≤<≤ 100  

10 k,k,nF  is the set of all Boolean functions consisting of pair of 0k  and 1kn −  spheres centered 
at 0  and 1  respectively as the sets of zeros and ones of the function. On the remainder part of vertices of n -
cube the assignment/evaluation of the functions are arbitrary. This functions satisfy the compactness 
assumptions, and their quantity is not less than

n)n( 22ε  for an appropriate 0→)n(ε  with 0→n . For these 
functions, also, it is enough learning set, consisting of any n)n(nn ε−2  or more arbitrary points for recovering the 
full classification by means of logical separators procedure. This is an example of postulations considered. The 
given one is relating the metric and logic structures and suppositions, although separately oriented postulations 
are listed as. The follow up articles will describe the mixed hierarchy of recognition metric-logic interpretable 
hypotheses, which helps to allocate classification algorithms to the application problems. 

2. Logic Based Model 
Solving the main problem of pattern recognition or classification assumes that indirect or informal information or 
data on classification lK,...,K,K 21  is given. Often this information is in form of appropriate conditions in an 
analogy to the compactness hypothesis, which in the very common shapes assumes, that given a metric in the 
space of all objects Μ  and that closer values of classification predicate Κ  corresponds to the pairs of "near" 
objects of Μ . We assume that objects of Μ  are coded - characterized by the collections of values of n  
properties nx,...,x,x 21 . Then each object is identified with the corresponding point of the n -dimensional 
characteristic space. So under the compactness of classes we assume the geometrical compactness of sets of 
points in the characteristic space, which corresponds to the elements of classes lK,...,K,K 21  and the 
consecutive adjustments of this property can be given in the following descriptive form: closer neighborhoods of 
class elements belong to the same class; the distance increase from a class element increases the class change 
probability; for elements pairs of different classes there exist simple paths in three parts – classes and a limited 
transition area in the middle. 
Above we already considered the general formalization models of hypothesis by metrics and by logic. More 
formalizations move to more restricted sets of allowable classifications and in this regard it is extremely important 
to determine the level of formalisms applied. During the practical classification problem arrangements it is to 
check the satisfaction level of the application problem to the metric and/or logic hypothesis. Resolution is 

conditioned by the properties of the given learning set ∪
l

i
i

1=

Μ . On the other hand there are more different 

conditions and methods of classification, which are very far in similarity to the model of compactness. These 
structures require and use other formalisms, providing the solution tools to the wide amounts of practical of 
pattern recognition problems. Such are the classes of algorithms of estimation of analogies, test's algorithms [2] 
potential function methods [4], etc. 
Note that the arbitrary pattern recognition class problems can be reduced to the others, with the satisfaction of 
compactness type hypothesis. However this doesn't mean that the compactness hypothesis is universal because 
the pattern recognition problem's solution for the given space or creation of appropriate transformations to the 
other problems are the equivalent problems. 
Now let us formulate the condition 0F , which will formalize the additional to the compactness hypothesis 
properties of classes. We'll consider the case of two classes ( 2=l ) intending the formalism simplifications. 
Particularly, in case of completing of partially defined predicate P , we will base on condition 0F . We'll apply a 
correspondence of considered object properties and the set of binary variables nx,...,x,x 21 , and the same time 
between the partial predicate P  - and it's characteristic function )x,...,x,x(f n21 , and will solve the modeled 
problem of determining (completing) of the target Boolean function F . 
 

Let Μ∈= ),...,,(~
nαααα 21 . 
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Consider the determination (completion) of function f  in α~ . Take the arbitrary γ~ , 1Μ∈γ~ . If there exists such 
a point β~ , 0Μ∈β~ , that αγβγ ~~~~ ⊕≤⊕  (so the β~  is different of γ~  on a subset of the set of properties, 
where are different α~  and γ~ ), then we conclude that β~  logically separates α~  from γ~ ,  and the information, 
that 1=)~(f γ  doesn't affect on the determination of the value of the function f  in the point α~  by 1 . In the 
opposite case we'll call α~  allowable in respect to the point γ~  and to the set 1Μ  and decide, that information 

1=)~(f γ  influence on the determination of α~  by one, and the real measure of that is given by the value of the 
object similarity measures. 
 

Consider the following classes of points of the n --dimensional unit cube: 

  f
0Ν  -- the set of all Μ∈α~ , which are allowable for the set 0Μ  and not allowable for 1Μ , 

  f
1Ν  -- the set of all Μ∈α~ , which are allowable for the set 1Μ  and not allowable for 0Μ , 

  f
2Ν   -- the set of all Μ∈α~ , which are not allowable for the sets 0Μ  and 1Μ , 

  f
3Ν  -- the set of all Μ∈α~ , which are allowable for both the 0Μ  and 1Μ . 

 

 [3] pointed out the general relation of condition 0F  with the notion of the reduced disjunctive normal form of 
Boolean functions. To see this relation let us consider the functions f  and its negation f , and let fℜ , fℜ  
correspondingly are the reduced forms for these functions. Denote by: 

f
0Μ --the collection of all points α~  for which 0=ℜ α~f )( , 1=ℜ α~f )( , 

f
1Μ --the collection of all points α~  for which 1=ℜ α~f )( , 0=ℜ α~f )( , 

f
2Μ --the collection of all points α~  for which 0=ℜ α~f )( , 0=ℜ α~f )( , 

f
3Μ --the collection of all points α~  for which 1=ℜ α~f )( , 1=ℜ α~f )( , 

 

Proposition 1. ....i,f
i

f
i 3210=Μ≡Ν  

 

Proposition 2. If 010 ≠Μ∪Μ , then f
2Μ  is empty, in opposite case Μ≡Μ f

2 . 
 

It is simply to prove this and some of the consecutive propositions and by this reason we omit the complete 
proofs and give the main idea of that. So, to prove proposition 2 consider an arbitrary point Μ∈α~ . If 

010 ≠Μ∪Μ , then let us take the distance of α~  to the set 10 Μ∪Μ  (which equals the minimal possible 
distance of α~  from any of the points of 010 ≠Μ∪Μ ), which is in some point 10 Μ∪Μ∈β~ . Suppose, 
without loss of generality, that 0Μ∈β~ . Then the interval (binary subcube) )~,~( βαΕ , constructed on base of 
points α~  and β~  does not contain points from the set 1Μ . From here, on base of definition of reduced 
disjunctive normal form implies, that the point Μ∈α~  is allowable in respect to the set 0Μ .  
 

Proposition 3. If 0f  is an appropriate completion of function f , constructed on base of condition 0F , then 
))~(f(~ f 000 =Μ∈∀ αα and ))~(f(~ f 101 =Μ∈∀ ββ . 

 

Proposition 4. f
00 Μ⊆Μ  and f

11 Μ⊆Μ . 
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As a consequence from these two propositions we get, that the arbitrary completion of function f , which is 
made on base of condition 0F  , constructs the function, allowable in respect of f . In terms of pattern 
recognition problems this means that arbitrary methods of recognition, which are based on the condition 0F , 
couldn't be "false" on the elements of the learning set 10 Μ∪Μ . Write out the minimal completions of the 
function f , constructed on base of the condition 0F : 
 

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

Μ=Μ∪ΜΜ∈
Μ∈
Μ∈

=
fff

n

f
n

f
n

n

)(\)x,...,x,x(if
)x,...,x,x(if
)x,...,x,x(if

edminerdetnotis

,
)x,...,x,x(f

31021

121

021

211 1
0

 

So we get some "enlargement" for the basic function f . There arose a question -- might 1f  be the new starting 
point (learning set, function) for the completion on base of condition 0F , and how close we can approach by this 
steps the final goal? The answer gives the 
 

Proposition 5. If 1+if  is completion of partial function if , constructed on base of condition 0F , ,...,i 21= ,  then 
,...,k,ff k 211 =≡ . 

 

Let us now analyze the conditions, related to the successful continuation on base of 0F  of a partial Boolean 
function (that is the case of the solvable problems). Let f -- is a partially defined Boolean function and 

τϕϕϕ ,...,, 21  -- all that functions of class )n(P2  which might appear as a continuation of function f , 
constructed by the given assumptions. Then we are interested in conditions, when extension 1f  is allowable in 
respect to each of functions τϕϕϕ ,...,, 21 . 
 

Consider the function 0f , defined in the following way: 
 

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
==
==

=
casesotherin

,...,,i,)x,...,x,x(if
,...,,i,)x,...,x,x(if

definednotis
,
,

)x,...,x,x(f ni

ni

n τϕ
τϕ

211
210

1
0

21

21

210  

 

Denote by )f( 00Μ  and  )f( 01Μ sets of all n --cube vertices, where function 0f  achieves values 0  and 1  
respectively. Then our requirement can be formulated as the following: )f(f

000 Μ⊆Μ  and  )f(f
011 Μ⊆Μ . 

Here )(\ fff
103 Μ∪ΜΜ=Μ  and ))f()f((\f

01003 Μ∪ΜΜ⊇Μ  so that this partial continuation doesn't 
violate the continuality of starting function to the each of functions τϕϕϕ ,...,, 21 . It is to mention that the 
conditions )f(f

000 Μ⊆Μ  and  )f(f
011 Μ⊆Μ are not convenient, which is related to the applied information 

on the final goal (the functions τϕϕϕ ,...,, 21 ). Supposing the case of continuation for needs of pattern recognition 
problems let us show that practically useful conditions of the given type might be formulated. 
 

Consider the structural behavior, when ∞→n  and suppose a parameter 0→θ  given as. Suppose 
)n(Pf 20 ∈  (note, that the results below are true in more general cases and in more general forms). Here are 

some preliminary results. 
.1  Consider the concept )f(H k 0

−  introduced by Glagolev [7]. )f(H k 0
−  equals the number of vertices 

nE~ ∈α , where 10 =)~(f α , and which are covered by (involved in) maximal intervals of function 0f  of sizes 
not exceeding k . It was proven [7] that for almost all functions )n(Pf 20 ∈  )(o)f(H n

k 20 =−  when 
∞→n  and 11 −=≤ nloglogkk . 
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.2  We'll say, [5] that the cube vertices prick the intervals including these vertexes. The set A  of vertices of n -
dimensional unit cube is a pricking set for the set kB -all of the k -size intervals, if each k -subcube is pricked 
at least by one of the vertices of A . Denote by )k,n(K  the minimal number of vertices, forming a pricking 
set for k -subcubes. By [5] knkn )n()k,n(K −− +≤≤ 212 . We will use the upper bound by this formulae but 
in our case 11 −=≤ nloglogkk  and a better estimation is possible as follows [4] (an extended survey on 
pricking is included in [6]). Let us denote by )~(Ai α  the set of all of n -cube vertices, which lay in respect to 
the given vertex α~  on layers with numbers )k(modi, 1+≡ττ , nk,k,...,,i ≤= 10 .  Let kE -is an arbitrary 
k -subcube of an n -cube. Points of subcube kE  are placed exactly in the 1+k  consecutive layers of nE  
in respect to it's arbitrary vertex α~ . It is correct to post the  

 

Proposition 6. Each of the sets k,...,,i,E~),~(A n
i 10=∈αα  are pricking for the set kB -all of the k -subcubes 

of n -cube, and 122 +≤≤− k/)k,n(K nkn . 
 

Proposition 7. 0F  implemented in continuation of almost all functions )n(Pf 20 ∈  yields the accuracy, tending 
to 1  as ∞→n , if for the initial function f  holds the condition )~(Ai α⊇Μ∪Μ 10  at least for any ,...,i,i 21=  
and vertices nE~ ∈α , where )~(Ai α  is constructed for a 1−≤ ]nlog[logk . 
 

Note, that the proposiition 7 postulation is constructive, and it implies to the "sufficient" learning set, consisted no 
more that from nloglog/n2  points (which is )(o n2 ) as ∞→n . However, basically, in the pattern recognition 
problems it is impossible to obtain the learning set arbitrarily. Often it is formed as a random collection of any 
fixed size of the main collection of the studying objects. 

Conclusion 
Logic Separation is an element of pattern recognition hypotheses and formalisms. Structures appear in this 
relation based and introduced in terms of Reduced Disjunctive Normal Forms of Boolean Functions. An initial set 
of properties of these structures were introduced in propositions 1-7.  
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DNA SIMULATION OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS: FITNESS COMPUTATION1 

Maria Calvino, Nuria Gomez, Luis F. Mingo 

Abstract: In this paper a computational mode is presented base on DNA molecules. This model incorporates the 
theoretical simulation of the principal operations in genetic algorithms. It defines the way of coding of individuals, 
crossing and the introduction of the individuals so created into the population. It resolves satisfactorily the 
problems of fitness coding. It shows also the model projection for the resolution of TSP. This is the basic step that 
will allow the resolution of larger examples of search problems beyond the scope of exact exponentially sized 
DNA algorithms like the proposed by Adleman [Adleman, 1994] and Lipton [Lipton, 1995]. 

Keywords: Genetic Algorithms, Fitness Function, DNA Computing, Evolutionary Computing. 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.6. Simulation and Modelling, F.m. Theory of Computation 

Introduction 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the chemical inside the nucleus of all cells that carries the genetic instructions for 
making living organisms. A DNA molecule consists of two strands that wrap around each other to resemble a 
twisted ladder. The sides are made of sugar and phosphate molecules. The “rungs” are made of nitrogen-
containing chemicals called bases. Each strand is composed of one sugar molecule, one phosphate molecule, 
and a base. Four different bases are present in DNA - adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and guanine (G). 
The particular order of the bases arranged along the sugar - phosphate backbone is called the DNA sequence; 
the sequence specifies the exact genetic instructions required to create a particular organism with its own unique 
traits. Each strand of the DNA molecule is held together at its base by a weak bond. The four bases pair in a set 
manner: Adenine (A) pairs with thymine (T), while cytosine (C) pairs with guanine (G). These pairs of bases are 
known as Base Pairs (bp).  
DNA and RNA computing is a new computational paradigm that harnesses biological molecules to solve 
computational problems.  Research in this area began with an experiment by Leonard Adleman [Adleman, 1994] 
in 1994 using the tools of molecular biology to solve a hard computational problem.  Adleman’s experiment 
solved a simple instance of the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) by manipulating DNA.  This marked the first 
solution of a mathematical problem with the tools of biology. 
Computing with DNA generated a tremendous amount of excitement by offering a brand new paradigm for 
performing and viewing computations. The main idea is the encoding of data in DNA strands and the use of tools 
from molecular biology to execute computational operations. Besides the novelty of this approach, molecular 
computing has the potential to outperform electronic computers.  For example, DNA computers may use a billion 
times less energy than electronic computers, while storing data in a trillion times less space. Moreover, computing 
with DNA is highly parallel: in principle there could be billions upon trillions of DNA or RNA molecules undergoing 
chemical reactions, that is, performing computations, simultaneously. Some advantages of DNA are that it is both 
self-complementary, allowing single strands to seek and find their own opposite sequences, and can easily be 
copied. Also, molecular biologists have already established a toolbox of DNA manipulations, including restriction 
enzyme cutting, ligation, sequencing, amplification, and fluorescent labelling, giving DNA a head start in the arena 
of non-silicon computing.  
Despite the complexity of this technology, the idea behind DNA computing springs from a simple analogy 
between the following two processes, one biological and one mathematical: the complex structure of a living 
organism ultimately derives from applying sets of simple instructed operations (such as copying, marking, joining, 

                                                           
1  This work has been partially supported by Spanish Project TIC2003-9319-c03-03 “Neural Networks and 
Networks of Evolutionary Processors”. 
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inserting, deleting, etc.) to information in a DNA sequence, and computation is the result of combining very simple 
basic arithmetic and logical operations. 
The fact that the definition of gene implies the concept of a unit of minimum relative information as far as a 
functional unit and that it corresponds to the structural unit of basic molecular DNA and by association can be 
considered as the basic unit of mutation and of heredity, has taken it directly to trying to simulate genetic 
algorithms using DNA. 

Overview of Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic Algorithms are adaptive heuristic search algorithm premised on the evolutionary ideas of natural 
selection and genetic. The basic concept of GA is designed to simulate processes in natural system necessary 
for evolution, specifically those that follow the principles first laid down by Charles Darwin of survival of the fittest. 
As such they represent an intelligent exploitation of a random search within a defined search space to solve a 
problem. 
First pioneered by John Holland in the 60s [Holland, 1975], Genetic Algorithms has been widely studied, 
experimented and applied in many fields in engineering worlds. Not only does GAs provide an alternative method 
to solving problem, it consistently outperforms other traditional methods in most of the problems link. Many of the 
real world problems involved finding optimal parameters, which might prove difficult for traditional methods but 
ideal for GAs.  
GAs are based on an analogy with the genetic structure and behaviour of chromosomes within a population of 
individuals using the following foundations: 
• Individuals in a population compete for resources and mates. 
• Those individuals most successful in each 'competition' will produce more offspring than those individuals that 

perform poorly. 
• Genes from ‘good' individuals propagate throughout the population so that two good parents will sometimes 

produce offspring that are better than either parent. 
Thus each successive generation will become more suited to their environment. After an initial population is 
randomly generated, the algorithm evolves the through three operators: selection which equates to survival of the 
fittest; crossover which represents mating between individuals; mutation which introduces random modifications. 
Selection Operator: gives preference to better individuals, allowing them to pass on their genes to the next 
generation. The goodness of each individual depends on its fitness. Fitness may be determined by an objective 
function or by a subjective judgement. 
Crossover Operator: prime distinguished factor of GA from other optimization techniques.  Two individuals are 
chosen from the population using the selection operator. A crossover site along the bit strings is randomly 
chosen. The values of the two strings are exchanged up to this point. If S1=000000 and s2=111111 and the 
crossover point is 2 then S1'=110000 and s2'=001111. The two new offspring created from this mating are put 
into the next generation of the population. By recombining portions of good individuals, this process is likely to 
create even better individuals. 
Mutation Operator: with some low probability, a portion of the new individuals will have some of their bits flipped. 
Its purpose is to maintain diversity within the population and inhibit premature convergence. Mutation alone 
induces a random walk through the search space. Mutation and selection (without crossover) create parallel, 
noise-tolerant, hill-climbing algorithms. 
One of the basic arguments of the theory of evolution is that individuals that show similarities are related. Based 
on this principle, Holland observed that certain groups of individuals with particular similarities in some positions 
in their chains had good common properties whilst others were worse. Abstracting this idea Holland defines the 
concept of scheme (H) in one binarian coding with chains of length ℓ, thus; 
 

H = h ℓ-1 … h0 є {0, 1, *} ℓ  ↔ H = { s ℓ-1 … s0 / h j ≠ * → s j = h j } 
 

In other words, one scheme represents a certain subgroup of the population in which the individuals differentiate 
themselves at most in the position of the asterisks.  
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For example, the scheme H = 10 ∗ 01∗ correspond with the chain group 
{100010, 100011, 101010, 101011} At the same time any group of chains defines a scheme, suffise to consider 
the J-th Coordinate. 
 

     π j :   { 0, 1 } ℓ  → { 0, 1 } 
      s ℓ - 1 …s 0     |→ s j 

 

And to define the scheme H thus;  
 
     0  if π j ( H ) = { 0 } 
  
h j =     1  if π j ( H ) = { 1 } 
 
     *  if π j ( H ) = { 0, 1 } 

 

In fact, the group of chains that can be generated by crossing the elements of the group C is exactly H. For 
example if  C = {001011, 011111} then each chain of H = 0 * 1 * 11 can be generated by crossing the elements of  
C, even 011011 y 001111, that were not initially in  C. 
Obviously in some schemes their elements show more likeness between themselves than in others. To quantify 
this idea there are two concepts; The order of a scheme which is the number of fixed alleles in the scheme and 
the length of definition which is the distance between the first and the last of the fixed alleles. For example if H = 
00 * *1*, then o(H) = 3 y δ(H) = 4. 
 

In essence, Holland’s scheme theorem affirms that the algorithm drives the search for the optimum through 
certain subgroups of the population. In other words, explores the space of search through those areas that on 
average are more adequate. 
Given that during the reproduction a chromosome is selected with a probability proportional to fitness 
 

     f (s)  
    ∑ f (s),  
    s є P(t)

 

where P(t) denotes the population t-th. Then if we start from a population of N elements the spected number of 
representatives of H in the following iteration is 
 

    E (n ( H, t + 1 ) ) = n ( H, t ).  N.        f ( H, t )    
           ∑  f (s),    
           s є P(t) 

 

where E denotes the operator hope,  n(H, t) is  the number of chains in the scheme 
In the generation t-th and  
 

       ∑ s є H  f (s)   
    f ( H, t )   =  

     n ( H, t ) 
 

is the average value of the scheme in that generation. If we now consider the action of the operators of crossing 
and mutation the previous equation is transformed in:  
 

                                                          f ( H, t )    
    E (n ( H, t + 1 ) ) = n ( H, t ).                           [ 1 – α ( H ) ] 
                                                               f 

 

where:    
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__         ∑ s є H  f (s)   
 f  =          
                    N 

 

Represents the average fitness of the population and  α(H) depends of the structure of  H and the probabilities of 
crossing and mutation, pc y pm, but not of  t, Because:  
 

  α ( H )  =  p c.    δ ( H ) .   ( 1 – p m ) ο( H ) 
                             ℓ - 1 

 

This expression, ignoring the terms of grade ≥ 2 in Newton’s binomial, and because pm _ 0.01, turns into the final 
formula of the fundamental Theorem of genetic algorithms (or Theorem of schemes):  
 

                          f ( H, t )                      δ ( H )  
    E (n ( H, t + 1 ) ) = n ( H, t ).                [ 1 – p c.                 – ο( H ).  p m  ] 
                        f         ℓ - 1 

 

Thus, we have that if H is a scheme with a fitness level greater tan the average of the population it is hoped to 
increase the number of chains with the structure of H in the following generation as long as a(alpha) is small. In 
other words, the principle of this theorem’s can be interpreted saying that “short schemes of lower order with 
greater fitness than the average increase the number of representatives in the successive generations” This type 
of schemes that seem to play an important role in the way that GAs act, are known as building blocks. 
It seems then tha by juxtaposing solid blocks of small size, increasingly better individuals could be built. This 
leads us to think that functions that can be defined utilising short schemes of lower order and high suitabilty would 
be easy to optimise for the Gas [Mitchell, 1994] 
This affirmation, known as the hypothesis of the building blocks [Holland, 2000] seems very reasonable. In fact, 
GAs have been designed for various applications are empirical evidence that for different types of problems such 
hypothesis is correct. 

DNA Simulation of Genetic Algorithms 
The construction of a genetic algorithm for the resolution of an optimisation problem requires the definition of the 
genetic architecture. In this sense the election the manner of coding of the individuals represents an important 
point to obtain the correct solution. 
The said coding must be done in a way that each chain allows the storage of information corresponding to an 
individual of a genetic algorithm. [González, 2002] Later on the bits will be represented independently of the 
position that they are in. [Lipton, 1995] 
Given that the genetic composition of an individual constitutes a multyfactorial variable, the definition of the 
individual within a population will be dependent of the problem to be dealt with, that is, an individual has a 
genome that must comply with a number of prerequisites subordinate to the problem, to be considered suitable 
within that population. 
The process of representation of the genes as a minimum unit of information requires the analysing of the 
problem in question with the purpose of stipulating the number of bits assigned to the mentioned gene.  
A gene will be represented as a whole of three fields; the percentage of Timine of the gene will be proportional to 
the fitness that represents the central field: 

ENC(X) FITNESS xy ENC(Y)

With the purpose of mapping such fields for later processing the recombining DNA will bring a linker between 
fields in a way that can be recognised by restriction endonucleases. [Bonen, 1996] 
Given that PCR will be used for the amplification of the DNA, each individual will carry at the same time, at both 
ends of the chain a sequence that will hybridise with a specific primer in the annealing phase (hybridization). 
The fitness must be embedded in the coding of the individuals and given its definition will be determined by the 
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content in G+C which implies that the fitness of an individual will be directly related with the fusion temperature 
and hence would be identifiable by spectophotometry (A260) and separable by electrophoresis techniques (DGDE) 
[Macek 1997]. 
 

 
 

 

It is possible then to detect the perfect candidate by means of DGDE as it would be the one the possible 
candidates to present the greater number of GC pairs and therefore has the greater electrophotometric mobility. 
The identification of the individuals of the population requires the tailing of the recombinant with a specific field 
that identifies the individual in a unique manner, the coding of this field will be done by means of the following 
function: 

CODE: N → {G, C} * 

Where  N is the totallity of the natural numbers. It will receive a number corresponding to an individual within a 
population and returns a sequence of nucleotides. 
The identification of the individuals in the mating zone requires again the inclusion of a field (Nm) which will be 
determined again by the function CODE. 
The generation of the initial population has as an objective  obtaining an aleatory population with a number of 
individulas equal to the size of the population. The complexity of the sinthesis  of the sequence will be directly 
related to the number of genes used for the representation of the individuals within the genetic algorithm. 
Basically it consists of a recombinant by means of a union of compatible fragments digested with restriction 
endonucleases.  
The final format would look as follows:  
 

PCR-primer Np REp XY RE0 XY RE1 … REn-1 XY REp Np -1  PCR-primer 
 

The selection of individuals will be done by means of specific probes of the problem in question and the isolation 
of the individuals will be achieved by means of electrophoretic techniques (DGDE). 
After selection, the individual will be introduced in the mating zone. For this he must be modified adding a specific 
field of such zone. In the event that a crossing of individuals is required, it is done in a temporal test tube 
containing the pair of individuals.  
The mutation will be induced on each of the individuals results of the crossings operation in the genes in which 
the mutation frequency surpasses others obtained at ramdom and consists in the substitution of a gene by its 
complement in bases. 
Later ill adapted individuals from the mating zone will be eliminated and will be substituted by the created 
recombinants. To determine the finalisation of the algorithm in each iteration the average of population adaptation 
is calculated. Once the convergence of the population is reached the best individual will be analysed by means of 
radioactive  marking (o etching) techniques. 
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Fitness Computation on TSP Problem 
The TSP is interesting not only from a theoretical point of view, many practical applications can be modelled as a 
travelling salesman problem or as variants of it, for example, pen movement of a plotter, drilling of printed circuit 
boards (PCB), real-world routing of school buses, airlines, delivery trucks and postal carriers. Researchers have 
tracked TSPs to study biomolecular pathways, to route a computer networks' parallel processing, to advance 
cryptography, to determine the order of thousands of exposures needed in X-ray crystallography and to 
determine routes searching for forest fires (which is a multiple-salesman problem partitioned into single TSPs). 
Therefore, there is a tremendous need for algorithms. 
In the last two decades an enormous progress has been made with respect to solving travelling salesman 
problems to optimality which, of course, is the ultimate goal of every researcher. One of landmarks in the search 
for optimal solutions is a 3038-city problem. This progress is only party due to the increasing hardware power of 
computers. Above all, it was made possible by the development of mathematical theory and of efficient 
algorithms.  
There are strong relations between the constraints of the problem, the representation adopted and the genetic 
operators that can be used with it. The goal of travelling Salesman Problem is to devise a travel plan (a tour) 
which minimises the total distance travelled. TSP is NP-hard (NP stands for non-deterministic polynomial time) - it 
is generally believed cannot be solved (exactly) in time polynomial. 

TSP Solution using a DNA Genetic Algorithms Simulation. Fitness Computation. 
Applying the previous protocol to the TSP of four cities  in which the total size of the population is 256 (N) and the 
number of arches  6 (M) the individuals will be coded with an amount  T inversily proportional to the length of the 
arches. The resulting sequence is shown in fig 1: 
 

arch Distance Number  of nucleotides Fitness Nucleotides of G 
AB 1 40 1 40 
BC 1 40 1 40 
CD 4 40 4 10 
BD 3 40 3 13 
AD 2 40 2 20 
AC 6 40 6 6 

Figure 1.- Results of TSP simulation 
The final format would look like this:  
 

PCR-primer Np REp XY RE0 XY RE1 … REn-1 XY REp Np-1 PCR-primer
 

where XY є { AB, BC, CD, AC, BD }  
The selection criteria of the individuals in this case involves the encoding for an existing way to do this  the 
strands of selection join two vertex of the graph neither initial nor final. 
To be discarded are those individuals that do not start in the original city, those that  do not finish in the final city 
as well as those that are found in repeated cities. 
Selected are those structures which in the stretch O to N are covered by the strands of selection. 
The format for the introduction of individuals in the mating zone is the following: 
 

PCR-primer Np Nm REp XY RE0 XY RE1 … REn-1 XY REp Np-1 PCR-primer
 

where   XY є { AB, BC, CD, AC, BD } 
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We proceed then to the crossing mutation and evaluation of the degree of adaptation of the individuals prior to 
their introduction to the population and the process is repeated until the convergence of the population obtaining 
in each iteration the degree of adaptation 

Conclusion 
The generation of this work has produced a new approach to the simulation of genetic algorithms with DNA. The 
problem of fitness evaluation in a parallel form has been resolved satisfactorally. This does not imply that the 
definition would be independent of the problem at hand even though there are rules that facilitate such definitions 
and that can be solved by means of genetic algorithms. 
In a GA simulated with DNA the concept fitness field disappears. 
The coding of the individuals is closely related with the characteristics of electrophoretic migration. 
The fitness of the individual is embedded in his coding and any attempt to add such field represents a grave error. 
The addition of such field would mean a personalisation of the individual thus preventing a massive and 
anonymous parallelism. 
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APPLICATIONS OF RADIAL BASIS NEURAL NETWORKS FOR AREA FOREST 

Angel Castellanos, Ana Martinez Blanco, Valentin Palencia 

Abstract: This paper proposes a new method using radial basis neural networks in order to find the classification 
and the recognition of trees species for forest inventories. This method computes the wood volume using a set of 
data easily obtained. The results that are obtained improve the used classic and statistical models.  

Keywords: Neural Networks, clustering, Radial Basis Functions, Forest Inventory. 
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Introduction 
The research community has developed several different neural network models, such as backpropagation, radial 
basis function, growing cell structures [Fritzke 1994] and self-organizing feature maps [Kohonen 1989]. A 
common characteristic of the aforementioned models is that they distinguish between learning and a performance 
phase. Neural networks with radial basis functions have proven to be an excellent tool in approximation with few 
patterns. Most relevant research in theory, design and applications of radial basis function neural networks is due 
to Moody and Darken [Moody and Darken, 1989], Renals [Renals, 1989] and to Poggio and Girossi [Poggio and 
Girosi, 1990].  
Radial basis function (RBF) neural networks (Figure 1) provide a powerful alternative to multilayer perceptron 
(MLP) neural networks to approximate or to classify a pattern set. RBFs differ from MLPs in that the overall input-
output map is constructed from local contributions of Gaussian axons, require fewer training samples and train 
faster than MLP.  
In this paper, we propose a method using radial basis neural networks in order to find the classification and the 
recognition of trees species for forest inventories. We use an unsupervised technique called the k-nearest 
neighbors rule to estimate centers and widths of the functions of radial base. The centers of the clusters give the 
centers of the RBFs and the distance between the clusters provides the width of the Gaussian function. 
Computation of the centers, used in the kernels function of the RBF neural network, is being the main focus to 
study in order to achieve more efficient algorithms in the learning process of the pattern set.  
 

 
Figure 1.-  Radial Basis Function Neural Network. 

 

Problem Description 
This paper seeks to estimate the wood volume for area forest inventory and find a classification of trees species, 
using a set of data that can be easily obtained such as: diameter, thickness bark, grow of diameter and height.   
Volume parameter is one of the most important parameters in forest research when dealing with some forest 
inventories  [Schreuder, H.T., Gregoire, T.G. and Word, G.B. 1993]. Usually, some trees are periodically cut in 
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order to obtain such parameters using cubical proofs for each tree and for a given environment. This way, a 
repository is constructed to be able to compute the volume of wood for a given area and for a given tree specie in 
different environments. Stem volume formula is function of a tree’s height, basal area, shape, etc. Volume is one 
of the most difficult parameters to measure, because an error in the measure or assumptions for any one of the 
above factors will propagate to the volume estimate. Volume is often measured for specific purposes, and 
interpretation of the volume estimate will depend on the units of measurement standards of use, and others 
specifications. Calculations of merchantable volume may also be based on true cubic volume. Direct and indirect 
methods for estimating volume are available [Hamilton, F. and Brack, C.L. 1999]. 
The method more usual to estimate volume in forest is the tree volume tables or tree volume equations. Huber‘s 
volume equations are a very common equation used to estimating volume:  

2

2
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛π=

dhV  V denotes volume, h denotes length, d denotes diameter. 

Another form of previous equation is:  
2

2
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛πη=

dhV η = factor for the merchantable volume 

We present a study of the potential wood forest amount, that is, the maximum amount of wood that can be 
obtained. All data are taken from an inventory of the M-1019 area at “Elenco” in Madrid (Spain), at “Atazar” 
village. Most of the trees belongs to the Pinus Pinaster family and a small amount to the Pinus Sylvestris family. 
All this area is focused on the wood production. The area is divided into two different sub areas with a surface of 
55.6 Ha and 46.7 Ha respectively.  
The main aim is to be able to forecast the wood volume and detect relationships between all the variables that 
are in our study. Variables taken into account are: normalized diameter, total height, thickness bark, and radial 
growth in the last ten years. Normalized diameter has been measured in the whole feet of the two sub areas that 
made up the samples, provided they are larger than 12.5 cm till the last cluster of 60 cm.  
In this work we compare solutions obtained with statistical regression analysis and classical methods as Huber‘s, 
with the results using radial basis function neural network. 

Classifiers for the prediction in forest products  

A radial basis function neural network has been implemented with four input neurons: diameter, thickness bark, 
grow of diameter and height, in order to estimate the volume of wood that can be used.  
The net uses a competitive rule with full conscience in the hidden layer and one output layer with the than 
function, all the learning process has been performed with the momentum algorithm. Unsupervised learning stage 
is based on 100 epochs and the supervised learning control uses as maximum epoch 1000, threshold 0.01. We 
have performed an initial study using 260 patterns in training set; after a 90 patterns in training set and finally with 
only 50 patterns in training set, and the error MSE, are similar in three cases.  
Problem under study is prediction of volume of wood, and it is compared to other methods such as the Huber’s 
formula and the statistical regression analysis in order to estimate the amount of wood using typical tree 
variables: diameter, thickness and diameter growth. Neural networks had approximated in a good manner tested 
examples, getting a small mean squared error, see table below. Radial basis function neural network learns with 
only a few patterns, that is the way results using only 50 patterns are really excellent. For each of the tree species 
tested, the RBF gives less MSE estimated than the standard formulas Huber and Multivariate Analysis 
Regression. 

 Error-Huber Error-RBF Error-Regression Multivariate 
MSE 0.05 0.007 0.01 
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Next step consists on forecasting the input variable importance (sensitive analysis) in the learning process. Our 
neural network is a mapping ℜ→ℜ4

4321 :),,,( xxxxf  where )(1 cmdiameterx = , 
)( 2 cmbarkthicknessx = , )(  3 cmdiameterofgrowthx = , )(4 cmheightx = , in order to forecast variable 

)( 3
5 dmvolumex = . All centers are stable in two points that are those who signal the two main clusters, and that 

the net has been able to detect the two tree species. 
Several matrixes have been computed; where columns are input variables to forecast and rows are hidden 
neurons. These matrixes show the center values. Variable  growthdiameterx =3  takes the same value in both 
centers what it means that the study can be done without such variable obtaining similar values of MSE. Main 
centers of RBF approximate real clusters in the two forest areas, following table shows the real clustering. 
 

Zone - species 1x  2x  3x  4x  

1 19,49 5,28 3,19 6,45 

2 33,71 7,38 3,91 10,66 
 

Previous table shows the matrix where the columns represent the input variable and the rows represent the 
hidden neurons. The hyperspace is divided into different regions or clusters starting from 16. Later, the number of 
clusters has been decreased till the minimum number of possible clusters is reached in order to solve the 
problem minimizing the mean squared error. The number of hidden neurons must be greater than the number of 
input variables to perform a correct learning. 
Two main centers are found in the hyperspace, see following figures. 
 

Four input variables and 16 clusters MSE=0.0079 

  
Four input variables and 12 clusters MSE=0.0078 

 
 

Four input variables and 8 clusters MSE=0.0075 
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Four input variables and 5 clusters MSE= 0.0073 

  
Four input variables and 4 clusters MSE=0.1  

  

Three input variables and 4 clusters MSE=0.0078 

  

Three input variables and 3 clusters MSE=0.104 

 
 

Two input variables and 4 MSE=0.0079 
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Two input variables and 3 MSE=0.008 

  

 

Conclusion 

A radial basis function neural network has been trained with a few patterns in order to forecast the volume of 
wood in a given forest area. The network performs a clustering process of the trees using different input 
variables. A sensitive analysis can be computed observing the weight of unsupervised synapse. A previous 
clustering process of input data permits a better forecasting process in the output variable, in our case the 
amount of volume of wood in a forest area. These results improve commercial and classical forecasting methods 
in forest inventories, and proposed method can be applied to any tree specie or forest area without taking into 
account environment variables that appears in classical mathematical equations. As the number of classes that 
needs to be discriminated decreases, classifier accuracy increases; until obtain the real number of classes. Once 
the correct number of classes has been obtained using the RBF and with a supervised learning the volume of 
wood for a forest inventory can be estimated. 
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DECISION TREES FOR APPLICABILITY OF EVOLUTION RULES  
IN TRANSITION P SYSTEMS 

Luis Fernandez, Fernando Arroyo, Ivan Garcia, Gines Bravo 

Abstract: Transition P Systems are a parallel and distributed computational model based on the notion of the 
cellular membrane structure. Each membrane determines a region that encloses a multiset of objects and 
evolution rules. Transition P Systems evolve through transitions between two consecutive configurations that are 
determined by the membrane structure and multisets present inside membranes. Moreover, transitions between 
two consecutive configurations are provided by an exhaustive non-deterministic and parallel application of active 
evolution rules subset inside each membrane of the P system. But, to establish the active evolution rules subset, 
it is required the previous calculation of useful and applicable rules. Hence, computation of applicable evolution 
rules subset is critical for the whole evolution process efficiency, because it is performed in parallel inside each 
membrane in every evolution step. The work presented here shows advantages of incorporating decision trees in 
the evolution rules applicability algorithm. In order to it, necessary formalizations will be presented to consider this 
as a classification problem, the method to obtain the necessary decision tree automatically generated and the 
new algorithm for applicability based on it.  

Keywords: Decision Tree, ID3, Evolution Rules, Applicability, Transition P System. 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.2.6 Learning – Decision Tree; D.1.m Miscellaneous – Natural Computing 

Introduction 

Membrane computing is a new computational model based on the membrane structure of living cells [Păun, 
1998]. This model has become, during last years, a powerful framework for developing new ideas in theoretical 
computation. Main idea was settled in the base of connecting the Biology with Computer Science in order to 
develop new computational paradigms.  

An overview of membrane computing software can be found in literature, or tentative for hardware 
implementations [Fernández, 2005], or even in local networks is enough “to understand how difficult is to 
implement membrane systems on digital devices” [Păun, 2005]. 

Transition P Systems evolve through transitions between two consecutive configurations that are determined by 
the membrane structure and multisets present inside membranes. Moreover, transitions between two consecutive 
configurations are provided by an exhaustive non-deterministic and parallel application of an evolution rules 
subset inside each membrane of the P system. Evolution rules subset we are studding here will be composed by 
applicable rules. Moreover, It exist algorithms of application for evolution rules [Fernández, 2006] that, recurrently 
to its end, need the computation of applicable evolution rules subset. Hence, computing applicable evolution rules 
is critical for the whole evolution process efficiency, because it is performed in parallel inside each membrane in 
each one of the evolution steps. 

At the present time, computation of applicable evolution rules subset falls on redundancies in a directly or 
indirectly way. Incorporating decision trees in this computation avoids these redundancies and improves global 
efficiency of P system evolution. 

This work is structured as follows: firstly, evolution rules applicability over a multiset of objects problem is 
formalized together with its corresponding traditional algorithm. Following section, briefly describes essential 
elements of decision trees. Afterwards, they are presented new formalizations that permit considering applicability 
problem as a classification problem solvable through decision trees. In next section, it is presented the algorithm 
based on decision trees. Finally, efficiency between both algorithms is compared and we expose our conclusions.  
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Applicability of Evolution Rules 
This section defines concepts about multisets, evolution rules and applicability which are needed to follow the 
developed work presented here. Moreover, it is presented the traditional algorithm, without decision trees, for 
applicability evolution rules on multisets and its complexity. 
From now on, let U  be a finite and not empty set of symbols with mU =|| .  
Let ω  be a multiset overU , whereω is a mapping from U  to N . Hence, NpUupu ∈∃∈∀= !/)(ω . 
Let us present the set of all multisets as M(U) }/{ multisetaisωω= . 

Weight of a symbol Uu ∈ is defined over a multiset ∈ω M(U) as )(uω and it is represented by u|| ω . 

Inclusion of multiset is a binary relation defined as uu |||| 2121 ωωωω ≤⇔⊂ , Uu ∈∀  ∈∀ 21,ωω  M(U). 

Anyω ∈  M(U) can be represented as the m-tuple of natural number by the Parikh vector associated to the 
multiset w with respect to U . The problem is that the Parikh vector representation depends on the order of the 
elements of U . To avoid this problem, an order over the set U  is defined as an ordered succession of symbols 
through a one to one mapping Φ  from }..1{ m  to U  that is: 

1. uiUumi =Φ∈∃∈∀ )(/},...,1{  
2. uimiUu =Φ∈∃∈∀ )(/},...,1{  
3. jijimji =⇒Φ=Φ∈∀ )()(/},...,1{,  

This fact permits us to represent every ω ∈  M(U) as an element of mN  in a congruent manner.  Hence,  

UupNpp uu
m

m ∈∀=∈= Φ )(1 ||/),...,( ωω . 

On the other hand, let T  be a finite and non empty set of targets. 
Evolution rule with symbols in U  and targets in T  is defined by ),,( δcar =  where a  ∈ M(U), c  ∈ M (U x 
T) and δ ∈ {dissolve, not dissolve}. The set of evolution rules is defined as R(U,T) 

}/{ ruleevolutionaisrr= . 
Antecedent of ∈= ),,( δcar  R(U,T) is defined as arinput =)( . 
Finally, it is said that ∈r  R(U,T) is applicable over ω ∈ M(U) if and only if ω⊂)(rinput . 

Applicability Algorithm. On the one hand, a set of useful evolution rules R and a multiset of objectsω , will be 
the input to the process. On the other hand, output of process will be AR , the evolution rules subset of R  that 
are applicable over the multiset. Traditional algorithm [Fernández, 2005] checks weights of each evolution rules 
antecedent symbol with the corresponding from multiset of objects. 

(1) ø←AR  

(2) FOR-EACH ir  IN R  DO BEGIN 

(3)   1←j  

(4)   WHILE 1|| −≤ ωj  AND jjirinput |||)(| ω≤  DO 

(5)     1+← jj  

(6)   IF jjirinput |||)(| ω≤  THEN 

(7)     }{ iAA rRR ∪←  

(8) END 

Algorithm 1. Evolution rules applicability (without decision trees). 
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Complexity of algorithm 1 consider, in the worst case, situation in which  every evolution rule are applicable over 
the multiset of objects: loop in (4) will reach as many iterations as symbols exists in U on each iteration of loop (2) 
to each evolution rule present in R . In the worst case, complexity order will be )(nO  being |||| URn ⋅=   

Analysis of previous algorithm will reveal possible redundancies in checks: in a direct and indirect way. So,  

• A redundant check in a direct way will occur when weight of a same symbol is equal in more than one 
evolution rule antecedent, executing several times the same comparison (for example, let 
be )1,4,1,3()( 1 =rinput , )4,4,2,3()( 2 =rinput , and )4,5,3,7(=ω  where comparisons for the 
fist and third symbol of  )( 2rinput  are redundant in a direct way with its respective symbols in )( 1rinput ).  

• A redundant check in an indirect way will occur when, after result of a checking which is false, it will be 
performed checks between greater weights of that symbol in others evolution rules antecedent (for instance, 
let it be )1,3,1,3()( 1 =rinput , )1,5,2,5()( 2 =rinput , and )4,5,3,1(=ω  where comparison for 
first symbol of )( 2rinput  is redundant in an indirect way with its respective symbol in )( 1rinput ). 

Furthermore, any checking of the weight of a symbol from an evolution rule antecedent with 0 will be unnecessary 
because Nnn ∈∀≤   0 . 

Decision Trees  

A decision tree is a tree that permits us to determine the class which one element belongs to, depending on the 
values that take some attributes of it. Every internal node represents one attribute and edges are possible values 
of that attribute. Every leaf node in the tree represents one class. So, one unknown element can be classified 
processing the tree: every internal node studies the value of one attribute for the element and takes the 
appropriate edge, depending on its value; it continues until a leaf node is reached and, therefore, to the element 
classification. 

 
Figure 1. Example of values table 

 for ID3 algorithm input 

 
Figure 2. Decision tree generated by ID3 

 for values table from fig 1. 

 

There are a lot of algorithms to generate decision trees [Rasoul, 1991]. In particular, ID3 algorithm is based on 
entropy information and it generates an optimum decision tree from a non incremental set of instances and 
without repetitions. 

ID3 algorithm requires as input (Fig. 1): let E be a finite set of instances },...,{ 1 pee ; let A be a finite set of 
attributes },...,{ 1 qaa ;let jV  be a finite set of values },...,{ 1 rjj vv for each attribute ja , (where ja  attribute 
value for instance ie  fulfils jij Vv ∈ ); and finally, let C be a finite set of classes for the classification },...,{ 1 scc . 
On the other hand, ID3 algorithm outputs the optimum decision tree for any element classification (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 3. Disjoint domains of multisets of objects for rules set 

and its corresponding applicable evolution rules. 

Decision Trees for Applicability of Evolution Rules 
This section presents evolution rules applicability as a classification problem. This way, it will be posible to design 
a new algorithm that, being based on a decision tree, avoid direct and indirect redundancies of algorithm 1 
presented above.  
In order to it, we invert evolution rules applicability problem terms: for a given multiset, we compute the applicable 
evolution rules subset. Hence, we consider:  
• Multisets of objects will be the elements to be classified: ),...,( 1 mpp=ω ∈  M(U); 

• The set of attributes will be a settled as a set of checks between the objects weights from the multiset and 
the same object from the evolution rules antecedents having a non null weight. Hence, the finite set of 
attributes will be: 

   }0|)(|/||{ UuRrkkrinputkaA uu ∈∀∈∃≠∧=≥≡= ω ; 

• Consequently, the finite set of values for every attribute will be true or false, result from comparison 
relationship between weights. 

• Finally, classes to consider will be the different applicable evolution rules subsets. Therefore, the finite set of 
classes will be: }/{ RRRcC AA ⊂∃≡= . 

To obtain automatic generation of decision tree from ID3 algorithm, it will be necessary a non incremental and 
without repetitions battery of finite instances. In order to it, domain is defined as a set of multisets having the 
same values for all of their attributes. Consequently, each domain is characterized because every multiset 
responds to the same applicable evolution rules 
subset, that is, to the same class. Finally, 
examples battery will be formed by a 
representative from each domain. 
Fig. 3 shows an example with disjoint domains 
of multisets of symbols for },{ yxU =  and 
rules set: },,,{ 4321 rrrrR = where  their 

antecedents are: )( 5
1 yr = , =2r  ),( 22 yx , 

),( 26
3 yxr = , ),( 32

4 yxr = . 

Next, they are presented necessary definitions 
for formalizing the finite set of representative 
domains that are needed for the generation of 
decision trees. 
It is defined projection of Uu ∈ over ⊂R P(R (U,T) ) as:  

⊂=∧∈∃∈= }||/{)( nrinputRrNnRP uu P )(N  

Hyperplane of },...,1{ md ∈ in Nk ∈ over mN is defined as: 

⊂=→ }/),...,,...,{()( 1 kxxxxNH dmd
mk

d P ( mN ) 

Thus, it is considered the grid over ⊂R P(R (U,T) ) as: 

H )}(/{)( )( RPkUuHhhR u
k

u ∈∀∧∈∀== Φ  

Moreover, D )(R  is defined as the partition mN  in disjoint subsets formed from every hyperplane of the grid 
H )(R . It is named domain D to each one of the elements from partition D )(R . Where it is fulfilled: 

|=d D |)(R ∞<= ∏
∈∀ Uu

u RP |)(|  
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jidjiDDDN ji

d

k
k

m ≠∧∈∀≠∩∧=
=

},...,1{,,Ø
1
∪  

Finally, it is defined representative of ∈D D )(R  as   
})))0,...,0(,({min()( DmmdistD ∈∀=Λ  

Fig. 4 shows an example obtained from values of table for the evolution rules set of figure 3. This table includes a 
row by each representative of the domains, its values for checking relations and applicable evolution rules subset 
that corresponds to each domain. Fig. 5 shows the classification tree generated by ID3 algorithm for the 
corresponding figure 4 values table.  
Incorporation of decision trees avoids unnecessary null weights comparisons from algorithm 1 because they are 
not incorporated as in starting instances. Same, direct way redundancies are avoided, the weight of a symbol is 
compared with the same value just once. Finally, indirect way redundancies are also avoided due to the optimum 
decision tree ensured by ID3 algorithm, avoiding relations of transitive comparisons.  
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Examples battery for the evolution rules 

set of figure 3: in each row there is 
representative of each domain, values it takes 

for comparison relations and corresponding 
applicable evolution rules subset. 

 
Fig. 5. Example of decision tree generated by ID3 
algorithm for the examples battery from figure 4. 

Applicablity Algorithm based on Decision Trees 
Previously to the algorithm presentation, we will expose the appropriate data structure for supporting the decision 
tree.  
• On the one hand, they are disposed four correlative tables left, symbol, value and right for attribute nodes, 

with one cell in each table by each attribute node; root node is located in position 0 cells; 
• On the other, It is disposed a table classes for classification nodes, with one cell for each classification node; 
• Correlative cells of tables symbol and value determine which object weight from the multiset of objects has 

to be compared with which weight. Cells of tables left y right indicate, whether or not it is respectively 
accomplished previous relation comparison, which cell is the following attribute node in, whether index is 
positive; otherwise, indicate which cell of classification nodes table is the solution in.  

Figure 6 shows an example of data structures of corresponding generated decision tree from figure 3. 
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Fig. 6. Data structure for decision tree of figure 5. 

 

  

  

Fig. 7. Execution time reduction carried out by applicability algorithm based on decision tree 
 respect traditional algorithm. 

 
Then, the input to applicability algorithm is ω , multisets of objects, and the supporting decision tree data 
structure: left, symbol, value, right and classes. On the other hand, output is A, an evolution rules subset of R that 
is applicable over that multiset. Following code processes rows of the indexes of branches left or right, depending 
on the comparison of symbol indicated by symbol weight with established value on value until it is reached a 
classification leaf, indicated by a negative value. 
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(1) 0←f  

(2) WHILE 0≥f  DO 

(3)   IF [ ]fvalue
fsymbol

≥−Φ ])[(1|| ω  THEN 

(4)     [ ]fleftf ←  

(5)   ELSE 

(6)     [ ]frightf ←  

(7) [ ]fapplicableA ←  

Algorithm 2. Evolution rules applicability based on decision trees. 

In the worst case, complexity of algorithm 2 considers to process the longest branch of the decision tree which 
length will always be lesser than |||| URn ⋅= . We will reach this conclusion by reduction to the absurd: in order 
to the longest branch of the decision tree requires n  attribute nodes, It must be carried out the following a) every 
weight of each symbol in the antecedent of evolution rules is not null and different between them and, b) the d  
existing domain leads to applicable evolution rules different subsets. That is impossible because, in such 
circumstances, always exist more than one domain that would lead to the empty set. Specifically, a number of 

domains equal to 1|||)(|
||

1

+−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛∑
=

URP
U

i
i . 

Comparative 

This section presents the experimental results obtained from evolution rules applicability using the two algorithms 
presented here. The test set has been randomly generated and it is composed by 48 different evolution rules sets 
(composed between 2 and 4 evolution rules composed between 2 and 4 symbols per antecedent), over these 
tests, it has been calculated the applicability of more than a million of randomly generated symbols multisets.  
A first global analysis presents a reduction of execution time of this new algorithm based on decision trees 
respect to traditional algorithm in an average of 33%, with a variance of 7%.  
Particularly, they has been made tests directed to four different situations to analyse the behaviour of new 
algorithm in extreme cases: with every different weight in antecedents of evolution rules, with every weight of 
same value, and with presence of 25% and 50% null weights. 
In the worst case, with every weight being different between them, it has been reached at least 50% of execution 
time reduction. With all weights with same value, execution time is reduced to a 15% (for 4 evolution rules with 4 
symbols per antecedent). In presence of 25% and 50% of null weights in antecedents of evolution rules, time is 
reduced to a 35% and a 29%, respectively, always in favor of the new algorithm with decision trees. 

Conclusions 

This work presents a new approach to the calculus of evolution rules applicability over a symbols multiset. This 
approach is based on decision trees generated from the set of evolution rules of a membrane. This way, they are 
avoided unnecessary and redundant checking in a direct or indirect way. Consequently, It is always obtained a 
lesser complexity than the corresponding traditional algorithm. So, execution time is optimized in the calculation 
of evolution rules applicability over a symbols multiset. All of this has repercussions in global efficiency of the P 
System evolution, because applicability calculation is carried out in parallel in each membrane in each 
evolution step.  
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A PARTITION METRIC FOR CLUSTERING FEATURES ANALYSIS 

Dmitry Kinoshenko, Vladimir Mashtalir, Vladislav Shlyakhov 

Abstract: A new distance function to compare arbitrary partitions is proposed. Clustering of image collections 
and image segmentation give objects to be matched. Offered metric intends for combination of visual features 
and metadata analysis to solve a semantic gap between low-level visual features and high-level human concept. 

Keywords: partition, metric, clustering, image segmentation. 

ACM Classification Keywords:  I.5.3 Clustering - Similarity measures 

Introduction 
There has been a tremendous growth of the image content analysis significance in the recent years. This interest 
has been motivated mainly by the rapid expansion of imaging on the World-Wide Web, the availability of digital 
image libraries, increasing of multimedia applications in commerce, biometrics, science, entertainments etc. 
Visual contents of an image such as color, shape, texture and region relations play dominating role in propagation 
of feature selection, indexing, user query and interaction, database management techniques. Many systems 
combine visual features and metadata analysis to solve a semantic gap between low-level visual features and 
high-level human concept, i.e. there arises a great need in self-acting content-based image retrieval task-level 
systems. 
To search images in an image database traditionally queries ‘ad exemplum’ are used. In this connection essential 
efforts have been devoted to synthesis and analysis of image content descriptors. However, a user’s semantic 
understanding of an image is of a higher level than the features representation. Low-level features with mental 
concepts and semantic labels are the groundwork of intelligent databases creation. Short retrieval time 
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independent of the database size is a fundamental requirement of any user friendly content-based image retrieval 
(CBIR) system. Characteristics of different CBIR schemes, similarities or distances between the feature vectors of 
the query by example or sketch and those of the database images are sufficiently full explored [see, e.g. 1-3]. To 
optimize CBIR schemes it is necessary to minimize a total number of matches at a retrieval stage. Thus there 
arises a problem of finding novel partition measures for the fast content-based image retrieval in video databases 
and we have to be able to compare different partitions obtained for instance as a result of segmentation. 

Motivation to Synthesis of a Partition Metric  
As retrieval is computationally expensive, one of the most challenging moments in CBIR is minimizing of the 
retrieval process time. Widespread clustering techniques allow to group similar images in terms of their features 
proximity. The number of matches can be greatly reduced, but there is no guarantee that the global optimum 
solution is obtained. We propose clustering of image collections with objective function encompassing goals to 
number of matches at a search stage. 
The problem is in that under given query Yy ∈  one needs to find the most similar image (or images) Xvx ∈ . 
In other words, it is necessary to provide V ρ( , )vvmin y x∈  (here ρ( , )  is arbitrary distance function, V  is an 
indexing set) during minimum possible warranted time. If Y X⊆ , retrieval by exact matching is required. We 
shall name elements α[ ]X , α∈ Α  of power set X2  as clusters if they correspond to the partition of set X . Let 
us consider such partitions that any elements of one cluster do not differ from each other more than on ε , i.e. 

x' x''∀ ≠  we have [ ] [ ]x' x''= , if ρ( , )x' x'' ≤ ε  and [ ] [ ]x' x'' = ∅∩  otherwise. The given or obtained value 
ε  used at a clustering stage is connected with required accuracy of retrieve δ , if it is specified, as follows. There 
arise two cases:  
δ > ε  – any representative of the cluster nearest to the query y  can be used as the image retrieval result, i.e. 
minimal number of matches is defined by the number of clusters; in other words it is necessary to provide 

1 α[ ]{ X }N card min= → ; (1) 

δ ≤ ε  – the element of more detailed partition will be the result of the image retrieval. In simplest situations it is 
necessary to fulfill a single-stage clustering, i.e. to optimize retrieval under worst-case conditions we have to 
ensure 

2 α α[ ] [ ]X X{ } ( )N card max card min= + → . (2) 

At the multilevel clustering the repeated clusters search inside of already retrieved clusters is fulfilled and only on 
the last step required image is searched by complete enumeration. Let us assume that the cluster )( 1[X ]i p−  is 
selected on ( 1)i −  level of hierarchy from a condition 1)(ρ( , [X ] )i qy min− → , 1)(1, [X ]{ }iq card −= , i.e. 

)( 1[X ]i p− =  ) ) )( ( (
1 2[X ] [X ] … [X ] p

i i i α= ∪ ∪ ∪  where for any k  and l  the equality ) )( ([X ] [X ]i ik l = ∅∩  
holds. Then the minimization of matches amount is reduced to the clustering with the goal function  

( )
( )

( ) ( )1( ) ( )1
1 13 11 ,, ,[X ] [ ][X ] X{ } ( )i p i

m i mp i p mi xN card max card min−
−

− −
−= ∈= + →∑ , (3) 

where m  is a number of hierarchy levels, ( )0 ( )01,[X ] X= . Minimization task (1) was solved in [4], the solution of 
problem (2) was offered in [5], searching of (3) one could see in [6].   
Content of an image may be often summarized by a set of homogeneous regions in appropriate feature space. 
Therefore, there is a great need for automatic tools to classify and retrieve image content on the base of 
segmentation.  
Segmented images are formed from an input image by gathering its elements into sets likely to be associated 
with meaningful objects in the scene. That is, the main segmentation (clustering) goal is to partition the entire 
image into disjoint connected or disconnected regions. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of their direct 
interpretation depends heavily on the application area and characteristics of an acquisition system. Possible high-
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level region-based interpretations are associated with a priori information, measurable region properties, 
heuristics, plausibility of computational inference. Whatever the case, often it is necessary to have dealings with a 
whole family of partitions and we must be able to compare these partitions, which are produced by a variety of 
segmentation algorithms. At least splitting and merging techniques make us to match segmentation results, which 
ultimately may be corresponded to indirectly images comparisons. 
For region-based similarity analysis novel approaches are required since usually early processing scheme 
consists of following steps: images are segmented into disjoint (or weakly intersecting) regions, features are 
extracted from each region, and the set of all features is used for high-level processing. It should be emphasized 
that quite often simultaneous processing of partitions or coverings is wanted to produce reliable true conclusion. 
In this connection we propose and vindicate a new metric providing arbitrary partitions (and consequently images) 
matching. Generally, these partitions are results of any clustering procedures.  

A Metric for Partitions Matching 
Let Ω  be arbitrary measurable set with given measure ( )μ , which can be interpreted as length, area, volume, 
mass distribution, probability distribution, cardinality, etc. Consider a set ΩΠ  of finite (from the standpoint of the 
factor set cardinality) partitions of Ω , i.e. Ωα∈ Π , 1 2{X ,X ,…,X }nα = , Xi ⊆ Ω , 1,i n= , 1Xn ii=Ω = ∪ , 

, {1,2,…, }: X Xi ji j n i j∀ ∈ ≠ ⇒ = ∅∩ , {1,2,…, } (X )<ii n∀ ∈ ⇒ μ ∞ . We denote subsidiary partitions 
which will be used in further proofs as 1 2{Y ,Y ,…,Y }mβ =  and 1 2{Z ,Z ,…,Z }lγ = . 
Note, these partitions could be image segmentation results, representing pairwise disjoint family of nonempty 
subsets whose union is the image and each subset may contain required target, may belong to a carrier of object 
image or may be a part of it. Generally, partitions are results of arbitrary clustering.  
Let us introduce on Ω ΩΠ × Π  the functional  

1 1ρ( , ) (X Y ) (X Y )n m i j i ji j= =α β = μ Δ μ∑ ∑ ∩  (4) 

(here X Y (X \Y ) (Y \X )i j i j j iΔ = ∪  is a symmetric difference) and prove that the functional ρ( , )α β  may be 
interpreted as a distance function for partitions matches. Before we verify that (4) is a metric we shall begin with 
subsidiary formal propositions. 
Lemma 1. The functional ρ( , )α β  can be represented in the tantamount form 

2 2 2
1 1 1 1ρ( , ) (X ) (Y ) 2 (X Y )[ ] [ ] [ ]n m n mi j i ji j i j= = = =α β = μ + μ − μ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∩ . (5) 

Proof. It should be noted that for arbitrary measurable sets P  and Q  the equality  

(P Q) (P) (Q) 2 (P Q)μ Δ = μ + μ − μ ∩  (6) 

takes place. Indeed, from the definition of a symmetric difference we directly get P (P Q) (P Q)= \ ∪ ∩  and 
Q (Q P) (Q P)= \ ∪ ∩  where sets P Q\  and P Q∩  do not intersect. Then by virtue of measure ( )μ  is 
additive we have  

{ (P) (P Q) (P Q),
(Q) (Q P) (P Q).

+
+

μ = μ μ
μ = μ μ

\
\

∩
∩  (7) 

Adding up equations (7) and taking into account that P Q (P Q) (Q P)Δ = \ \∪  we obtain  

(P) (Q) (P Q) (Q P) 2 (P Q) (P Q) 2 (P Q)μ + μ = μ + μ + μ = μ Δ + μ\ \ ∩ ∩ . (8) 

It is clear that (8) and (6) are equivalent equations. 
With due regard (6) we could rewrite (4) with reference to Xi  and Y j  as 
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1 1
2

1 1 1 1 1 1
2

1 1 1 1 1 1

ρ( , ) (X Y ) (X ) (Y ) 2 (X Y )

(X ) (X Y ) (Y ) (X Y ) 2 (X Y )

(X ) (X Y ) (Y ) (X Y ) 2 (X Y )

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

n m i j i j i ji j
n m n m n mi i j j i j i ji j i j i j
n m m n n mi i j j i j i ji j j i i j .

= =

= = = = = =

= = = = = =

α β = μ μ + μ − μ =∑ ∑

= μ μ + μ μ − μ =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

= μ μ + μ μ − μ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

∩ ∩

∩ ∩ ∩

∩ ∩ ∩

 (9) 

In (9) we distinguish components 1 (X Y )m i jj= μ∑ ∩  and 1 (X Y )n i ji= μ∑ ∩ . Emphasize sufficiently obvious but 
significant property of similar sums for all {1,2,…, }, {1,2,…, }i n j m∈ ∈  

1

1

(X Y ) (X ),
(X Y ) (Y ).

m i j ij
n i j ji

=

=

⎧ μ = μ∑⎪
⎨

μ = μ∑⎪⎩

∩

∩
 (10) 

The correctness of (10) immediately follows from fig. 1 (according to , Ωβ α∈ Π  and measure ( )μ  additivity). 
Substituting (10) into (9) we finally get  

 
Fig. 1. To explanation of any factor set element intersections with any partition 

2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1ρ( , ) (X Y ) (X Y ) (X ) (Y ) 2 (X Y ) ,[ ] [ ] [ ]n m n m n mi j i j i j i ji j i j i j= = = = = =α β = μ Δ μ = μ + μ − μ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∩ ∩  

which was required, i.e. we get equivalent form of functional (4). 
Let us introduce triple intersections of partition elements into consideration, viz sets of following kind 

X Y Z , 1, , 1, , 1,i j k i n j m k l= = =∩ ∩ .  

Lemma 2. Values (X Y Z )ijk i j kν = ∩ ∩  are in accordance with the equalities 

1 1(Z ) n mk ijki j= =μ = ν∑ ∑ , 

1(X Y ) li j ijkk =μ = ν∑∩ , 

1(X Z ) mi k ijkj=μ = ν∑∩ , 

1(Y Z ) nj k ijki=μ = ν∑∩ . 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Proof. First let us consider , Ωα β∈ Π . Notice that 1, , 1,{X Y }i j i n j m Ω= =α β = ∈ Π∩ ∩ , i.e. an intersection of 
partitions is a partition also. Indeed, if we choose arbitrary element ϖ ∈Ω  we get that, owing to ,α β  are 
partitions, there exist indices {1,2,…, }, {1,2,…, }i n j m∈ ∈  s.t. Xiϖ ∈ and Y jϖ ∈  or X Yi jϖ ∈ ∩ , i.e.  

1, , 1, (X Y )i ji n j m= = = Ω∩∪ . (15) 

On the other hand, we can write (X Y ) (X Y ) (X X ) (Y Y )i j i' j' i i' j j'=∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩ ∩  due to virtue of set 
intersection associativity and commutativity. Since pairs ( , )i j  and ( , )i' j' do not coincide, inequalities i i'≠ and 
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j j'≠  hold separately or both. Thereby at least one of sets X Xi i'∩  or Y Yj j'∩  is empty one as they belong 
to partitions α  and β  correspondingly. As a result we have 

( , ), ( , ) {1,2,…, } {1,2,…, } (X Y ) (X Y )i j i' j'i j i' j' n m∀ ∈ × ⇒ = ∅∩ ∩ ∩ . (16) 

The validity of (15), (16) suggests correctness of the inclusion Ωα β∈ Π∩ , which was required. Now applying 
first equality from (10) to the sets Zk  and (X Y )i j∩  respectively we obtain 

1 1 1 1(Z ) Z (X Y )[ ]n m n mk k i j ijki j i j= = = =μ = = ν∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∩ ∩ ,  

i.e. equality (11). Absolutely analogously using by pairs sets X Yi j∩ , X Yi k∩ , Y Zj kj∩  and , ,γ β α  pro 
tanto we get equalities (12)–(14), q.e.d. 
Now we are ready to prove that ρ( , )α β  is the distance function. 

Theorem. Let Ω  be arbitrary measurable set with given measure ( )μ  and let ΩΠ  be a set of its partitions 
then for arbitrary , Ωα β∈ Π  functional (4) is a metric. 

Proof. To prove the theorem it is sufficiently to show that (4) is nonnegative and satisfies axioms of reflexivity, 
symmetry and the triangle inequality. 
Note, the nonnegativity and the symmetry directly follow from the definition. 
To prove reflexivity it is necessary to verify that ρ( , ) 0α β = ⇔ α = β . First we consider ρ( , )α α  for arbitrary 

Ωα∈ Π . In accordance with the symmetry property we have 

1 1 1
, 1

ρ( , ) (X X ) (X X (X X ) (X X (X X ) (X X
nn n ni j i j i i i i i j i ji j i

i j
i j

= = =
=

>

α α = μ Δ μ ) = μ Δ μ ) + 2 μ Δ μ ).∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∩ ∩ ∩  

First term from the right consists of n  summands with the identical partition elements and so it is equal to zero as 
(X X )i iμ Δ = 0  for all 1,i n= . The second one consists of 2( )n n−  different partition elements only and it also 

equals to zero since for all , 1, ,i j n i j= ≠  we obtain (X Xi jμ ) = 0∩ , which establishes direct reflexivity. 

Now let us show the validity of reflexivity in a reverse order. Let ρ( , ) 0α β =  for arbitrary , Ωα β∈ Π  such that 
α ≠ β . By virtue of terms nonnegativity in (4) we have equality of each summand to zero. Choose an element 
X'  in the partition α . Note, in (4) it belongs to zero summands of kind (X X ) (X Xj j' 'μ Δ μ ) = 0∩  where 

1,j m= . Suppose X'  does not belong to β  hence the inequality (X Y j'μ Δ ) ≠ 0  is fulfilled for all Y j ∈β . 
Then the equality (X Y )j'μ = 0∩  holds true for all indexes j . Though it is possible while as X' = ∅  since 
X' ⊂ Ω  and family 1 2{Y ,Y ,…,Y }mβ =  covers the set Ω . But X'  is the element of covering α  of the same 

set Ω  and naturally X' ≠ ∅  then there exist elements * * *1 2Y ,Y ,…,Yp ∈β  which cover subset X' ⊂ Ω  and 

have nonempty intersection with it, i.e. *(X Y 1,r' r pμ ) ≠ 0, =∩ . We get a contradiction, i.e. one can assert that 
any element X'  from α  is an element of β , i.e. α ⊂ β . Due to symmetry we have β ⊂ α  and finally α = β  
which proved reflexivity. 
Now we are going to examine whether (4) satisfies the triangle inequality.  
Let us consider three arbitrary partitions , ,α β γ  of the set Ω . We have to prove ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , )α β ≤ α γ + γ β . 
Suppose 1 2{X ,X ,…,X }nα = , 1 2{Y ,Y ,…,Y }mβ = , 1 2{Z ,Z ,…,Z }lγ = . Using lemma 1 (expression (5)) 
we have 
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2 2 2
1 1 1

2 2
1 11 1

2 2 2
1 1 1 1

ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , )
(X ) (Y ) 2 (Z )

2 (X Z ) 2 (Z Y )

(X ) (Y ) 2 (X Y ) 0

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]

n m li j ki j k
n l l mi k k ji jk k

n m n mi j i ji j i j .

= = =

= == =

= = = =

α γ + γ β − α β =
= μ + μ + μ −∑ ∑ ∑

− μ − μ −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

− μ − μ + μ ≥∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

∩ ∩

∩

 

Collecting like terms and dividing by 2 we arrive at the equivalent expression 
2 2 2 2

1 1 1 11 1 1(Z ) (X Y ) (X Z ) (Z Y )[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]l n m n l l mk i j i k k ji j i jk k k= = = == = =μ + μ ≥ μ + μ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∩ ∩ ∩ . 

Further, if we apply lemma 2 (expressions (11)–(14)) this inequality can be rewritten as follows  
2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 .( ) ( ) ( ) ( )l n m n m l n l m m l nijk ijk ijk ijki j i j i j j ik k k k= = = = = = = == = = =ν + ν ≥ ν + ν∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  (17)

There is no difficulty in understanding that at raising to the second power all summands 2
ijkν  in both sides of this 

inequality are canceled. Furthermore, all doubled products in the right part are contained in the first summand at 
the left of (17). Indeed, with the notation M {1,2,…, } {1,2,…, }n m= × , the first item has the form 

22
1 1 1 11 1 ( , ) ( , ) M,

( , ) ( , )

2( )l n m l n mijki j i jk k ijk ijk i' j' ki j i' j'
i j i' j'

= = = == =
∈

≠

ν = ν + ν ν∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ . (18) 

The first summand at the right of (17) one can rewrite as follows  
22

1 1 1 11 1 ( , ) M
2( )n l m n l mijki j i jk k ijk ijk ij'kjj '

j j'
= = = == =

∈
≠

ν = ν + ν ν∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ . (19) 

It is clear that all pairs ijk ij'kν ν  lie among doubled products ijk i' j' kν ν  since in (19) all variations are connected 
with alteration of the second index whereas both the first and the second indices are varied in (18). The same 
property is fulfilled for the second summand in the right part of (17) as all variations are connected with alteration 
of the first index i . As a result we get that all items at the right of (17) are canceled and all summands at the left 
are nonnegative, i.e. inequality (17) holds. Hence the triangle inequality is valid and (4) is a metric, q.e.d. 
Thus, we have proved that functional (4) is a metric. We think that obtained results have to be applied to the set 
coverings that will provide analysis of arbitrary weak clustering when elements can belong to more that one 
cluster concurrently. 

Results and Conclusion 
An intensive experimental exploration with the collection of histologic specimens images with final goal 
classification as an aid in cancer detection vindicates the efficiency of proposed metric. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Examples of input images 

The analysis of experimental results has shown that the application of partitions as features provides a sufficient 
relevance at retrieval of the images in database with queries ‘ad exemplum’. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate images 
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and partitions that were compared by means of traditional and proposed metrics. Examples of dependences, 
query image and its partition are shown in fig. 4. One can see comparability of obtained results for Euclidean 
metric and distance function (4). The reliability of matching can be increased by an intellectual processing (via 
relations analysis of region-based models) which provides conditions for entirely correct and complete 
segmentation.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Multithresholding segmentation of images shown in fig. 1 

 
Fig. 4. Examples of image and partitions matches (query a) and b) correspondingly) 
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 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF CONTOURS AS THE SEQUENCES  
OF THE DIGITAL STRAIGHT SEGMENTS AND OF THE DIGITAL CURVE ARCS 

Vladimir Kalmykov 

Abstract: Recognition of the object contours in the image as sequences of digital straight segments and/or digital 
curve arcs is considered in this article. The definitions of digital straight segments and of digital curve arcs are 
proposed. The methods and programs to recognize the object contours are represented. The algorithm to 
recognize the digital straight segments is formulated in terms of the growing pyramidal networks taking into 
account the conceptual model of memory and identification (Rabinovich [4]).  

Keywords: contour, segments of digital lines arc of digital curves 

Introduction  
The structural analysis of the object contours in the image as the sequences of straight segments and of curve 
arcs is one of the tasks of image processing in the artificial intelligence systems.  
In most cases the IMAGE can be CONSIDERED as the PART of a PLANE, where the objects are located. The 
objects optical parameters – optical density, color, texture – are different from the similar parameters of rest of the 
IMAGE – background. A BORDER, i.e. contour, IS inalienable PROPERTY of every object and is a simply 
connected sequence consisting of segments of lines and arcs of curves. The IMAGE, as a rule, is discrete. 
Accordingly, the straight segments and curve arcs, the contours consist of, ARE the digital straight segments 
and the digital curve arcs.  
Automatic segmentation of arbitrary contour on the digital straight segments and/or the digital curve arcs is the 
purpose of the work.  
There are algorithms to select the digital straight segments in a contour [1,2]. The curvilinear image elements, 
represented as splines, Bezie curves, etc., are used in a great number of applications. At the same time the arcs 
of arbitrary curves, as elements of the description of contours, practically is not used for recognition of image 
contours mainly by reason of the absence of common determination of the arc of arbitrary digital curve. The use 
of curve arcs as the structural elements of image contours description would approach its description to 
intuitional, natural representation of images by a man, substantially would shorten the expenses of memory for 
storage of image and image processing time. As an example we will consider the description of contours of binary 
images, which are obtained, with the use of tools of widespread graphics editor Corel Draw.  
On fig.1 the contours of three identical objects 
are represented, which are not to be distorted by 
noises. Each of the objects contains the arc of 
ellipse and differs from the other objects by 
spatial position and rotation angle.  
The boundary points which divide contours into 
the curve arcs and the straight segments are 
marked by the squares. Identical arcs, which 
belong to different objects, are represented by 
sequences containing the different amount of 
different arcs of curves. Each of the identical 
objects in the image is represented with the 
different elements. Such description of objects can not be directly used in intelligence systems for interpretation of 
images supposes hard image processing enough. 
The represented example shows existence of the problem with the images not distorted by noises and the 
actuality to solve it. 

 
Fig.1 Selection of arcs of ellipses in three identical, rotated 
in relation to each other objects by means of Corel Draw 
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Contour as the sequence of L-elements 
When the image contours to be digitized the straight segments and the curve arcs transform to digital straight 
segments and digital curve arcs. We will consider the discrete image, as two-dimensional cell complex [1]. The 
pixels are two-dimensional square elements for the given case. Besides pixels there are cracs and points. Cracs 
are the sides of pixels, being one-dimensional elements. Points are the end points of cracs and angular points of 
pixels. Then the image object contour is the connected crac sequence, to be a boundary between the object and 
background pixels. The characteristic features of straight segments and curve arcs to a great extent are lost as a 
result of digitization.  
In fig. 2 the example of the objects initial contour, formed by a curve arc and a straight segment, and also its 
digital equivalent, as the crac sequence, are represented. Some connected parts of the crac sequence can be 
united in L-elements. 

 

An L-element is the connected crac sequence of 
vertical (horizontal) orientation, which contains no 
more than one crac of horizontal (vertical) 
orientation.  
As in the work [2], we will use such L-element 
configuration in which the crac (if it is present) different 
in the orientation relatively to the other cracs of the L-
element is contained at the end of the L-element. Each 
L-element is defined with such parameters: g – 
direction in relation to initial its point of (using g = 0 – 
for direction upward, 1 – to the right, 2 – downward, 3 
– to the left); l – amount of cracs of the same direction 
(l = 1,2,.); q – the last crac direction in relation to 
previous cracs value g (q = -1, if the last crac is 
directed to the left in relation to direction of g, +1 - to 
the right, 0 - coincides with direction of g). For the L-
element (0-2) g=0, l=3, q=+1. For the L-element (27-0) 
g=3, l=1, q=0. 

Determination of segments of digital lines in the sequence of L-elements of contour 
Lets (x1,y1), (x2,y2) are integer-valued co-ordinates of straight segment first and last points. The segment slope 
ratio is defined by the relation of differences of its co-ordinates n= Δx=| x1 - x2 | and m=Δy=| y1 - y2|, which, in 
the general case, is not an integer. We will put for definiteness, that n > m. The digital straight segment of 
arbitrary slope ratio can be set by means of two types of L-elements, having identical directions, their lengths are 
equal accordingly l,l+1, thus l≤ n/m≤ l+1. The order of L-elements alternation determines the digital straight 
segment structure and is defined by the values of members of continued fraction [l; k1, k2,., kt] or 
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As follows from the formula (1), l is the integer part from the division of n by m - corresponds l cracs of the same 
direction in succession in the digital straight segment. Together with the joining perpendicular crac they form the 
L-element of l length.  
K1-element is the sequence in succession of k1 L-elements having identical with each other parameters, 
but the last L-element having the length equal l+1 or l, according to n,m values; k1 defines the “length” of 
the K1-element.  
Likely, K2-element is the sequence in succession of k2 L-elements having identical parameters with each other, 
but the last K1-element having the length equal k1+1 or k1 or according to n,m values; k2 defines the “length” of 
the K2-element; et cetera to the exhausting of members of continued fraction. The numerator r determines the 
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amount of L-elements of length l+1 in this digital straight segment, and also the K1-element amount. In turn 
numerator r1 determines the amount K2- element lengths k1±1 in this digital straight segment. In general 
numerator  rt-1 determines the amount Kt-1- element lengths kt-1±1 in this digital straight segment. 
Under the digital straight segment with the co-ordinates of first and end points (x1,y1), (x2,y2) we will 
understand the sequence of L-elements having identical directions g,q, where integer-valued lengths are 
equal according to l, l+1, and l≤ n/m≤ l+1, where n = | x1 - x2 | and m = | y1 - y2|, thus, the order of L-
elements alternation is defined by the values of members of continued fraction n/m.  
 

 
 

The algorithm to select digital straight segments in crac sequence was formulated in the work [3]. It is possible to 
represent the process of digital straight segment image forming by the mentioned algorithm in terms of growing 
pyramidal networks [5] (fig.3) taking into account the work by Z. L. Rabinovich [4]. The special case of the 
growing pyramidal network, when the vertexes subsets have not intersections, is examined. The crac parameters, 
which form L-elements, are used as receptors. The vertexes of the network are tied-up with conceptors and feed-
backs. Conceptors are represented by ascending direct pointers and lines without pointers. Feed-backs are 
represented by descending pointers. Successive procedure to form the digital straight segment image is 
examined - from left to right. The algorithm to form digital straight segment image in the arbitrary crac sequence 
consists in the following. 
Starting conditions. The L-elements counter s0=1; the common amount of L-elements in the sequence is equal N; 
the vertexes counters of t level: s1= 1, s2= 1,., st= 1; t = 1; the work constant p = 0. 
The list XY of the co-ordinates of digital straight segment ends is empty. 
1. The L-element number s0 parameters is defined and is passed to the vertex number s1. To go to the following 
L-element s0:= s0 +1; Jump to point 2. If s0>N, to store the value s1 and to set s1 at the starting state: p = s1; s1=1; 
Jump to point 3. 
2. Using the feed-back arc, the L-element parameters of vertex number s1 is compared to the parameters of the 
following in order L-element number s0. If the result of comparison is positive (the examined L-elements form K1-
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Fig.3 The process of digital straight segment image forming in terms of growing pyramidal networks 
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element) Jump to point 1. Otherwise the K1- element construction is completed. If the built K1- element is 
completed, go to the next vertex of the first level s1:= s1 +1; Jump to point 1. Otherwise, the digital straight 
segment is completed, the vertexes counters are set to the starting state; the co-ordinates of the digital straight 
segment ends are stored; Jump to point 1.  
3. Parameters of the Kt-element are passed from the vertex of t level number st to the vertex of t+1 level number 
st+1 using a conceptor, go to the new vertex of t level st:= st +1; Jump to point 4. If st > p, the value of st is stored 
and st is set to the starting state: p:= st; st:=1; go to the following level t:=t+1. If amount of vertexes of the next 
level st>1, Jump to point 3, otherwise, go to End of algorithm. 
4. Using the feed-back arc the Kt-element parameters of vertex number st+1 are compared to the Kt-element 
parameters of the vertex number st. If the result of comparison is positive (the examined Kt-elements form Kt+1-
element) Jump to point 3. Otherwise, the K1- element construction is completed. If the built Kt+1- element is 
completed, go to the next vertex of the t level: st+1:= st+1 +1; Jump to point 3. Otherwise, the digital straight 
segment is completed, the vertexes counters are set to the starting state; the co-ordinates of the digital straight 
segment ends are stored the list XY; Jump to point 1.  
5. The End of algorithm: forming the list of the co-ordinates of the digital straight segment ends. 
The offered algorithm allows restoring of the objects contours of digitized image from the crac sequence to the 
digital straight segment sequence. However the contours of the initial image consisted not only of straight 
segments but also of curve arcs. In the next sections of the article methods and algorithms to restore the digital 
curve arcs of the digital straight segment will be developed. So, the object contours of digitized image will be 
represented not only as the sequence of digital straight segments but the sequence of digital straight 
segments and/or of digital curve arcs. 

Determination of arc of digital curve 
The determination of digital curve arc will be formulated in this section. This determination allows setting or 
rejecting a fact: some part of contour sequence, which consists of digital straight segments, is formed as a result 
of digitizing of some arbitrary curve arc.  

We will suppose that arcs of curves using in the graphic 
images, display the segments of continuous functions 
with continuous derivative ones.  
Under the continuous curve lines [6], prescribed 
functions x = ϕ (t), y = φ (t) , we will understand the 
Zhordan curves without multiple points or simple arcs, in 
other words such, that for any two different values t' and 
t'′ points proper to them on a plane M' [ϕ(t'), φ(t')] and 
M′′ [ϕ(t′′), φ(t′′)] are different. Lets x = ϕ (t), y = φ (t), 
where ϕ (t), φ (t) are the continuous functions of 
parameter t, defined on the segment [a, b]. If t is 
increasing from a to b, the point with the co-ordinates of 
х, y describes the arc AB (fig.4). We will consider 
breaking up of segment [a, b] with the points of division 

 a = t0 < t1 < … < ts-1 < ts = b,                 (2) 
and let curve points А, T1, …, Ts-1, В correspond to these 

points of division. Let us connect consistently by the straight segments the point A with the point T1, the point T1 
with the point T2, ., the point Ts-1, with the point B, so we will build the broken line, and will name this broken line 
as entered in the arc AB. The arc segment Tn,Tn+1 (n = 0,1,…,s) is the figure, limited by the segment of broken 
line Tn,Tn+1 and the proper arc link ∩Tn,Tn+1. The maximal length of line between a segment Tn,Tn+1 and ∩Tn,Tn+1, 
which is perpendicular to the segment Tn,Tn+1 is the height of arc segment hn. Lets 
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if β will tend to zero while s is increased, the length of any link of the entered broken line will tend to zero, as well 
as  the height of every arc segment, for functions ϕ (t), φ (t) are continuous. 
While the curve arc and its entered broken line are mapped onto discrete space, the value of discontinuity is d, 
the entered broken line segments will be displayed by digital straight segments. The co-ordinate values of 
discrete space are integer-valued and multiple to d. So since a moment, when hn < d, the segment heights will not 
be mapped in this space, because their lengths will become equal to zero. While hn < d, discrete mapping of arc 
links will coincide with the proper links of entered broken line – the digital straight segments. We will name these 
digital straight segments, representing certain curve arc, as digital curve arc. Thus, the contour, which initially 
consists of segments of lines and of arbitrary curve arcs, after digitizing is mapped as sequence of digital straight 
segments.  
The task is to determine digital curve arcs in the contour sequence of the digital straight segments. 
We will examine the pair of neighboring digital straight segments in a sequence which correspondents to curve 
arc. The pair of neighboring segments determines the finite difference of the second order. We will name two 
pairs which have a general segment as neighboring pair. Neighboring pair determines the finite difference of the 
third order.  
If the finite differences of the second order are not equal to zero (for the integer-valued co-ordinates of points 
finite differences must be more than 1), maybe the pair of digital straight segments is part of a digital curve arc. In 
general, it is possible to conduct many curves through three points, defined by the pair of neighboring digital 
straight segments. At the same time, the arc segment heights values hn does not exceed the space value of 
discontinuity d (hn < d). Thus, for the pair of digital straight segments Tn-1Tn, TnTn+1 to be the part of a digital curve 
arc, it is necessary to prove the existence of the curve which passes through points Tn-1, Tn, Tn+1, and the 
condition is executed for: (hn-1<d)&( hn<d). 
Usually the curvature of a flat curve is equated with curvature of contiguous circumference arc [7]. By the tangent 
circumference to plane curve in the point T1 is named the limit position of the circumference passing through two 
points T2 and T3 neighboring to the point T1, while T2 and T3 tending to T1. Abandoning aside the decision of this 
task in general case, further we will examine the partial case of this task, when a circumference is the curve 
passing through three points. It is possible to formulate the next determination as result of the consideration.  
Under the digital curve arc in two-dimensional discrete space of discontinuity d we will understand such 
sequence of digital straight segments, that through ending three points of every pair of neighboring 
segments it is possible to conduct such circumference, that its segment heights does not exceed d. 
This determination is correct as far as it is correct to equate the segment of arbitrary curve arc, which 
corresponds to the pair of neighboring segments, with the arc of tangent circumference.  
The offered determination allows to define, whether a given pair of neighboring digital straight segments 
corresponds to some arc of  the digital arbitrary curve. Lets build the circumference arc on points Tn-1,Tn,Tn+1 in 
accordance with the determination of digital curve arc, and estimate the deviation size of end of each segment 
from direction of line of preceding segment (fig.5). As the deviation size it is possible to choose segment length 
Tn+1T* when condition that l(Tn'')≅l(Tn,Tn+1). Define the length TnR2 as a height of triangle Tn-1Tn Tn+1. Maximal 
distance is between the points of curve arc and proper segment of broken line SR1 is equals d. At the same time  

SR1 = OTn-1 - OTn-1× cos α  =  r – r×cosα  =  r (1- cos α). 
The length of height  Δ(Tn-1Tn Tn+1)    

TnR2  =  OTn - OTn× cos 2α  =   r - r× cos α  =  r×(1- cos 2a)= 2r× (1- cos2 α). 
TnR2 / SR1 = 2×(1 + cos α); or TnR2 = 2×(1 + cos α) × SR1. 

If SR1 ≈ d and α ≤ 30°, the height of triangle (Tn-1Tn Tn+1) Tn2 ≤ 3,85d.  It is not hard to see that the maximal 
deviation size is   

Tn+1T' = 2´ TnR2  ≈ 7. 7d.                                                                         (4) 
It means that the considered pair of segments could be corresponded to the digital curve arc, if the maximal 
deviation value TnT* is not more than 7.7d. Minimum deviation value must be more than d: Tn+1T* > d, because if 
it is less one of the pair of segments grows into one digital straight segment. 
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Fig. 5 Estimation of the deviation size  

of neighbouring segments ends 

The example is demonstrated on a fig. 6 the program to recognize the 
object contours in the image as the sequences of digital straight 
segments and of digital curve arcs. The image is used from the fig. 1, but 
the offered algorithms are implemented in the program. Unlike the 
contours of fig. 1, got by means of the program of Corel Trace, the arcs 
of contours are represented without lying out of intermediate points on a 
few arcs regardless of different spatial positions and rotation angles for 
the each of objects. 

 
Fig. 6 Object segmentation using describing methods 

Conclusion 
The automatic construction of reflex of digital straight segment is considered, as the special case of growing 
pyramidal network taking into account the conceptual model of identification and memory. 
Determination of digital curve arc is offered as the sequences of digital straight segments. The algorithms and 
programs developed on the basis of the attained results allow, unlike known, to execute segmentation of contours 
in a natural way on the digital straight segment and arcs of digital curves regardless of different spatial positions 
and rotation angles for the each of objects in the image.  
The binary images contours processing had been developed without the loss of information. The questions of the 
half-tone image segmentation by the contours consisting of digital straight segment and of arcs of digital curves 
are the subject of the next works. 
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COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGIES OF GRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Nikolay Fesenko 

Abstract: The classification of types of information redundancy in symbolic and graphical forms representation of 
information is done. The general classification of compression technologies for graphical information is presented 
as well. The principles of design, tasks and variants for realizations of semantic compression technology of 
graphical information are suggested.  

Keyword: semantics, abundance, compression, graphical information, decompression, classification, ontology. 

ACM Classification Keywords: A.1. Introductory and Survey; I.2. Artificial Intelligence; I.2.7 Natural Language 
Processing - Text analysis; 

Introduction 

Presentation of graphic files in the compact compressed kind is needed for comfort of storage, provision of 
reception and information transfer on the ducting of connection. Thus redundancy in presentation of information 
allows this information to squeeze, i.e. to shorten the resources expended on its presentation. When diminishing 
the sizes of memory, occupied by files, or at preparation of files for sending, the specialized programs are used in 
a compact form, accepted to talk that files are exposed to compression, or the compression [1]. Technologies of 
compression of files use, as a rule, programs diminishing file sizes graphic arts due to the change of method of 
data organization, for example, replacing repetitive elements by information that is more effective for storage. 
Thus graphic information compresses only on a form presentation, but not on maintenance. This appears to be 
actual development of semantic compression technology for graphic information. To that end we shall explore 
compression technologies of graphic information, on the article of application in them, approaches and methods 
of artificial intelligence. 

Varieties of Informative Redundancy 

 Every form or model, different presentation actual to the same thought differs by the informative redundant - from 
minimum to considerable. It can be where sketch, sketching or the high-quality colored computer image is 
synthesized. Thus, the more adequate the chosen model, so much the better attainable degree of compression. 
We will consider the types of informative redundant, presentations of information characteristic for different 
organizational forms, and will execute their classification with the purpose of  the determination of the possible 
hidden reserve for the lead through additional, deeper compression (Fig.1). The basic types of surplus [2] are 
near to the character and graphic forms of presentation of information. Thus for every type of redundant there are 
the models of compression. The design in one or another degree reflects possibility of the prediction of probability 
of the offensive of possible events. On probability of reiteration, when different events have different 
probabilities of appearance, takes place a distributing redundant. If a few identical events can follow friend by a 
friend, takes place surplus of reiteration. Surplus of order appears then, when the offensive of certain events can 
be predicted depending on some order of the following. Reiteration of events group results in a group (chainlet) 
redundant. Possibility for the account of probability of certain events, appearance on some positions in an events 
stream determines the position redundant. Probability of the values of closeness to the neighboring pixels of a 
graphic image, as well as their spatial derivative, characterizes the spatial redundant on a form placing: linear, 
2D, 2.5D, 3D. On composition the homogeneous redundant is uncommon; more frequently the redundant is 
mixed. On the redundant element it is shown up by the character and objective.  
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Fig.1 Classification of informative surplus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2 Classification of semantic redundant. 
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On the principle of compression we will distinguish the redundant on a form organization placing, either the 
locations of character or appearance, and semantic or semantic redundant on maintenance. Originally we will 
select a purposeful, or intentional redundant; casual, originative and systematic. On the degree of 
compendency we will mark the unrelated, or the independent redundant, and also the dependent, which then 
can be both loosely-coupled and strongly. It ensues that from the conducted analysis and classification of 
redundant, that less of the other semantic aspect of redundant is investigational. 

Varieties of Semantic Redundant  
We will conduct the analysis of types of semantic redundant and will execute their classification for determination 
of tasks on creation of technology of semantic compression of graphic information (Fig.2).  
Semantic redundant differentiates on a form presentation, on a form the display, to direction, on a structure 
and in grain settings. On a form presentation we will select the redundant from data, declarative and 
productional to the redundant. In grain settings we will divide declarative surplus into basic, base-line, context, 
explaining and the redundancy of working out in detail. Probability of appearance of character in a context we will 
name context redundant. In same queue, explaining the redundant shows up as dictionary, information, 
terminology and reference. The productional redundant includes the analytical, temporal and the redundant of the 
states and auxiliary, to which we will deliver the auxiliary containers of modifiers also. On a form the display we 
will select obvious redundant and non-obvious. General character of the redundant, thematic and specialized 
shows up to direction. The thematic redundant is subdivided into a problem, subject domain, variation and 
redundant of explaining examples. On a structure we will mark morphological, syntactic, stylistic, fragmentary, 
phraseological and the redundant of reiteration. The offered classification allows to give mind on the semantic 
redundant in the context of compression of graphic information, as its programmatic realization is practically 
absent for today. 

 Analysis and Classification of Technologies of Compression of Graphic Information 
With the purpose of systematization we will conduct the analysis and general classification of technologies of 
compression of graphic information (Fig.3). On a form presentation of graphic information we will distinguish a 
raster, vectorial, programmatic, text, multimedia and combined forms of presentation. A raster form is 
characterized by a considerable spatial redundant. The type of redundant of vectorial form depends on the large 
number of factors and does not possess sufficient universality for creation of general formal approaches to its 
removal [2]. Among the formats of vector graphics we will select two: CDR (CORELDRAW) and DXF 
(AUTOCAD), which are standard for the proper graphic packages. Besides rasters, vectorial, texts formats, also 
the mixed formats or metafiles are developed. For example, the formats of ESP (Encapsulated PostScript) and 
CGM (Computer Graphics Metafile) allow the keeping of rasters, vectorial and text information. The universal 
data files of UDF (Universal Data File) engulf different data structures and can enter in the complement of the 
documents realized in other formats. Presentation of image stage as programmatic files both in programming 
languages and instructions languages of graphic packages, allows largely shortening the volume of information 
about the image, as such approach supposes application of other form of representation specification and 
assumes the use in the graphic files of programmatic procedures. A compiler, or presence of the proper graphic 
package, is however here obligatory. For more difficult images the complete cycle of the repeated creation of 
image is required.  
In relation to the file structure of presentation of information analyzable technologies execute the 
compression at once all file wholly or the compression plugged in the structure of file; and also the combined 
forms. Formats in which the compression is part of a file structure are less dependent at their further use. A fully 
compressed file is usually impossible to use until it is not be recovered to the initial state. Therefore, in future, 
compressed picture-size rasters by the decompression proper compatible program. The formats of compression of 
ZIP and RAR, which are used for the compression of both character and graphic information, are most 
widespread. 
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The Wavelet-compression of graphic information, which we will deliver to technologies by appearance 
transformations, consists in the compression of all images wholly to the so-called WIF-files (Wavelet Image File) 
with the purpose of maintenance of temporal and frequency descriptions of signals. The basic idea of lifting-
transformations urgently and also the wavelet second generation, is expressed in that during every operation 
must change only one constituent, therefore, for example, for construction of reverse transformation it is enough 
to execute the mirror reflection of direct transformation and to add inverting of signal wherein it is needed. The 
algorithm of compression of EZW (Embedded Zerotree Wavelet) supposes the simple casting-out of coefficients 
with the values less some size. Not far the algorithm of SPIHT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees) more 
difficult in the calculable relation gives the much best results to the compression. 

On plenitude of maintenance of coercible information we will divide compression algorithms into the 
executing ones of the compression without the losses, with the losses of information and with semantic correction 
of coercible information. The known technologies of compression without the losses practically do not execute 
semantic interpretation of coercible information, and at decompression aim to recover both a file and picture in full 
initial. Widespread technologies of compression of graphic information, executing the compression with the 
losses of information, do not take into account semantic maintenance of this information. Consequently, lost 
maybe to be exactly that part of graphic image for the sake of which it, actually, was all saved and was passed. 
Even half-tones distortions at the compression would carry electoral character, for example, to spread not on the 
image of face of portrait image, and to affect a background and clothes only.  

In-process algorithms on the basis of successive scan-out, images oriented to the compression without the 
losses, it is possible to select the following phases: prediction, design of error and encoding, thus the prediction of 
value of next pixel is made on the basis of values of the already coded neighboring pixels. In basis of 
technologies of compression on the keywords of KWE (Key Word Encoding) principle of encoding of lexical units 
is fixed to, for example ordinary words, by byte groups of fixed length. The result of such encoding is placed in a 
special dictionary. Technology of Lempel-Ziv-Welsh (LZW), which is the modification of technology of Lempel-Ziv 
(LZ), is based on the search maintenance of templates into the set structure. Algorithm of LZW is built round the table 
of phrases (dictionary), which substitutes characters strings of coercible report by the codes of fixed length. The 
compression on this technology executes the raster format of TIFF, which supports plenty of algorithms of compression 
for the different types of images. In a raster format the GIF image is examined as a unidimensional sequence of 
pixels, which are encoded on lines with the use of algorithm of LZC (modification of algorithm of LZW). A format is 
counted on the images with index colors and possesses more high degree of compression, by what format of 
PCX. There are modifications of this format, which differ by the amount of the supported types of blocks of 
expansions, including animation. On the whole the algorithms of KWE execute the compression without the losses 
of information, and are most effective for text information of large volumes, but from the necessity of creation and 
maintenance of dictionary ineffective for the files of small sizes. In basis of Huffman algorithm is also productive 
the compression without the losses of information, the idea of encoding by bits groups lies.  

After the lead through of frequency analysis of entrance sequence of information, that determines the arrival rate 
of every character, which meets in it, characters are assorted on diminishing of this frequency. A basic idea 
consists of the following: the more frequent the character, the less encoded are bats. The result of encoding is 
added to the dictionary necessary for decoding. Algorithm of RLE (Run-Length Encoding) is based on the 
exposure of repetitive sequences of information and replacement by their more simple structure the code of 
information and coefficient of reiteration is specified in which, therefore he gives the best effect of compression at 
greater length of repetitive sequence of information. Consequently, the algorithm of RLE is more effective at the 
graphic data compression (in particular case for the solid images). Encoding on the algorithm of RLE supports the 
graphic format of PCX. 
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Algorithms by appearance transformations are intended for the compression of images with the losses of 
quality. The model chart of algorithm is such a transformation, quantisation, design of regenerate coefficients, 
encoding. There are two approaches to implementation of transformations. The first is expressed in frequent 
implementation of transformation separating the highest-frequency constituent of image. The second approach 
consists in implementation. Transformation of the result of which there is the spectrum of image. The high 
calculable complication of such transformations does not allow us to apply them for the fragments of image of 
largeness. Then at the compression with the losses, for example in the format of JPEG, there is the casting-out of 
part of information of the initial image. The features of sensitiveness of our sight are thus used on perception of 
changes of brightness, colour or tone. At first the image is divided into brightness and two colour constituents. A 
brightness constituent is major at perception of image by a human eye; it is therefore necessary to squeeze it with 
the best quality. Then these constituents are broken up on squares measuring 8х8 pixels, and for each of which 
is executed the discrete cosine-transformation of Fourier. After it the quantisation of results and encoding is 
made. For the encoding of coefficients encoding of Huffman is used with the fixed tables, as variety of the prefix 
encoding, or arithmetic encoding. By appearance we will select encoding: prefix, arithmetic, ranged, associative 
and quasi-arithmetic encoding. 

 The division by appearance to the semantic compression allows to select annotating, abstracting, 
summarizing, or exposition, as different on the degree of compression and generalization universal forms of 
retelling of maintenance, and also graphic, or vivid, and analytical (formalization) forms of presentation of 
maintenance. Thus two last forms execute the function of compression of graphic information only in the system 
of some limitations. 

Semantic Compression of Graphic Information  

A picture, as the most simple from the possible and widespread forms of presentation of information, can be 
intended to expel the text description, or vice versa. Therefore we will analyze three charts: text-picture-text, 
picture–text-picture and picture-picture. The first chart is expedient for subject domains with the developed 
system of compression of graphic information. Excelling the algorithms of compression of texts naturally linguistic 
or programmatic structural descriptions. The second chart is applicable for the case of subject domain, in which 
compression of naturally linguistic texts and programmatic formalities is executed well, than the compression of 
graphic presentations of informative material. The third chart supposes the semantic compression directly linked 
to graphic images without intermediate auxiliary texts forms. The task of understanding of graphic languages joins 
to the same chart: pictures, drafts, illustrations, photos and other such charts assume a few variants of 
realization. In the data computer center of Russian academy of sсience, [3] the system of ТЕКRIS is built, are 
generations of pictures on the basis of texts, using a chart: the analysis of text is the synthesis of graphic 
appearance.  

We suggest to make the process of compression of graphic information on the basis of semantic interpretation. 
Introduction is the successful decision to technology of compression of graphic information of ontological 
approaches. One of variants of practical realization of such approach is text description of pictures and 
application to the description of methods of semantic reduction, to which we will deliver summarizing of naturally 
linguistic texts, in particular, on the basis of growing pyramidal networks.  

As the example of realization the summarizing of naturally linguistic texts we will present the program 
KONSPEKT [4], which passes sense, but does not restore a source code after the conducted compression. 
During work of this program of phrase of source code is exposed to syntax -semantic interpretation with the 
purpose of selection of full-composition suggestions. After it on the basis of ontology of associations the thematic 
analysis of text is carried out. The dictionary of terms, in which terms are indexed by the sets of associative signs 
designating associations of concepts, is ontology of associations. As a result of work of the program KONSPEKT 
the generalized text, which on volume and to the compendency near to the folded pictures of properties of 
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compendia is formed. The use of a dictionary complex is other variant RUSLAN [5] as the instrument of 
compression of maintenance of text. A function similar on the producible effect of decompression is executed by 
the standard information-search systems: using the keywords and terminologies of combinations of words, which 
are the maximum compressed form of presentation of theme, set from outside, they find complete maintenance 
of text. 
A graphic object can be considered certain only then, when its form is fixed for visualization, sizes are filled in and 
the spatial orientation and location [6] is executed. One of the first programs, which in the interactive mode could 
perceive the mutual location of blocks of different forms and colors and to make their description, there is the 
program of Vine of SHRDLU [7], however much its developers did not succeed to decide the task of abstracting. 
Semantic compression directly linked to graphic image also close to the semantic downscaling. The difference is 
only in that at the semantic compression brief information goes down or mutates, and at the semantic down-
scaling it is temporally eliminated at the increase of scale, but after, at the diminishing of scale, comes back 
again. At decompression a semantic aspect is also possible, I.e. decompression of image with opening of the 
represented theme and its addition by information from a knowledge or database base, for example, in the 
simplest variant, by the list of literature. Rows of algorithms of computer graphics [8,9] use the generating of 
families of segments of lines, circumferences, ellipses, parabolas and hyperbolae, and assume application of 
compression and reiteration. Winning from application of method of reiterations the more than the longer 
generated segment and than anymore coefficient of reiteration. For every quadrant sequences, which the points 
most close located to the designed curve of line and a brightness is properly distributed between the basic point 
chosen algorithmically and auxiliary are calculated on, concern taking into account asymptotic branches and 
symmetry, the choice of which depends on distance relatively by a curve. Such algorithms are applicable at 
programs development of semantic decompression. 

Basic Principles of Construction of Technology of Semantic Compression of Graphic 
Information 

In the general context of development of existent compression technologies we will formulate basic principles of 
construction and task on the creation of technology of semantic compression of graphic information. By  the main 
principle which determines  the offered approach to the problem of compression of graphic information on its 
sense, there is extraction of knowledge from the information represented in a graphic form. General 
strategy of achievement of this purpose must be built on principles, which are set forth below.  
The first principle is presentation of stage of image by drawing primitives. The tasks of analysis and synthesis 
of stages of graphic images are based on that such stages preliminary are described through the dictionary of 
drawing primitives: point, segment, line, triangle, rectangle, square, rhombus, polygon, arc, circumference, circle, 
ellipse, hyperbola, parabola. From them it is possible to make many other graphic objects, as lines and 
circumferences with the use of some receptions of interface develop the methods of quasi-general presentation of 
graphic objects. Basic spatial graphic objects usually consider parallelepipeds, pyramids, cylinders, and cones of 
rotation, sphere and torus. In the case of simple graphic object the task of his presentation consists of association 
of these bodies by addition or deduction and in implementation of operations of descriptive geometry, transfers, 
turns, sections, impositions. However, in most cases by bodies urgent analytical (i.e. in fact drawing primitives) it 
is impossible to describe the real mechanical objects. For this purpose it is possible to use the existent methods 
of determination of form of objects, based on successive adjustment. 
Second principle is formalization of presentation of stage of image on the basis of division of stage of image 
on the separate graphic objects baselined in composition.  
The third principle is recognition of graphic objects. Graphic object it is possible both to recognize at once and 
to decide this task for a few steps, and also to copy and pick up an alike object with the known analytical 
description. For this purpose it is possible to apply sewing together surfaces. In simplest case the circumflex 
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spheres of permanent radius, which provide the smooth change of tangent in transition from one sewn together 
surface to other, are such surfaces. The decision of tasks of recognition or distinction of objects on their images 
behaves functionally to machine sight. It is necessary to notice that for the surfaces of difficult form, such as: 
surfaces of bicurvature, surfaces of variable curvature, distorted surfaces the decision of task is begun with 
implementation of sequence of steps of approximation. A task consists of the mathematically exact reproducing of 
form of graphic object, coming the co-ordinates of the points located on-the-spot it’s from. Measuring of 
inclinations of tangent also it can be used for this purpose, however much it does not provide achievement of 
exactness, and comparable with exactness of the methods based on measuring of linear co-ordinates. Thus 
classification of superficial forms of graphic objects comes forward to one of intermediate tasks.  
Fourth principle is drafting of ontology of graphic associations. The mechanism of semantic compression 
must be stopped up in the system carrying out the automatic understanding of text representation specification. 
Such functions must be also taken into account at planning of in-use of dictionary of grapheme. If to unite the 
dictionary of graphic terms and primitives with the dictionaries of more commons concepts characterizing 
thematic subject domains, it is possible to make ontology of graphic associations for some their subset.  
Fifth principle - the semantic compression can be conducted in the interactive mode with participation an 
expert.  
Sixth principle is translation of stage of graphic image in the intermediate text form of presentation.  
Seventh is semantic compression of text form of presentation of graphic image. The lead through of 
preliminary translation of graphic image in text description and application to such form of modification of the 
known technologies of semantic compression of character information is not uniquely the only possible decision, 
because to text description it is possible to additionally apply technologies of character compression of form of 
presentation, for example, РРМ or combined variants.  
Eighth principle is renewal of image from the intermediate text form of presentation in graphic one. After the 
lead through of semantic reduction of text presentation of picture, we make renewal of it’s image in the semantically 
compressed variant.  
Ninth principle is semantic decompression of graphic information. 

Conclusions 

Semantic information, which is contained in graphic presentation, can be extracted by the ontological description 
of the problem region, built on base drawing primitives and objects, and used after for a compression and 
decompression of graphic images. For the compression of maintenance of picture (images) translation of graphic 
arts can also serve as procedural basis in text description with the subsequent semantic compression of text 
through the programs of type KONSPEKT. Future intellectual technologies of semantic treatment of graphic 
information must develop taking into account achievements in the area of fox messages and to use the 
ontological constructions specialized for the graphic appendixes. 
Thus, in-process real on results the analysis of types of informative surplus and systematization of technologies 
of compression of graphic information as their general classification tasks, basic principles of construction of 
technology of semantic compression of the graphic information, based on application of semantic compression to 
its intermediate intermediary forms of presentation, formalization and text description, are indicated, and the 
variants of its realization are offered.  
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AUTOMATED PROBLEM DOMAIN COGNITION PROCESS  
IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN 

Maxim Loginov, Alexander Mikov 

Abstract: An automated cognitive approach for the design of Information Systems is presented. It is supposed to 
be used at the very beginning of the design process, between the stages of requirements determination and 
analysis, including the stage of analysis. In the context of the approach used either UML or ERD notations may 
be used for model representation. The approach provides the opportunity of using natural language text 
documents as a source of knowledge for automated problem domain model generation. It also simplifies the 
process of modelling by assisting the human user during the whole period of working upon the model (using UML 
or ERD notations). 

Keywords: intellectual modeling technologies, information system development, structural analysis of loosely 
structured natural language documents. 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.2 Artificial Intelligence:  I.2.7 Natural Language Processing – Text analysis  

Introduction 

The term “Problem domain” is usually used when the problem of Information Systems (IS) design is discussed. 
This term represents the aggregation of knowledge about objects and active subjects, tied together with specific 
relations and pertaining to some common tasks.  
Usually the scope of the problem domain is not described strictly and different problem domains intersect. Let us 
take two problem domains for example: a school education service and a public health service.  
An information system designed for automating reporting at schools and another one designed for decision-
making for health authorities of a city council can not be completely independent. There are medical consulting 
rooms at schools and the rate of sickness certainly depends on the school working conditions and so on. After all, 
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both information systems share some personality information: many people are citizens and students at the 
same time. 
Nevertheless, a description (a model) of the problem domain is a very important part of an information system 
project. But, anyway, if this model is not comprehensive then it is incomplete. 
Documents and experts usually play a part of the knowledge sources circumscribing the problem domain. There 
are several types of documents that may be used: legal documents, ones that describe business processes, 
databases of employees and customers, etc. Human experts may provide information on informal rules, 
conventions, relative importance of concepts, etc, in the given problem domain. Documents of listed types denote 
objects and formalize some relations in the problem domain concerned. To a first approximation they may be 
considered as local models of these relations.  
The difficulty is that most local models are built using different approaches, because there is no unified approach 
that may be applied to a problem domain (excepting some narrow-ranged technical domains, where local models 
can be combined together into a global model using some strict mathematical rules; information systems built 
upon such problem domains are called “systems of automatic control”). 
We are concerned here about information systems of a different kind – systems where the human element is of 
primary importance. Investigation into such kinds of problem domains is a type of empirical research, related to 
the “sciences of the artificial”. 
Nowadays most CASE tools (Computer-Aided Software Engineering tools) can automatically build source 
program code for a projected information system, using some initial formal model of the problem domain (usually 
the model is represented as a framework, or graph). The urgent problem is to automate the process of building 
the formal model, e. g. to automate the process of cognition in the given problem domain. 

Goals of the Research 

The main purpose of this research is development of the special cognitive approach, referred to a class of 
Intellectual Modelling Technologies (IMT). This approach is designed for automating the process of information 
system development. Attention is focused on the very early stage of project development, the stage of analysis. 
The problem domain of the class of IS under consideration includes a very large amount of legal documents 
(articles, assizes, bans, etc.), which regulate the status of objects, the behaviour of subjects related to an 
institution, etc. It also includes a settled system of document circulation. All this information, as a rule, is poorly 
structured. So, the development of a conceptual model of the problem domain (by means of UML language, for 
example) using knowledge from documents of these types, is a very difficult task and usually is done manually. 
The suggested cognitive approach is aimed toward the problem of automating the conceptual-level model 
development by using loosely structured natural language documents. 
Since the problem under consideration refers to a class of logical lexical systematization problems (as an 
example from the adjacent area of study we may take translation of natural language text into the language of 
predicate logic), it has no solution using only a computation system. That is why the suggested approach is 
developed to work in conjunction with the human user. Human interference is needed during the automated 
analysis of problem domain described in source documents. Nevertheless, some self-learning capabilities in the 
context of approach allow us to depend on the self-development of the analyzer during persistent dialogue with 
the human user, so that subsequently it could be able to solve similar tasks without direct human assistance. 
The suggested approach is oriented to be utilized at the earliest stage of the information system project 
development process. As indicated on fig. 1, the suggested approach is supposed to be used at the very 
beginning of the spiral loop, at the boundary between the stages of requirements determination and analysis, also 
including the stage of analysis. 
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Figure 1. The Spiral Model of Software Life Cycle 

 
It is important to mention that most existing IMT methods, used in CASE systems, automate, in general, stages of 
projecting, implementing, testing and integrating, but never touch the stages of requirements determination and 
analysis. Transition from the stage of requirements determination to the early stage of analysis is usually done by 
hand. Then the user develops a conceptual level model of the problem domain.  
The model is developed usually using some special diagram language (UML language, for example). Conceptual 
level models describe a part of the real world for which the information system is being developed, so conceptual 
level class diagrams are right for describing the set of terms of the problem domain vocabulary. 
When developing a model, the analyst usually processes by hand a large amount of documents referred to the 
problem domain in order to pick out key terms, properties, functions and relations between them. The proposed 
approach enables automation of this process. The intellectual cognitive analyzer being implemented according to 
the described approach should act as a user’s assistant. It will do the most routine part of the work in the early 
stage of analysis. 
The suggested approach also includes some other capabilities that let the computer become quite a good 
assistant for the human user not just at the beginning of analysis, but along its whole length. One of those 
capabilities, in particular, is the automatic problem domain thesaurus building during interaction with the user. 
And it is possible to use preinstalled thesauruses too, different ones for each problem domain, describing their 
specific components, features, etc. 

Conceptual-level Modeling 
As was said earlier, the purpose of the approach is automated construction of conceptual-level model diagrams of 
the problem domain. The  UML language (static class section), was chosen as a model representing language, 
because it is the most popular standard for CASE tools nowadays. 
UML static class diagrams define object classes and different kinds of static relations between them in the 
system. Also such things as class attributes, operations and relation limitations are usually shown on class 
diagrams.  
There are three different points of view on how to interpret the sense of class diagrams: 

− Conceptual-level point of view. If we take a class diagram from this point of view, then it reflects a set 
of terms and relations (called vocabulary) of the examined problem domain. Conceptual-level model 
considered independent from any software programming language. 

− Specification-level point of view. In contrast to the above, this affects the software development range, 
but focuses attention over interfaces, not implementation. Looking at the class diagram from this point 
of view, designers have to do rather with types, not classes. 
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− Implementation-level point of view. In this case we really deal with graphical representation of the class 
structure of software. So the designer goes down to the level of implementation. 

Understanding which point of view should be used and when, is extremely important either for developing or for 
reading class diagrams. Unfortunately, distinctions between them are not understood clearly, so the majority of 
developers often mix some different points of view when developing a diagram model.  
The idea of the point of view on diagrams is not actually a formal part of UML language, but it is extremely 
important. UML constructions can be used with any of the three points of view in mind. 
As has already been said, the suggested approach is going to be used for the automation of the process of 
conceptual-level problem domain model development. First of all, it is because of the fact that the approach 
should work at the most initial stage of IS development process. Apart from that, the nature of the documentation 
used in the problem domain of the considered range of IS (sphere of education) means that the description of 
objects and their mutual relations is of a sufficiently high level. This fact automatically determines the point of view 
on a problem domain as conceptual. 
However, such a strict binding model to a conceptual level is not obligatory. In some cases the model can get an 
interpretation from some other point of view. This mainly depends on the nature of the source documents. 
Conceptual-level diagrams describe the problem domain vocabulary. Of course, it is doubtful that diagrams 
developed using the suggested approach could be immediately used for generation of skeleton program code, 
but it can be used for subject domain database logic structure generation. 

IES Architecture 

Fig. 2 shows the diagram reflecting the principle according to which the projected system is organized. 
Let us consider in more detail the principles assumed for the basis of the suggested approach. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. IES Architecture Framework 
 

Natural language expresses relations between items in a problem domain in the form of statements. For example, 
the statement “children study at schools” binds together the concept “school” belonging to the class “educational 
institutions” and the concept “children” belonging to the class “person”. Any statement can be either correct, or 
wrong, when established during correlation with reality. So, statements singled out from source documents 
should be compared to the problem domain thesaurus which reflects the current actuality. In the case of detection 
of a discrepancy of the obtained propositions to ones from the problem domain thesaurus, the latter should be 
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brought into accord with reality, or the source proposition should be corrected in an appropriate way. When the 
system cannot make such a decision independently, it can apply for the human user's assistance. 
The proposition (statement) is an expression that claims or disclaims the existence of an item, the relation 
between an item and its attribute, or the relation between two items. A sentence is the language form of the 
proposition. Propositions in natural language texts are expressed by narrative sentences, for example: 
“institutions of primary vocational training may be state, municipal and private”. The proposition of connexion of 
an item and its attribute consists of propositional subject, and a predicate reflecting an attribute of an item. Except 
for subject and predicate, the proposition includes a copula which can be put into words (for example, “not is”, 
“is”, etc.). 
Depending on what is claimed or disclaimed in the proposition – either the existence of an item, or the relation 
between an item and its attribute, or the relation between two items – it may be classified as attributive 
proposition, proposition with relation and existential proposition. A proposition is called compound if it consists of 
several simple propositions, combined together in an expression.  
A conceptual-level model is usually developed using source natural language description. Sentences in this 
description are propositions of listed types. Some of them concern certain objects; others are general as they 
concern some class of objects in the problem domain. Source documents consist of compound sentences that 
describe objects and relations between them in the problem domain. 
In the course of linguistic analysis using knowledge of language structure, initial compound sentences are split 
into simple propositions of three listed types, and the type of each proposition can be determined during the 
process of decomposition. 
The whole totality of concepts and relations between them, expressed by means of natural language, forms a 
system thesaurus. Thus, we can say it schematically represents the matter of the source documents text. The 
idea of a thesaurus is frequently applied to problems of semantic search in documents. Within the suggested 
approach, another variant of its application is offered.  
Concepts are extracted from source documents during the linguistic analysis process. One of the basic relation 
types that make a thesaurus hierarchical, is the relation type named “is a”. It realizes the idea of generalization, 
allowing reference of a narrower concept to a wider one. 
Another relation type named “referred to” designates a certain reference between terms. It can be marked by a 
verb (predicate) extracted from the source sentence (this verb should describe the nature of the relation with 
certainty). This mark can also be a word-combination, consisting of a verb and a noun: “is operation”, “is an 
attribute”. 
To avoid the possibility of the appearance of a vicious circle of interdependence of terms in a thesaurus, there are 
some rules to be obeyed: 

− no term can be wider than itself, either directly, or indirectly (this limits the usage of the “is a”); 
− no term can be “referred to” a term which is wider or narrower than itself, either directly, or indirectly. 

The structure of the thesaurus can be represented by a graph (semantic net), its nodes correspond to terms, and 
arches are relations between terms. One set of arches forms a directed acyclic graph for the relation of 
generalization (“is a”). Another set forming the directed graph, represents the relation of referred terms (“referred 
to”). Relation types “is a” and “referred to” form subgraphs. 

Principles of IES Operation 
The thesaurus of the model should be populated and refreshed using an automatic mode. Thus there are the 
certain difficulties concerning natural language text processing. To overcome these difficulties successfully, the 
approach offers the multilevel circuit of text processing using the relaxation method to eliminate ambiguities. 
At the initial stage of text processing the syntactic analyzer (figure 2) works. It implements the syntactic analysis 
and decomposition of compound sentences to the simple propositions consisting of subject, predicate and object. 
While these operations are being accomplished, the semantics of the sentence is not taken into account. During 
decomposition, the text of the source documents is transformed into a set of simple statements (propositions) of 
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three listed types (attributive proposition, proposition with relation, existential proposition) which then can be 
easily subjected to semantic analysis. 
It is important to note that relations between concepts are not necessarily conveyed syntactically in text. They can 
also be conveyed by the structure of the document. There are two types of structural compositions most 
frequently used in documents: table structure, determines attributive relations; list structure, determines relations 
of various kinds, between the concept located in the list heading and concepts located in lines. 
In order to assure the completeness of analysis it is necessary to allocate relations, set by structures of listed 
types. This task is done by the structural analyzer, whose output, as well as for syntactic analyzer, consists of 
simple propositions reflecting relations between concepts. The analyzer generates them using structural 
information extracted from the source text as the basis. 
The semantic analyzer obtains the data processed by syntactic and structural analyzers, handles them for its turn 
and populates the system thesaurus with prepared data. If the semantic analyzer finds any variance in source 
data, caused by its ambiguity or uncertainty, it can address  previous level of processing – syntactic or structural 
analyzer – with the requirement to give another variant of the text treatment. This idea accords with principles of 
the relaxation method. Some missing branches of concept relations may also be evoked from the existing 
thesaurus knowledge base. 
There is one more task assigned to the semantic analyzer – to eliminate insignificant data. In fact the final model 
should not be formed by the whole totality of concepts and relations, allocated in the initial documents. First of all, 
some concepts may just slightly touch the scope of the given problem domain. Sometimes some errors in 
allocation of concepts and relations may take place because of text specificity or its author's verbiage. Anyway, 
some mechanism is required that could free the user from dealing with a lot of insignificant details. To achieve 
this, the semantic analyzer uses a special self-learning filter as a part of the project thesaurus. This filter 
determines a list of concepts that should not be included in the thesaurus. Relations of a special type “not 
relevant” may also be settled between the concepts in the thesaurus in order to solve the problem more 
effectively. 
The filter is trained by tracking actions which are user made when editing a diagram. This way we can reveal 
insignificant concepts and relations in the problem domain to use this knowledge later. 
We need to mention that there is one more important opportunity the approach can offer: an opportunity of 
distribution “on a turn-key basis” of an IS designing tool assigned for usage in the context of a certain problem 
domain. Such a tool would possess a prepared thesaurus establishing the set of basic concepts and relations and 
include a trained semantic filter focused over the scope of the problem domain being aimed at. In the architecture 
framework of IES which is being developed according to the suggested approach, this thesaurus is represented 
by the separate component called “Problem domain thesaurus” (figure 2). 
The project thesaurus directly delivers data needed for production of model diagrams. The structure and sense of 
the thesaurus content allows translation of it into the model diagram. This is in spite of the fact that there are 
some minor distinctions between specifications of diagrams that could be used within the approach: UML 
diagrams and ER diagrams. 
Diagrams are displayed in some external modelling environment which is connected to IES through the special 
buffer module of the model image. Of course, the user may want to correct the obtained model diagram, which is 
initially generated by the system. But nevertheless, it continues to cooperate with the user, helping him to perform 
the work. 
Upon the user's demand it can generate some new fragments of the model diagram, if there are any new source 
documents obtained, or expand the model diagram in order to restore missing relations, applying knowledge from 
the problem domain and the project thesauruses, etc. 
The system also traces user's actions made during model diagram editing. Such a feedback mechanism is 
absolutely necessary for implementing the idea of self-training as applied to the problem domain thesaurus and 
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the semantic filter. Actually, during editing of the model diagram, the user “teaches” the system, providing it with 
the information about concepts and relations that are of first interest to him and ones that should be excluded 
from consideration. In such a way, the problem domain thesaurus containing the most authentic and clean 
information on key concepts and typical relations between them is built. It is populated automatically during 
editing of the model diagram. Thus, the resulting model diagram and successive modifications made by the user 
are also a source of information for the IES. 
The system tries to recognize semantics in the model diagrams. So a diagram which the user works with is not a 
senseless set of blocks and connections for a computer any more. Attention is focused on names of elements, 
their structure, interfacing, etc. All these aspects are analyzed by the system. 
Objects and relations allocated in a problem domain, organize a model. When the diagram is built, they remain 
connected with texts in the source documents library. It is necessary for the user to have an opportunity to 
supervise the correctness of the constructed model, verifying it directly with the key information from source 
documents. Reverse referencing from source documents to elements of a model diagram is also needed, 
because documents are not something immutable. The documents library has a dynamic nature – precepts may 
be cancelled, or changed in some points, etc. Direct and reverse referencing between source texts and the model 
assure an opportunity of efficient model updating. 

Examples 
Now we give an example demonstrating some aspects of the approach.   
Please note that the approach is being developed for use jointly with the Russian language, where the concepts’ 
mutual interdependence in sentences is expressed much less ambiguously than in English, at the syntax level. 
Let us show how a certain expression is going to be analyzed by the system:  

“Educational institutions with government accreditation grant certificates to persons who passed attestation”. 
During syntactic analysis the given sentence is split into some connected simple statements which can be easily 
represented by the semantic network shown on fig. 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Semantic Network Representing Sample Sentence Structure 

 
The semantic analyzer qualifies propositions (1, 2 and 3) such as ones with relations. Thus the verb predicate 
representing the action “grant” is interpreted by the semantic filter as an operation (class method). But let us 
assume that such interpretation is not known to semantic filter. 
Simple propositions obtained which form marked section of a semantic network after the stage of semantic 
analysis, are directed to the problem domain thesaurus. 
Propositions with relations of such a kind are displayed in the model as objects connected by the relation 
“referred to”; connection is directed from a subject to an object and represents the predicate (see fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. Model Framework Created on the Sentence 

 
Part of the model received as a result of analysis of a given sentence, could be automatically attached to the 
existing model by a set of “is a” connections, revealed by the semantics comparison.  
Besides that, if the problem domain thesaurus contains information about other connections between these 
objects and ones in the problem domain, these connections will also be restored in the model. 
So, let us return to the necessity that the action “grant” should be interpreted as a method.  
If it does not happen automatically, then the user manually creates the method “grant” in the object “Education 
institution”. After that, as a result of the semantics comparison of the operation name assigned by the user with 
the text of source sentence, the semantic filter is trained to interpret the verb “to grant” as the method (operation) 
at a later time.  
Analyzing a similar text subsequently, the system should automatically add a corresponding object operation to 
the model. The thesaurus of the model is populated and refreshed in an automatic mode.  
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GENERALIZING OF NEURAL NETS: FUNCTIONAL NETS OF SPECIAL TYPE 

Volodymyr Donchenko, Mykola Kirichenko, Yuriy Krivonos 

Abstract: Special generalizing for the artificial neural nets: so called RFT – FN – is under discussion in the report. 
Such refinement touch upon the constituent elements for the conception of artificial neural network, namely, the 
choice of main primary functional elements in the net, the way to connect them(topology) and the structure of the 
net as a whole. As to the last, the structure of the functional net proposed is determined dynamically just in the 
constructing the net by itself by the special recurrent procedure. The number of newly joining primary functional 
elements, the topology of its connecting and tuning of the primary elements is the content of the each recurrent 
step. The procedure is terminated under fulfilling “natural” criteria relating residuals for example. The functional 
proposed can be used in solving the approximation problem for the functions, represented by its observations, for 
classifying and clustering, pattern recognition, etc. Recurrent procedure provide for the versatile optimizing 
possibilities: as on the each step of the procedure and wholly: by the choice of the newly joining elements, 
topology, by the affine transformations if input and intermediate coordinate as well as by its nonlinear coordinate 
wise transformations. All considerations are essentially based, constructively and evidently represented by the 
means of the Generalized Inverse.  

Keywords: Artificial neural network, approximating problem, beam dynamics with delay, optimization. 

ACM Classification keywords:F.1.1.Models of Computation: Self modifying machines(neural networks; G.1.6. 
Optimization; H.1.m. Models and principles; I.2.6. Artificial Intelligence: learning, connectionism and neural nets.  

Introduction 
Artificial neurons nets are the technological elements, used in various applications ([Amit, 2002], 
[Veelenturf, 1995] for example) especially under model uncertainty. It may be approximation problem for the 
functions represented by its observations, the task of the control, classification problem and so on.  
The power of the artificial neural nets (ArtNN) substantially specified by the using virtually the composition of the 
functions [Donchenko, Kirichenko, Serbaev, 2004]. The might of this instrument was certified by 
[Kolmogorov, 1966] and [Arnold, 1967].  
But some faults of the ArtNN are obvious, namely, the constraints on the primary functional elements represented 
by neurons, constraints on topology, constraints on the optimizations, properly in the appearance of the Back 
Propagation. 
In the report the attempt is undertaking to extend the ArtNN up to Functional nets taking as the primary the 
special functional element – so called ERRT: elementary recursive regressive transformation, spreading the 
topology and introducing “natural” optimizing parameter. 
The fulcrum for the implementing this attempt arises from the theory of Generalized Inverse Matrixes 
(for ex.  [Алберт, 1976]) developed by one of the authors and represented in [Кириченко, Лепеха, 2002].  
The approach proposed is realized in the conception of so called Recursive nonlinear Functional Transformation - 
Functional Net (RFT-FN. The idea of such type transformations in the variant of inverse recursion was proposed 
in [Кириченко, Крак, Полищук, 2004]], focused on the optimizing procedure for ERRT. We represent here 
another variant of RFT - FN – the variant of so called inverse recursion, introduced and discussed in the paper 
[Donchenko, Kirichenko, 2005] by the authors. As it has been already noticed earlier, RFT – FN embodies the 
main ideas of the classical ArtNN: using the composition of standard primary functional elements (artificial 
neurons – a.n.) connected according some topology for constructing a complex object. The primary elements of 
the composition: a.n. – represents mathematically comparatively simple function: a composition of linear function 
– linear functional for input multi-dimensional variable, – and simple standard scalar function. Conception of the 
RFT-FN leaves the main idea of ArtNN unchangeable: that the idea of constructing a complex objects through a 
composition of standard simple ones. But it is proposed and implemented some substantial refinements.  
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The main of them are actually in the next: 
• Expanding the domain of the feasible functions for the basis standard elements and introducing the 

special procedure for the adjusting for the newly connecting ERRT; 
Introducing the special recursive dynamic procedure for the constructing the RFT-FN. The term “dynamic” means 
the nor a priory structure is fixed for the RFT-FN, but it determines exclusively by the quality of the constructions, 
characterized by some “natural” functional of the quality, the residuals in the approximation for example. So the 
termination of the recursive procedure of the constructing the RFT-FN determines dynamically in the in the 
course of the procedure by itself. 

• Expanding the variants of the feasible connections for the newly connecting elements and its number. 
There some more additional enhancements for the ArtNN, proposed and implemented in the conception of the 
RFT – FN. These are: coordinate wise nonlinear transformations of the input and intermediate inner coordinate 
along with the linear transformations of them.  
All the refinements make it possible to optimize the constructing of the RFT-FN on the each recursive step and 
wholly by the next ways:  

• By the choice of the feasible functions for the ERRT, by the choice of linear transformations of its 
coordinates and coordinate wise nonlinear transformations of the coordinate for the input variables for 
the newly connected ERRT: single or a number of them; 

• By the choice of a topology for newly connected elements. There are three mains types of the 
connections for the newly connecting elements: parallel by input (parinput), parallel by output (paroutput) 
or sequential (seq). 

The implementation of the RFT–FN conception will be demonstrated on the approximation problem for the 
functions, represented by its observations. Draw the attention of the reader that this problem is represented 
widely in the publications as in deterministic as well in statistical enunciations. As regarding the last, we refer to 
[Линник, 1962], [Вапник, 1979], [Ивахненко, 1969]. 

1. General Conception of the Functional Net: RFT -FN 
The RFT-FN constructing procedure conclude in joining the recurrently EERT to RFT-FN already has been 
constructed during previous steps in compliance with one of the three certain types of connecting, 
These types will be denoted as parinput, paroutput and seq. The connecting types correspond to natural 
transformations of input signal: parallel by input or output, and also sequential. 

 1.1. Description of the Primary Functional Elements: ERRT  

The basic constructive element for RFT-FN is the ERRP-element [9], which is defined as a map from 1−nR  in 
mR designed according to the next form:  

y= ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
Ψ+ 1

x
CA u , (1) 

It approximates the dependence, represented by the learning sample 

),(),...,,( )0()0(0
1

)0(
1 MM yxyx , 1)0( −∈ n

i Rx , m
i Ry ∈)0( , Mi ,1= ,   where: 

C is (n×n))-matrix, defining an affine map between 1−nR and mR , fixed when synthesizing the ERRT; 

uΨ  – coordinate-wise nonlinear map from nR in nR ; each of nonlinear real functions iu , ni ,1= , transforming 
the coordinates, belongs to finite set ℑ of the functions. This set is fixed, but open for extension. The set ℑ 
include also identity function. We will consider each of such functions to be smoothly enough; one chose the 
nonlinear map Ψ to minimize the discrepancy between input and output on the learning sample; 
A+ – trace-norm minimal solution of the next matrix equation  
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1.2. Recursive Procedure and Topology of Connections in RFT – FN Constructing  
Composition-recursion in function-building procedure in the proposed below variant of direct recursion will be 
considered in generalized version. In such version the number mk of newly joined ERRT may be more, than one. 

Total number of ERRP used will be denoted by T: ∑
=

=
N

m
mkT

1

, N being the number of recursive calls of the 

procedure.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Parinput 

 
Fig. 2. Paroutput 

 
Fig. 3. Seq 
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Direct recursion is represented by the figures 1, 2, 3 and corresponding equations depending on type of the 
joining. 

• Parinput  (fig. 1) 
The input-output equations represented parinput topology in the recursive procedure are tot the next form: 

)),(()( 11 1
ixCAjix jiuji ji −+−++ −+

Ψ=+  

+−+=+ )1(ˆ)(ˆ jiyjiy ))(( 11 1
ixCA jiuji ji

⋅Ψ −+−++ −+
, 

1
1

,1, +
=

== ∑ m

m

l
l kjki  

(3) 

 

• Paroutput  (fig. 2) 
Paroutput topology is calculated by the next input-output equations: 

)),1(()( 11 1
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• Seq  (fig.3 ) 
And at last for sequential type we have correspondingly: 
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2. Special Class of Beam Dynamics with Delay  
The optimization for RFT – FN as it is follows from (3)-(5 )is reduced virtually to solving the optimization problem 
for the beam dynamics of special type, determined below. Namely, we will introduce and consider two classes of 
special discrete dynamic systems with delay named below simple and combined. Classical results about 
conjugate systems and Hamilton functions will be extended on the systems introduced as well as the results 
about functional differentiating respectively controls. 

2.1. Special Class of Beam Dynamics with Delay : Basic Definitions 
These two types of beam dynamics: with simple delay and combined – are defined in the next way:  

• simple delay:  

)),()),((()1( jjujsjxfjx −=+ , (6) 
combined: 

)),()),((),(()1( jjujsjxjxfjx −=+ ;    1,0 −= Nj ; (7) 

set of the initial states Ini={ })0()0(
1 ,..., Mxx : ∈= )0()0( xx Ini; 
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• functional on the set of the trajectories 

∑
∈

Φ=
Ini

xUI
(0)x

))N(()( , (8) 

delay function },...,2{)( jjs ∈ , s(0)=0, },...,2{)( jjs ∈ , 1,0 −= Nj . 

Simple systems are defined by the collection of the functions f(z, u, j), 1,0 −= Nj  and combined ones –  
by the f(z, v, u, j), 1,0 −= Nj . 

2.2. Conjugate Systems and Hamilton Function 

Given the system dynamics with delay: simple or combined – define the conjugate systems and the Hamilton 
functions depending on the type of the delay beam dynamics. 

Simple delay:  

• Conjugate system  p(k), 0,Nk =  

))(()( )( NxgradNp Nx Φ−= , 

∑
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+=
)(

)( )}),(),(()1({)(
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T
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{ }kkjsjj ≥=−= j,)(:J(k) ,     0,1−= Nk ; 

• Hamilton function: 

=−+ )),()),((),1(( kkukskxkpH )),()),((()1( kkukskxfkpT −+ ,    0,1−= Nk . 

Combined delay:  

• Conjugate system p(k), 0,Nk =  

))(()( )( NxgradNp Nx Φ−= , 
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J(k) is the same as for simple systems,      0,1−= Nk ; 

• Hamilton function: 

=−+ )),()),((),(),1(( kkukskxkxkpH )),()),((),(()1( kkukskxkxfkpT −+ . 

2.3. Gradient in Beam Dynamics with Delay 
The classical results take place for the beam dynamics with delay within the classical assumptions as to 

),,( juzf  or ),,,( juvzf , 1,0 −= Nj  and Φ. These results are captured in the next two theorems. 
Theorem 1. For the simple delay beam dynamics gradients respectively controls are represented by the next 
relations  

=)()( UIgrad ku ∑
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Theorem 2. For the combined delay beam dynamics gradients respectively controls are represented by the next 
relations 

=)()( UIgrad ku ∑
=

+−
M

1i

(i)(i)(i)(i)
u(k) k))u(k),s(k),-(kx(k),x1),(k(pH grad ,     1,0 −= Nk . 

Index i: Mi ,1=  corresponds to trajectories with initial states Inixi ∈)0( . 

3. Functional Nets and Beam Dynamics with Delay 
Combined delay beam dynamics are very important regarding their role in representation of RFT-FN 
constructions.  
Theorem 3. RFT-FN – predictor with the direct N recursions in using N,1m,km =  ERRT respectively can be 

represented by the combined delay beam dynamics on the time interval T,0 , ∑
=

=
N

1l
lkT . The elements of 

such representations are constructive, depending on the type of the joining. The quality functional of the system is 
of the next form  

2

1
2

)0( ||)(||)( ∑
=

−=
M

k
k TzyCI , 

where )(2 Tz  is one of two output components for the beam dynamics.  

4. Functional Nets Optimal Design 

Theorem 3 enables to choose optimally 110 ,...,, −TCCC  for RFT – FN. 
 

Theorem 4. Under assumption that any element from ℑ has the continuous second-order derivation, an RFT-FN 
is feasible to be constructively optimized by gradient methods respectively matrixes С.  

Conclusion 
Special kind of the “functional nets”: so called RFT – FN, generalizing classical functional nets, namely, artificial 
neural nets, has been proposed and investigated in the report. The RFT – FN permit multilevel optimization. First 
level optimization is the optimization in the primary functional element and the pseudo inverse is principally in this 
stage. Another principal level of the optimization is the optimization due to optimization in the beam dynamics. 
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NEURAL NETWORK BASED OPTIMAL CONTROL WITH CONSTRAINTS 

Daniela Toshkova, Georgi Toshkov, Todorka Kovacheva 

Abstract: In the present paper the problems of the optimal control of systems when constraints are imposed on 
the control is considered. The optimality conditions are given in the form of Pontryagin’s maximum principle. The 
obtained piecewise linear function is approximated by using feedforward neural network. A numerical example is 
given. 

Keywords: optimal control, constraints, neural networks 
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Introduction 
The optimal control problem with constraints is usually solved by applying Pontryagin’s maximum principle. As it 
is known the optimal control solution can be obtained computationally. Even in the cases when it is possible an 
analytical expression for optimal control function to be found, the form of this function is quite complex. Because 
of that reason the possibilities of using neural networks for solving the optimal control problem are studied in the 
present paper. 
The ability of neural networks to approximate nonlinear function is central to their use in control. Therefore it can 
be effectively utilized to represent the regulator nonlinearity. Other advantages are their robustness, parallel 
architecture.  
Lately, different approaches are proposed in the literature treating the problem of constrained optimal control for 
using neural networks. In [Ahmed 1998] a multilayered feedforward neural network is employed as a controller. 
The training of the neural network is realized on the basis of the so called concept of Block Partial Derivatives. In 
[Lewis 2002] a closed form solution of the optimal control problem with constraints is obtained solving the 
associate Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. The solution of the value function of HJB equation is 
approximated by using neural networks. 
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In the present paper the problem of finding the optimal control with constraints is considered. A numerical 
example is given.   

Problem Statement 

The control system, described by following differential equations is considered:  

∑
=

+=
n

1j
iiij

i ubxa
dt

dx
 (i = 1, 2, …, n) (1) 

where xj are phase coordinates of the system, function u describes the control action and aij are constant 
coefficients. The admissible control u belonging to the set U of piecewise linear functions is constrained by the 
condition 

1)t(u ≤  (2) 
Following problem for finding the optimal control is formulated. To find such a control function u(x1,…, xn) for the 
system (1) among all the admissible controls that the corresponding trajectory (x1(t),…, x2(t)) of the system (1) 
starting from any initial state (x1(0),…, x2(0)) to tend to zero at t → ∞ and the performance index 
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to be converging and to take its smallest possible value. The coefficient qi and r are positive weight constants.  
 

Optimality Conditions 
The notation is introduced [Pontryagin 1983]: 
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One more variable θ0 is added to the state variables (x1,…, xn) of the system (1) [Chjan 1961]. It is a solution of 
the following equation 
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and initial condition x0(0) = 0. Then the quantity J according to (9) becomes equal to the boundary of x(t) when 
t → ∞. The system of differential equation, which are adjoint to the system (7) is composed with new variables 
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After that the Hamilton function is composed:  
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In the right-hand side of Eq. (9) the quantity u is contained in the expression  
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Because of that the condition for maximum of H coincide with the condition 
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Having in mind condition (7) the quantity Ψ0 is a constant. As its value can be any negative number it is set to 
Ψ0 = -1. 
After placing this value in Eq. (11) the maximum of the expression in the square brackets will be reached when 
the first negative addend becomes zero if it is possible or takes its minimal absolute value. The expression 
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will take its minimal absolute value if on condition |u| ≤ 1 a value of the following kind is chosen for u 
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The values of ψс(t) can be determined if the adjoint equations (7), (8) are solved. This leads to the requirement 
the initial values of ψ0(0) to be found beforehand.  
First u(t) is assumed not to reach its boundary values. Then after placing the upper expression from (13) instead 
of u(t) in Eqs. (1), (7) и (8) one obtains 
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This system of equations has to be solved with the initial conditions x1(0),…, xn(0) as well as with the final 
(boundary) conditions  

( ) ( ) ( ) 0txlim...txlimtxlim nt2t1t
====

∞→∞→∞→  (15) 

It is necessary the appropriate initial conditions ψ1(0), … , ψn(0) to be selected in such a way that the initial and 
the final conditions for x1(t),…, xn(t) to be satisfied.  
The relationship between xi(0) and ψi(0) has the following form [4]: 
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These relationships have to be kept in any time, for which one can always assume to be the initial one. Therefore 
the optimal control u within the boundaries is determined and it has the following form: 
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hand boundary conditions are satisfied i.e. the solution of the system (1), which became nonlinear in connection 
to the nonlinear relationship between u and x1,…, xn, tends to zero. In other words the solution of the system has 
to be asymptotically stable. Thus the optimal control is defined by the expression 
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Structure and Training of the Neural Network 

For the control function realization a feed forward neural network with one hidden layer is used. Thus the 
necessity of solving a large number of equations for determining the coefficients ki drops off.  
The neural network consists of three layers – an input, output and hidden one. The input and hidden layers have 
five neurons and the output layer – one. The activation function of the output neuron is piecewise linear. The 
neural network output is  
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where ν = wTz. The neural network input is denoted z and w is the neural network weight. The neural network 
output represents the control u, x – the state vector and weights are the coefficient k. 

The neural network is trained according to the back-propagation algorithm. Let the training sample N
1nd(n)} {z(n), =  

be given where z(n) are the system states and d(n) is the corresponding control, which are known preliminarily. 
The neural network is trained according to the back-propagation algorithm [Haykin 1999]. 

Simulation Results 

In order to verify the suggested approach for solving the optimal control problem following system is considered: 
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and the control is constrained by 
|u| ≤ 1 

The performance index to be minimized is of the form: 

( ) ( ) ( )dttutxtx[ 22
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2
1 ++∫

∞

 

The problem is solved by using Pontryagins principle and neural networks. The results, which are obtained by 
both approaches, are compared. In Fig. 1 the optimal control, obtained by using neural networks is shown. Fig. 2 
depicts the corresponding states trajectory. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the optimal control, obtained by applying the 
maximum principle and the corresponding trajectory are given respectively. By 1 and 2 are denoted x1 and x2 
respectively.   
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Fig. 1. Optimal control, obtained by using  

the suggested neural network based approach 
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Fig. 2. Optimal control, obtained by applying  

the maximum principle 
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Fig.3 Optimal trajectory (neural network based approach) 
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Fig.4 Optimal trajectory (Pontryagin’s maximum principle) 
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Conclusion 
In the present paper an approach for optimal constrained control based on using of neural networks is suggested.  
On the basis of the simulation experiments one can say that the proposed approach for optimal control is 
accurate enough for the engineering practice. The suggested approach can be applied for optimal control in real 
time, where the control is constrained. 
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LINEAR CLASSIFIERS BASED ON BINARY DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATIONS 

Dmitri Rachkovskij 

Abstract: Binary distributed representations of vector data (numerical, textual, visual) are investigated in 
classification tasks. A comparative analysis of results for various methods and tasks using artificial and real-world 
data is given. 

Keywords: Distributed representations, binary representations, coarse coding, classifiers, perceptron, SVM, RSC 

ACM Classification Keywords: C.1.3   Other Architecture Styles - Neural nets, I.2.6   Learning - Connectionism 
and neural nets, Induction, Parameter learning  

Introduction 
Classification tasks consist in assigning input data samples to one or more classes from a predefined set [1]. 
Classification in the inductive approach is realized on the basis of a training set containing labeled data samples. 
Usually, input data samples are represented as numeric vectors. Vector elements are real numbers (e.g., some 
measurements of object characteristics or their function) or binary values (indicators of some features in the input 
data). 
This vector information often isn’t explicitly relevant to the classification, therefore some kind of transformation is 
necessary. We have developed methods for transformation of input information of various kinds (such as 
numerical [2], textual [3], visual [4]) to binary distributed representations. These representations can then be 
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classified by linear classifiers – such as SVM [5] or more computationally effective and naturally handling multiple 
classes perceptron-like classifiers [4, 6]. The objective of this paper is to investigate efficiency of the proposed 
methods for distributed information representation and classification using real and artificial data of different 
modalities. 

Numeric vector data classification 
For an experimental research of the abovementioned methods on numeric data the following well-known test 
problems have been selected: Leonard-Kramer LK, XOR, Double Spiral; datasets generated by DataGen [6]; and 
sample data from the Elena database [7]. The dimensionality A of data vectors varied from 2 to 36, number of 
classes C varied from 2 to 11, and the number of samples in the training and test sets varied from 75 to 3218.  
All selected problems have essentially non-linear class boundaries. Therefore, non-linear transformation of input 
numeric vectors has been used - i.e., RSC and Prager [2] methods of encoding. Those methods extract binary 
features – indicators of input A-dimensional vector presence in s-dimensional (s<A) hyperrectangle receptive 
fields with random position and size.  
To investigate the impact of code parameters on the classification quality, we chose the following experimental 
scheme. Input vectors were converted to RSC and Prager codes. Those codes were then used as input data for 
training and testing linear classifiers. The number (or percent) of test errors was chosen as a classification quality 
criterion. We used SVM [5] and modifications of perceptron-like classifiers [4] as linear classifiers for the obtained 
distributed representations. Besides, classification experiments with (non-linear) kernel SVM using Prager, RSC 
[2] and standard (Gaussian and polynomial) kernels were conducted.  
It is well known [5] that SVM doesn’t support online learning, requires solving computationally expensive non-
linear programming problems, and constructs optimal separating hyperplane for two-class problems only. In this 
work we have also used a perceptron with an enlarged margin and multi-class learning rule developed by 
I.Misuno in order to overcome SVM drawbacks. In the resulting perceptron outputs of neurons that correspond to 
classes are determined as yc = Σixiwic, where wic are the weights of modifiable connections, xi is the i-th element 
value of the vector input to the connections. (In the present context x is the binary vector obtained by input 
transformation to distributed representation, but the original data vector could be used for linear tasks as well). 
For the “true” class neuron yc-true = yc-true(1–T), where 0<T<1 is the “defense margin parameter". The classification 
output is the index c* of neuron with the maximum activation: c* = argmaxс yc. In case of an error (c*≠ctrue) 
connections are modified in the following way: wic = wic + Δw for c=ctrue and wic = wic – f(Δw) for c: yc > yc-true, 
where ctrue is the index of the correct class. E.g., f(Δw) = Δw/|c|. Our previous version of the enlarged margin 
perceptron had single-class (not multi-class) learning rule: unlearning with single class c* = argmaxс yc was 
performed in case of error, and f(Δw) = Δw. For T=0 and single-class learning rule one obtains usual percepton, 
while for T=0 and multi-class learning rule one obtains usual percepton with multi-class learning. Multi-class 
learning extracts and uses more information from a single error and so provides a potential for faster learning and 
better generalization for essentially multi-class tasks, especially at early learning iterations of the training set. This 
can be critical for the on-line learning tasks.   

Experimental results for numerical data  
Figure 1 demonstrates Leonard-Kramer problem results: dependencies of classification errors percent %err, 
elementary cell size cell (the smaller is the cell, the larger is resolution), and average fields dimensionality E{s} vs 
the code density p (the fraction of 1s in the code). For Prager and RSC coding, the results of SVM and of the 
perceptron with single-class (“Perc0”) and multi-class learning (“Perc1”) with no margin (“T0”) and enlarged 
margin (“T0.75”) were averaged by 10 realizations of codes at N=100. Results for SVM with kernels (Kernel) are 
also shown. For all cases (as well as for large Ns Figure 2) classification error reaches its minimum near p=0.25, 
which corresponds to the minimum cell and E{s} = 2. 
Figure 2 demonstrates %error and cell vs N at p=0.25. The results were averaged by 10 realizations of code 
generation trials. At N=500 the SVM results have already been close to the kernel results. For the enlarged 
margin perceptron (T=0.75) with multi-class learning the error for N>(300–1000) was lower than the SVM one. 
Training for perceptron was faster than that for SVM by 20 times, while testing was >100 times faster.   
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The experimental results for the DataGen data are given in Figure 3 (A=4, S=3, C=4, R=4, where R determines 
the complexity of the class regions [6]) and the number of samples per class is equal to 100. Averaging was 
conducted through 5 realizations of the DataGen samples and 5 realizations of codes. For these parameters the 
minimum cell value corresponds to p~0.3 (and close to it for p=0.125...0.5) and the error minimum for both SVM 
and the enlarged margin perceptron is also reached in this interval. For N=100 it is biased to the larger p values 
(which ensures a more stable number of 1s). For N=1000 the minimum is biased to the smaller p which 
corresponds to a larger mean dimensionality of receptive fields, while the number of 1s remains large enough and 
the cell is small enough. The training time for the perceptron is ~20 times less than for SVM, and the testing time 
is ~500 times less. 
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Figure 3 

We have also obtained and compared experimental results for the multi-class and single class learning 
perceptrons. The error rate for multi-class learning perceptron was up to 1.5 times lower than for the usual one, 
whereas the error rate for multi-class perceptron with the enlarged margin was still lower and comparable with the 
error for single-class perceptron with the enlarged margin. Typically, the learning curves (test error vs training 
iteration number) were lower for multi-class learning than for single-class learning, and best results for multi-class 
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learning were higher than those for single-class learning. The results for ordinary perceptron (no margin and 
single-class learning) were typically lower than those for perceptrons with the enlarged margin in all tests.  

Table 1 

Database RSC 
SVM 

RSC 
kern. 

RSC 
Perc0 

T0 

RSC 
Perc1 
T0.75 

Prager 
SVM 

Prager 
kern. kNN MLP IRVQ 

Clouds 12.68 14.84 17.84 – 12.4 14.8 11.8 12.2 11.7 
Concentric 1.36 1.2 1.58 – 1.17 1.04 1.7 2.8 1.5 

Gaussian2 S=2 28.12 35.12 38.42 – 27.83 35.64 27.4 26.8 27.2 
Gaussian7 S=2 14.35 15.68 20.49 – 14.36 15.76 15.9 15.3 11.5 
Gaussian7 S=5 14.69 14.64 19.62 – 13.36 15.12 – – – 

Iris S=2 6.53 6.67 6.13 5.33 5.59 6.67 4 4.3 6.7 
Iris S=4 4.27 6.67 7.47 5.73 6.13 6.67 – – – 

Phoneme S=2 14.12 11.51 16.43 13.7 15.79 14.47 12.3 16.3 16.4 
Phoneme S=5 13.61 11.62 15.74 13.19 14.82 12.62 – – – 
Satimage S=2 10.06 10.13 10.69 9.15 10.82 10.79 9.9 12.3 11.4 
Satimage S=5 10.11 – 10.89 9.1 10.64 – – – – 
Texture S=2 0.82 0.76 1.44 1.13 0.82 0.80 1.9 2.0 3.1 
Texture S=5 0.73 – 1.65 1.07 0.74 – – – – 

For the artificial data of the Elena database the code parameters were N=1000, A=S=2, p=0.25; for the real data 
(Iris, Phoneme, Satimage, Texture) N=10000, S=2,5(4), p=0.1 and 0.25. Table 1 demonstrates percentage of 
classification errors. For SVM and perceptron the results were obtained by averaging over 10 realizations of RSC 
and Prager codes. The best results of the known methods kNN, MLP, IRVQ are also given [7]. The comparison of 
results shows that RSC and Prager coding provided the best result to Concentric, Phoneme, Texture and the 
second best result for Satimage and Gaussian 7D. Perceptron training time is (on the average) several times 
less, and test time is dozens of times less than that for SVM. 

Classification of texts and images 
Traditional approaches to text classification use functions of word occurrence frequencies as elements of their 
vector representations. Methods for informative feature selection can be used to reduce vectors’ dimensionality, 
[4]; however, even simplified methods that consider features as independent have quadratic computational 
complexity. We propose and investigate the use of distributed representations for dimensionality reduction of 
vector text representation. N-dimensional binary code with m 1s in random positions is used to represent each 
word. N-dimensional text representation is formed by adding of its word vectors, with the following mapping to 
binary space performed by a threshold operation, or by context-dependent thinning CDT (see [3]).   
Testing in the classification task has been conducted using Reuters-21578 text collection [3] by means of SVM. 
For the TOP-10 categories BEP (break even point of recall/precision characteristic) for the initial vector 
representation of N*=20000 was 0.920/0.863 (micro/macro averaging). Using of the distributed representations 
with N=1000, m=2 made it possible to obtain 0.861/0.775 (micro/macro averaging), and usage of CDT in some 
experiments increased it by several percents. 
The analogously formed distributed representations were studied for classification of handwritten digit images of 
the MNIST database [4], where images were coded by the extracting binary features. The presence of each 
feature corresponded to the combination of white and black points in some positions of retina (LIRA features [4]). 
As a result, a "primary" binary code was obtained. Then it was transformed to the "secondary" representation 
using the same procedures as for text information.  
Classification results with dimensionality reduction from N* to N are shown in Table 2. Line “sel” contains the error 
percent obtained using selection of informative features [4]. Line “distr” contains classification results for the 
"secondary" binary distributed representations. Results for the distributed representations considerably exceed 
the results of initial representations for the same N and are similar to the results of feature selection methods [4].  
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We have also obtained and compared MNIST experimental results for multi-class and single class learning 
perceptrons. Here we used original LIRA features without transformation to secondary distributed 
representations, for N={1000, 10000, 50000}, and both with and without feature selection. We observed the same 
tendencies as for numerical data, however the advantage of multi-class learning was more pronounced for 
weaker classifiers (at N=1000) than for the better ones (at N=50000). 

Table 2 

N (err) 5000(667) 10000 (407) 50000 (195) 128000 (160) 
N* 1000 1000 5000 1000 5000 10000 1000 5000 10000 
sel 820 578 420 492 264 242 474 261 218 

distr 904 727 415 632 274 213 826 264 204 

Conclusions 

The developed binary distributed representations of vector data (numeric, text, images) were investigated in the 
classification tasks. A comparative analysis of various method results for the tasks with artificial and real data was 
carried out. The study showed that analytical expressions for the characteristics of the RSC-Prager codes of the 
numerical vectors obtained in [2] make it possible to select code parameters that provide high results in the non-
linear classification tasks using linear classifiers. Results obtained with the proposed perceptron with an enlarged 
margin are comparable to the results of the state-of-the-art SVM classifiers, however a significant decrease in 
training and recognition time has been observed. The results obtained with the RSC-Prager kernels also make it 
possible to reduce training and testing time for small S.  
Application of distributed encoding for representation of binary features in texts and images also made it possible 
to obtain computationally effective solutions of classification tasks preserving classification quality. A promising 
direction of further studies could consist in developing computationally efficient RSC and Prager kernels, as well 
as developing distributed representations and kernels that provide a more adequate account for structural 
information in the input data. 
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GROWING NEURAL NETWORKS  
USING NONCONVENTIONAL ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS 

Yevgeniy Bodyanskiy, Iryna Pliss, Oleksandr Slipchenko 

Abstract: In the paper, an ontogenic artificial neural network (ANNs) is proposed. The network uses orthogonal 
activation functions that allow significant reducing of computational complexity. Another advantage is numerical 
stability, because the system of activation functions is linearly independent by definition. A learning procedure for 
proposed ANN with guaranteed convergence to the global minimum of error function in the parameter space is 
developed. An algorithm for structure network structure adaptation is proposed. The algorithm allows adding or 
deleting a node in real-time without retraining of the network. Simulation results confirm the efficiency of the 
proposed approach. 

Keywords: ontogenic artificial neural network, orthogonal activation functions, time-series forecasting. 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.2.6 Learning – Connectionism and neural nets 

Introduction 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are widely applied to solving a variety of problems such as information 
processing, data analysis, system identification, control etc. under structural and parametric uncertainty [1, 2]. 
One of the most attractive properties of ANNs is the possibility to adapt their behavior to the changing 
characteristics of the modeled system. By adaptivity we understand not only the adjustment of parameters 
(synaptic weights), but also the possibility to adjust the architecture (the number of nodes). The goal of the 
present paper is the development of an algorithm for structural and synaptic adaptation of ANNs for nonlinear 
system modeling, capable of online operation, i.e. sequential information processing without re-training after 
structure modification. 
The problem of optimization of neural network architecture has been studied for quite a long time. The algorithms 
that start their operation with simple architecture and gradually add new nodes during learning, are called 
‘constructive algorithms’. In contrast, destructive algorithms start their operation with an initially redundant 
network, and simplify it as learning proceeds. This process is called ‘pruning’. 
Radial basis function network (RBFN) is one of the most popular neural network architectures [3]. One of the first 
constructive algorithms for such networks was proposed by Platt and named ‘resource allocation’ [4]. By present 
time, a number of modifications of this procedure is known [5, 6]. One of the most known is the cascade-
correlation architecture developed by Fahlman and Lebiere [7]. 
Among the destructive algorithms, the most popular are the ‘optimal brain damage’ [8] and ‘optimal brain 
surgeon’ [9]. In these methods, the significance of a node or a connection between nodes is determined by the 
change in error function that its deletion incurs. For this purpose, the matrix of second derivatives of the optimized 
function with respect to the tunable parameters is analyzed. Both procedures are quite complex computationally. 
Besides that, an essential disadvantage is the need for re-training after the deletion of non-significant nodes. 
This, in turn, makes the real-time operation of these algorithms impossible. Other algorithms such as [10] are 
heuristic and lack universality. 
It should be noted that there is no universal and convenient algorithm, which could be used for the manipulation 
of the number of nodes and suitable for most problems and architectures. Many of the algorithms proposed so far 
lack theoretical justification as well as the predictability of the results of their application and the ability to operate 
in real time. 
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Network Architecture 
Let’s consider the network architecture, that implements the following nonlinear mapping 

 
1 1

ˆˆ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))
ihn

ji ji i
i j

y k f x k w x kφ
= =

= = ∑∑   (4) 

where 1,2,...k =  – discrete time or ordinal number of sample in training set, jiw  – tunable synaptic weights, 
( )jiφ •  – j -th activation function for i -th input variable, ih  – number of activation functions for appropriate input 

variable, ( )ix k  – value of i -th input signal at time moment k  (or for k -th training sample). 

 This architecture contains 
1

n

i
i

h h
=

= ∑  tunable parameters and it can be readily seen that the this number is 

between the scatter-partitioned and grid-partitioned systems. 
We propose the use of orthogonal polynomials of one variable for the activation functions. Particular system of 
functions can be chosen according to the specificity of the solved problem. If the input data are normalized on the 
hypercube [ 1, 1]n− , the system of Legendre polynomials orthogonal on the interval [ 1, 1]−  with weight 

( ) 1xγ ≡  [17] can be used: 
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where [ ]•  is the integer part of a number. 
System of Legendre polynomials is best suited for the case when we know exact interval of data changes before 
network construction. This is quite a common situation as well as an opposite one. For the latter case the 
following system of Hermite orthogonal polynomials can be used: 
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This system is orthogonal on ( ; )−∞ +∞  with weight function 
2

( ) xh x e−=  and gives us a possibility to 
decrease influence of the data lying far from the point of origin. 

Normalized Hermite polynomials usually denoted by ˆ ( )nH •  (i.e. those with ˆ ( ) 1nH • = ) can be obtained from 

(6): 
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Among other possible choices for activation functions we should mention Chebyshev [15, 16] and Hermite [18] 
functions as well as non-sinusoidal orthogonal systems proposed by Haar and Walsh. 

Synaptic Adaptation 
The sum of squared errors will be used as the learning criterion: 

  2 2

1 1 1 1

( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( )))
ihk k n

ji ji i
p p i j

E k e p y p w x pφ
= = = =

= = −∑ ∑ ∑∑ ,  (8) 

where k  is the ordinal number of an element in the learning sequence or the discrete time when the data is 
processed in the order of its arrival, ( )y p  – value of learning signal at time moment p  (or for p -th training 
sample). 
For the convenience of further notation, let us re-write the expression for the output of the neural network (4) in 
the form 
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  )()1()1(ˆ kWkky T +=+ φ , (9) 

where 11 21( ) ( ( ( )), ( ( )),..., ( ( )))
n

T
h nk x k x k x kφ φ φ φ=  is a )1( ×h  vector of the values of the basis functions 

for the k-th element of the training set (or at the instant k for sequential processing), 
11 21( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))

n

T
h nW k w k w k w k=  is a )1( ×h  vector of synaptic weights estimates at the iteration k . 

Since the output of the proposed neural network linearly depends on the tuned parameters, we can use the least 
squares procedure to estimate them. For sequential processing, e.g. in the case of online learning, we can use 
the recursive least squares method: 
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Because of the orthogonality of the basis functions, the matrix ( )P k  will tend to diagonal form as k → ∞ . If 
the activation functions are orthonormal, ( )P k will tend to the unity matrix. Due to this property, the learning 
procedure will retain numerical stability with the increase of the number of samples in the training sequence. 

Structure Adaptation 

Let’s consider sequential learning that minimizes (8) and leads to the estimate 
 )()()( 1 kFkRkW hhh

−= ,  (11) 
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 ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )h hF k F k k y kφ= − + . (13) 

The use of the recursive least squares (RLS) method and its modifications allows to obtain an accurate and well-
interpretable measure of significance of each function in the mapping (4). This mapping can be considered as an 
expansion of an unknown reconstructed function in the basis { (.)}jiφ . Obviously, if the absolute value of any of 
the coefficients in this expansion is small, then the corresponding function can be excluded from the basis without 
significant loss of accuracy. The remaining synaptic weights does not need to be retrained if the weight of the 
excluded node is close to zero. Otherwise, the network should be retrained. 
Assume that a vector of synaptic weights )(kWh  of a network comprising h  nodes was obtained at the instant 
k  using the formula (11), where the index h  determines the number of basis functions (the dimension of 

)(kϕ ). Also assume that the absolute value of the considered parameter )(kwh  is small, and we want to 
exclude corresponding unit function from the expansion (4). The assumption about the insignificance of the 
activation h  is not restrictive, because we always can re-number the basis functions. This will result only in the 
rearrangement of the rows and columns in the matrix )(kRh  and in the change of ordering of the elements of 
the vector )(kFh . However, the rearrangement of columns and/or rows of a matrix does not influence the 
subsequent matrix operations. 
Taking into account the fact that the matrix )(kRh  is symmetric, we obtain: 
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where )(krij  is the element of the i -th row and j -th column of the matrix )(kRh , 
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T
hhh

T
hhhh krkrkrkrk ))(),...,(())(),...,(()( 11111 −−− ==β , )(kfi  is the i -th element of vector )(kFh . 

After simple transformations of (14) we obtain the expression 
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that enables us to exclude the function from (4) and obtain the corrected estimates of the remaining parameters 
of the ANN. For this operation, we use only the information accumulated in the matrix )(kRh  and vector )(kFh . 

Using the same technique as above, it is possible to write a procedure that can be used to add a new function to 
the existing basis. Direct application of the Frobenius formula [12] leads to the algorithm 
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where T
hhh

T
hhhh krkrkrkrk ))(),...,(())(),...,(()( 111111 ++++ ==β . 

Thus, with the help of equation (16) we can add a new function (neuron) to the model (4), and exclude an existing 
function using the formula (15) without retraining remaining weights. In order to perform these operations in real 
time, it is necessary to accumulate the information about a larger number of basis functions than currently being 
used. E.g., we can initially introduce a redundant number of basis functions H  and accumulate information in 
the matrix )(kRH  and vector )(kFH  as new data arrive, with only Hh <  basis functions being used for the 
description of the unknown mapping. The complexity of the model can be either reduced or increased as 
required. 
The analysis of equations (11), (15), and (16) shows that the efficiency of the proposed learning algorithm is 
directly related to the condition number of the matrix )(kRh . This matrix will be non-singular if the functions 

h
ii 1(.)}{ =ϕ  used in the expansion (4) are linear-independent. The best situation is when the function system 
h
ii 1(.)}{ =ϕ  is orthogonal. In this case, the matrix )(kRh  becomes diagonal, the formulas (11), (15), and (16) 

being greatly simplified because 
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where ),..,( 1 naadiag  is an )( nn×  matrix with non-zero elements naa ,..,1  only on the main diagonal. 

Simulation Results 
We have applied the proposed ontogenic network with orthogonal activation functions to online identification of a 
rat’s (Ratus Norvegius Vistar) brain activity during sleeping phase. 
The signal was measured with frequency of 64 Hz. We took a fragment of signal containing 3200 points (50 
second of measuring), that was typical for sleeping phase of rat’s life activity. Two neural networks of type (4) 
were trained in real-time. Each network had 10 inputs – delayed signal values ( ( )y k , ( 1)y k − ,…, ( 9)y k − ) 
and was trained to output one-step ahead value of the process – ( 1)y k + . First network utilized synaptic 
adaptation algorithm (11) while second one also involved the structure adaptation technique (15), (16). Initially 
both ANNs had 5 activation functions per input, the one with synaptic adaptation only retained all 50 tunable 
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parameters during it’s work while ANN with structure adaptation mechanism had only 25 fired functions (the most 
significant ones chosen in real-time). For the results comparing purpose we also trained multilayer perceptron 
(further referred as MLP) with the same structure of inputs and training signal, having 5 units in the 1st and 4 in 
the 2nd hidden layers (that totals to 74 tunable parameters). As MLP is not capable of real-time data processing, 
all samples are used as training set and test criteria are calculated on the same data points. MLP was trained 
during 250 epochs with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Our research showed that this is enough to achieve 
precision comparable to proposed ontogenic neural network with orthogonal activation functions. 
For visual presentation of processed data see Fig. 1 which shows the results of identification using proposed 
neural network together with original time series.  
Results of identification can be found in table 1. We used some different measures of identification quality. First, 
we analyse normalized root mean squared error, which is closely related to the learning criterion. Two other 
criteria used: “Wegstrecke” [19] characterizes the quality of the model for prediction/identification (+1 means 
perfect one), “Trefferquote” [20] is percent value of correctly predicted direction changes. 
 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
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Figure 1. Identification of a rat’s brain activity during sleeping phase using proposed neural network with 
orthogonal activation functions – brain activity signal (solid line), network output (dashed line), and identification 

error (dash-dot line) 
 

Table 1 – Identification results for different architectures 

Decription NRMSE Trefferquote Wegstrecke 

OrthoNN, real-time processing 0.1852 82.2847 0.85312 

OrthoNN, real-time processing, variable 
number of nodes 

0.2175 77.6357 0.74625 

MLP, offline learning (250 epochs), error on 
the training set 

0.1685 83.9533 0.87192 

 
We can see that utilizing structure adaptation technique leads to somewhat worth results. This is the tradeoff for 
having less tunable parameters and possibility to process non-stationary signals.  
Adaptation of neural network in real time benefits us in a number of ways. First, as noted earlier, it can reduce 
computational complexity. Second and perhaps more important benefit is in using adapting neuromodel as a 
basis for some higher level system of data processing (e.g. time-series classification, diagnostics system etc.). 
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After obtaining promising results of online identification we used proposed neural network architecture to monitor 
rat’s state in real time. Second level of monitoring system was built with the help of expert which initially provided 
recorded activity of rat’s brain together with animal state for each moment of time. We processed the data and 
analyzed neural network’s set of states. The analysis showed that states are dividable in a space of synaptic 
weights. A slightly modified Bayes estimator for the state of observed object was synthesized and trained. 
Simulation showed that developed automated monitoring system is capable of online data processing and gives 
correct state in 94,5% of cases. The response of the systems in form of object’s state was later verified by the 
expert and found reliable enough to be used for data preprocessing in day to day activity.  

Conclusion 
A new computationally efficient neural network with orthogonal activation functions was proposed. It has a simple 
and compact architecture not affected by the curse of dimensionality, and provides high precision of nonlinear 
dynamic system identification. An apparent advantage is much easier implementation and lower computational 
load as compared to the conventional neural network architectures. 
The approach presented in the paper can be used for nonlinear system modeling, control, and time series 
prediction. An interesting direction of further work is the use of the network with orthogonal activation functions as 
a part of hybrid multilayer architecture. Another possible application of proposed ontogenic neural network is its 
use as a basis for diagnostic systems. 
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DOUBLE-WAVELET NEURON BASED ON ANALYTICAL ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS 

Yevgeniy Bodyanskiy, Nataliya Lamonova, Olena Vynokurova 

Abstract: In this paper a new double-wavelet neuron architecture obtained by modification of standard wavelet 
neuron, and its learning algorithm are proposed. The offered architecture allows to improve the approximation 
properties of wavelet neuron. Double-wavelet neuron and its learning algorithm are examined for forecasting non-
stationary chaotic time series. 

Keywords: wavelet, double-wavelet neuron, recurrent learning algorithm, forecasting, emulation, analytical 
activation function. 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.2.6 Learning – Connectionism and neural nets  

Introduction 
Recently, in the analysis tasks and the non-stationary series processing under the uncertainty conditions 
computational intelligence techniques particularly hybrid neural networks are widely used. The most important 
tasks related to signal processing are forecasting and emulation of dynamic non-stationary states of systems in 
the future. 
For solving such kind of forecasting problems a variety of neural network architectures including hybrid 
architectures are used. However they are either bulky because of their architecture (for instance multilayer 
perceptron) or poorly adjusted to learning process in real time. In most cases the activation functions for these 
neural networks are sigmoidal functions, splines, polynomials and radial basis functions. 
In addition wavelet theory is widespread [1-3] and allows to recognize the local characteristics of the non-
stationary signals with high accuracy. At the confluence of the two approaches, hybrid neural networks and 
wavelet theory, have evolved the so-called wavelet neural networks [4-18] that have good approximating 
properties and sensitivity to the characteristics changes of the analyzed processes.  
Previous studies have proposed and described [19-21] attractive features of wavelet neuron such as technical 
realization, ensured accuracy and learning simplicity. At the same time the wavelet functions are incarnated either 
at the level of synaptic weights or the neuron output, and as a learning algorithm the gradient learning algorithm 
with constant step is used. For the improvement of approximation abilities and the acceleration of the learning 
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process the present work introduces a new structure called double-wavelet neuron and learning algorithm with 
smoothing and approximation properties. 

Wavelet Analytical Activation Functions 
Various kinds of analytical wavelets can be used as the activation functions of double-wavelet neuron. Among 
them we propose to use the triangular wavelet [8] and analytic wavelets generator [9], that have large spectrum of 
properties.  

Fig. 1 shows the proposed triangular wavelet. To fulfil the standard condition ( ) 0x dx
∞

−∞
=∫ ϕ  (the main 

condition of wavelet existence), it is necessary to perform the condition 1
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can write the mathematical expression for this function in the following form 
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Fig. 1 – Triangular wavelet 

 
Distinctive feature of the proposed triangular wavelet is that this function can be both even and odd, according to 
the values of function parameters. Such function can be implemented in chip as an activation function of wavelet 
neuron. 
In some situation instead of triangular wavelet using a universal wavelet activation function based on analytic 
wavelet generator [9] is useful. As is known most of wavelets can be divided into the even and odd functions. 
Therefore because of the processing signal type it is necessary to choose even analytic wavelets generator 

 
1

( ( )) cos( ( )) ( ( ))
n

T
even i even

i
y x k a i x k a x k

=

= =∑ ϕ  (2) 
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(here ( ( )) (cos ( ),cos 2 ( ), , cos ( ))even x k x k x k nx kϕ = … ; ia  are the spectral decomposition coefficients of 
even wavelet) or odd analytic wavelets generator 

 
1

( ( )) sin( ( )) ( ( )),
n

T
odd i odd

i
y x k b i x k b x kϕ

=

= =∑  (3) 

where ( ( )) (sin ( ),sin 2 ( ), ,sin ( ))odd x k x k x k nx kϕ = … ; ib  are the spectral decomposition coefficients of 
even wavelet.  
These analytic wavelets generators allow to get the large number of wavelet functions and to tune their 
parameters during the wavelet neuron training. 
Fig. 2 a, b show the representatives of wavelets obtained using even analytical wavelets generator (2), and fig. 2 
c, d show the representatives of wavelets obtained using odd analytical wavelets generator (3). 
 

    
а) b) c) d) 

Fig. 2 – Representatives of wavelets that obtained using analytical wavelets generator  
 

It is easy to see, that the situation shown on fig. 2 а is the most similar to the Mexican hat wavelet, on fig. 2 b – 
the Morlet wavelet, on fig. 2 c – the POLYWOG 2 wavelet, on fig. 2 d – the RASP 2 wavelet [4]. 

Structure of Double-Wavelet Neuron 
Fig. 3 introduces the structure of double-wavelet neuron that consists of nonlinear wavelet synapses which use 
analytical activation functions. 
 

∑

1( )x k

2 ( )x k

( )nx k

1WS

2WS

nWS

0WS ( )y k
( )u k

1 1( )f x

2 2( )f x

( )n nf x  
Fig. 3 – Generalized structure of double-wavelet neuron 

 
If a vector signal 1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ), , ( ))T

nx k x k x k x k= …  (here 0, 1, 2,k = …  is the number of sample in 
the training set or current discrete time) is fed to the input of the double-wavelet neuron shown in Fig. 4 then the 
output is described by the expression 
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and depends from the synaptic weights ( )jiw k , 0lw  as well as by the values of the used wavelet functions 
( ( ))ji ix kϕ , 0 ( ( ))l u kϕ , assuming that 00 0( ) ( ) 1iϕ ϕ• = • ≡ . 

The double-wavelet neuron is composed of two sublayers: hidden layer that contains n-wavelet synapses with 1h  
wavelet-functions in each and output layer that contains one wavelet-synapse with 2h wavelet-functions.  

In each wavelet-synapse, the wavelets that differ between each other by dilation, translation and bias factors are 
realized.  
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Fig. 4 - Architecture of double-wavelet neuron with nonlinear wavelet-synapses 

Synthesis of Double-Wavelet Neuron Learning Algorithm 
For the tuning of the output layer of double-wavelet neuron we shall use the one-step criterion  

 2 21 1( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )
2 2

E k d k y k e k= − = , (5) 

where ( )d k  is the external training signal. 
The learning algorithm for the output layer of double-wavelet neuron on the basis of gradient approach can be 
written as 
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 0 0 0 0( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ))j j jw k w k k e k u kη ϕ+ = + , (6) 

or in the vector form  
 0 0 0 0( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ))w k w k k e k u kη ϕ+ = + , (7) 

where 
20 00 10 20 0( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( ))T

hw k w k w k w k w k= …  is 2( 1) 1h + × vector of synaptic weights, 

20 10 20 0( ( )) (1, ( ), ( ), , ( ))T
hu k k k k= …ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ  is a vector of activation functions, ( )e k  is a learning error, 

0 ( )kη  is a learning rate parameter which is subject to determination. 

To increase the rate of convergence of the training process it is necessary to turn from gradient procedures to the 
second-order procedures. 
We propose to use the following learning algorithm 

 0
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0
0 0
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i i

e k u kw k w k
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k k u k

ϕ
γ

γ αγ ϕ

⎧ + = +⎪
⎨
⎪ + = + +⎩

. (8) 

where α  is the forgetting factor of out-dated information ( 0 1α≤ ≤ ). 
This algorithm has both the smoothing and approximating properties. The tuning of hidden layer is carried out in 
the same way on the basis of error backpropagation approach by using the same criterion written in the form 
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The learning algorithm for the hidden layer of double-wavelet neuron on the basis of gradient optimization has the 
form 
 0( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))ji ji ji iw k w k k e k f u k x kη ϕ′+ = + , (10) 

or in the vector form 
 0( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))i i i iw k w k k e k f u k x kη ϕ′+ = + , (11) 

where 
10 1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( ))T

i i i i h iw k w k w k w k w k= …  is the vector of synaptic weights, 

11 2( ( )) (1, ( ), ( ), , ( ))T
i i i i h ix k k k k= …ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ  is the vector of wavelet-activation functions, ( )e k  is the learning 

error, ( )kη  is the learning rate. 
By analogy with (8) one can introduce the procedure 
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. (12) 

where 0 1α≤ ≤ . 
Besides the quadratic goal function (5) for the learning algorithm synthesis the goal function based on 
Trefferquote criterion, Wegstrecke criterion and hybrid criterions can be used [23-25].  

Simulation Results 
Effectiveness of performance of the proposed double-wavelet neuron and its learning algorithm (8), (12) were 
investigated in the process of solving forecasting problem and chaotic behaviour emulation of nonlinear dynamic 
system described by the equation 
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 1 1 22

5 0.5 0.5 0.5
1

n
n n n n

n

xx x x x
x+ − −= − − +

+
 (13) 

with initial values 0 1 20.2, 0.3, 1.0x x x= = = . 

The training set contained 10000 samples, and checking set – 500 samples. Double-wavelet neuron had 5 
synapses in the hidden layer corresponding to 5 inputs ( 4), ( 3), ( 2), ( 1),x k x k x k x k− − − −  

( ), ( 5)x k n =  with 20 wavelets in each synapse ( 20, 1 5ih i= = … ). Output layer consists of 5 wavelets in 
synapse 0WS . Initial values of synaptic weights were generated in a random way from 0.1−  to 0.1+ . 

Several criteria were used for the quality rating of forecast: 
-  mean-square error (RMSE) 

 2

1

1 ˆ( ( ) ( ))
N

k
RMSE x k x k

N =

= −∑ ; (14) 

-  mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) 

 
1

ˆ( ) ( )1 100%
( )

N

k

x k x k
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N x k=

−
= ∑ ; (15) 

-  Trefferquote [24, 25] representing percentage ratio of correctly predicted directions to actual direction of 
the signal 

 1

1 ˆ( ( ) ( 1)) ( ( ) ( 1))
2 100%
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N sign x k x k sign x k x k
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− − − − − −
= ⋅

∑
; (16) 

-  Wegstrecke [24, 25], representing quality rating of the predicted model (value +1 corresponds to the 
optimal predictive model, and -1 – to the incorrect forecast) and described by the equation 

 1
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, (17) 

where ( )signal k  is a sign-function in the form 
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ˆ( ) 1, ( ) ( ) 0,

0, ,

if x k x k
signal k if x k x k

in other cases

− >⎧
⎪= − − <⎨
⎪
⎩

  

where ( )x k  is the actual value of forecasting process, ˆ( )x k  is the forecast, N  is  the length of training set. 

Fig. 5 shows the results of forecasting process on the basis of data from test set after 10 training epoch with the 
parameter 0.99α = . 
Table 1 shows the results of forecasting process on the basis of the double-wavelet neuron compared the results 
of forecasting process on the basis of standard wavelet-neuron with the gradient learning algorithm, radial basis 
neural network and multilayer perceptron. 
Thus as it can be seen from experimental results the proposed double-wavelet neuron with the learning algorithm 
(8), (12) having the same number of adjustable parameters ensures the best quality of forecast and high learning 
rate in comparison with conventional architectures. The experimental results of multilayer perceptron and radial 
basis function network are worse because the multilayer perceptron had not time to be trained at such a small 
number of epochs and radial basis function network suffers from the curse of dimensionality.  
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Fig. 5 – Forecasting of chaotic dynamic system behaviour using the double-wavelet neuron 

 
Table 1 - The results of time series forecasting 

Criteria 
Neural network/ Learning algorithm 

Number of 
adjustable 
parameters RMSE MAPE Wegstrecke Trefferquote 

Double-wavelet neuron/ Proposed 
learning algorithm of wavelet-
synapses parameters (8), (12) 

105 0.0076 1.9% 1 99.8% 

Wavelet-neuron/ Gradient learning 
algorithm of parameters of wavelet-
synapses with constant step 

105 0.0101 3.1% 0.98 98.8% 

Radial basis function network / 
RLSE 105 0.3774 7% 0.4883 55,2% 

Multilayer perceptron / Gradient 
learning algorithm 115 0.5132 9% 0.5882 75,5 % 

 

Conclusions 
The double-wavelet neuron architecture and learning algorithm which allows to adjust its parameters are 
proposed. This algorithm is very simple in the way of its numerical implementation, possesses high rate of 
convergence and additional smoothing and approximation properties. 
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SELECTING CLASSIFIERS TECHNIQUES FOR OUTCOME PREDICTION  
USING NEURAL NETWORKS APPROACH 

Tatiana Shatovskaya 

Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of different techniques that is designed to aid a researcher in 
determining which of the classification techniques would be most appropriate to choose the ridge, robust and 
linear regression methods for predicting outcomes for specific quasi-stationary process. 

Keywords: classification techniques, neural network, composite classifier  

ACM Classification Keywords: F.2.1 Numerical Algorithms and Problems 

1. Introduction 
There are a lot of approaches to building mathematical models for quasi-stationary process with multicollinearity 
and noisiness. For example, ridge regression is a linear-regression variant that is used for highly correlated 
independent variables, as is often the case for a set of predictors that are designed to approximate the same 
function [1]. Ridge regression adds a constraint that the sum of the squares of the regression coefficients be 
equal to a constant λ. Varying this parameter produces a set of predictors. Robust methods estimation 
parameters of mathematical model have stability in relation to infringement of requests normality the rests of 
model. They are insensitive not only to mistakes in a dependent variable, but also take into account a degree of 
influence of points of factorial space, that is reveal emissions in independent variables that allows to receive 
effective estimations of the coefficients regression models. For all methods a necessary condition of a solvency of 
their estimations is symmetry of allocating of mistakes of regression model. 
But the main problem for the researcher is how to select an appropriate method for given task. In some cases 
using only one classification method for choosing the estimation method could not the solve problem. A multitude 
of techniques exists for modeling process outcomes. But the selection of modeling techniques to use for a given 
class of process is a nontrivial problem because there are many techniques from which to choose. It could be that 
the modeling technique used is not the most appropriate for the task and that accuracy can be increased through 
the use of a more appropriate model. There are many reasons why a model may have low predictive value.  
This paper presents an analysis of different techniques that is designed to aid a researcher in determining which 
of the classification techniques would be most appropriate to choose the ridge, robust and linear regression 
methods for predicting outcomes for specific quasi-stationary process. We shall try to see that success can be 
attained with particular architectures on commonly used data for such process. 

2. Model Class Combinations 
There are many techniques to construct classifiers that will be able to chosen the ridge, robust and linear 
regression estimation methods. As usual such classifiers build from the same model class, for example using only 
neural models, decision trees or discriminant function. According to our goal we suggested another approach to 
building a diverse set of classifiers from different model classes, such as decision trees, nearest neighbor 
algorithms, linear discriminant function, neural network [2-5]. It is opening question whether classifiers from 
similar or dissimilar model classes are combined most effectively. 
There are many architectures for combination of classifier [2]. One of them is a modular architecture. Modularity 
is a very important concept in nature.  Modularity can be defined as subdivision of a complex object into simpler 
objects. The subdivision is determined either by the structure or function of the object and its subparts. Modularity 
can be found everywhere:  in living creatures as well as in inanimate objects. Replication and decomposition are 
the two main concepts for modularity. These concepts are found in concrete objects as well as in thinking. It is 
often difficult to discriminate sharply between them: replication and decomposition often occur in combination. 
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Replication is a way of reusing knowledge. Decomposition is often found when dealing with a complex task. It is a 
sign of intelligent behavior to solve a complex problem by decomposing it into simpler tasks which are easier to 
manage and then reassemble the solution from the results of the subtasks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. A Modular Solution                                           Fig. 2. A Multiple Neural Networks 
 
For example if we choose a neural network as a modular solution we may construct a “building” of neural 
networks (fig.2).   
The term Multiple Neural Networks is used for strongly separated architectures. Each of the networks works 
independently on its own domain. The single networks are built and trained for their specific task. The final 
decision is made on the results of the individual networks, often called expert networks or agents. The decision 
system can be implemented in many different ways: depending on the problem a simple logical majority vote 
function, another neural network, or a rule based expert system may be employed [6].  The outputs of the expert 
networks are the input data of the decision network which is trained after the expert networks have been trained. 
The decision is made according to the outputs of the experts, not directly from the input data. The term Modular 
Neural Networks (MNN) is very fuzzy. It is used for many different structures [6]. One idea of modular neural 
network architecture is to build a bigger network by using modules as building blocks. All modules are neural 
networks.  The architecture of a single module is simpler and the sub-networks are smaller than a monolithic 
network. For this modular approach it is always necessary to have a control system to enable the modules to 
work together in a useful way. Another idea of modularity is a not-fully connected network. There are many 
articles and papers published in the field of neural computing [3-6]. An interesting investigation of the relation 
between structure and function of modular neural networks is given in [7]. The article [7] examines the structural 
evidence for a modular architecture in the human brain which is given by different psychologists, biologists, and 
neurologists. Several levels of modularity in the brain are described. Human multitasking abilities and disabilities 
are explained with the modular and parallel structure of the brain. Individual functions are broken up into sub-
processes that can be executed in separate modules without mutual interference. They suggest building more 
modular artificial neural networks which are similar to the modular structure of the brain [7]. These new 
architectures may then increase the ability of the network to solve more complex real world problems. Following 
this motivation for a modular architecture, a new network structure is introduced. The basic building block in this 
network is the CALM (Categorization and Learning Module) which works on a competitive and unsupervised 
basis and has the ability to differentiate input patterns in different categories. For a very detailed description of the 
CALM see [7]. 
But no meta-generalization scheme is guaranteed to yield neural networks with a minimal generalization error. 
We concentrates on a recursive modular layered framework for classifier combination or neural networks 
combination in which the layer of classifiers at each level is used to combine the predictions of the classifiers at 
the level immediately below. 
According to goal of our researching it is suggesting to create two-layer architecture in which the classifiers to be 
combined are called level-0 classifiers, and the combining classifier is the level-1 classifier. The layering may be 
iterated to create level-2 classifiers, and so on. Such architecture is a framework for classifier combination in 
which each layer of classifiers is used to combine the predictions of the classifiers at the immediately preceding 
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layer. A single classifier at the top-most level outputs the ultimate prediction. The classifier at each layer receives 
as input a vector of predictions of the classifiers in the layer immediately below. While the information passed 
from layer to layer may take the form of vectors of predictions, confidence values, or other data, we will limit our 
attention to systems in which only predictions of estimation methods class are passed from layer to layer. We will 
also limit ourselves to two-layer generalizes, consisting of a set of component classifiers and a single combining 
classifier that combines the predictions of the component classifiers.  
In effect, such combining classifiers are an attempt to minimize generalization error by using the classifiers in 
higher numbered layers to learn the types of errors made by the classifiers immediately below. The task of the 
level-1 (and higher) classifiers is to learn to use the contestant predictions to predict more accurately.  
Such combining classifiers framework diagram looks like a multilayer neural network diagram (Fig. 1). 
There are certainly analogous aspects to the two frameworks. The distinction between them appears to lie 
partially in the type of information that is passed from the input layer to the succeeding layer and in the granularity 
of the classifier nodes themselves. In a neural network, an activation value is passed to forward layers, which 
may or may not be an ultimate prediction or even have some recognizable interpretation. Generally, in the 
stacked generalization framework, a “full-fledged” class prediction is passed to the combining classifier, and not 
just a scalar that somehow contributes to a prediction. Also, in other implementations of such classifiers, the 
classifiers to be stacked are complex, and may be neural networks themselves. 

3. Architecture and Algorithm 

We have been given a set of n level-0 (component) learning algorithms, a level-1 learning (combining) algorithm, 
and a training set of classified instances, T0. The n level-0 learning algorithms should be distinct, so that diverse 
level-0 classifiers are obtained. Otherwise, no synergy will result from their combination. How to create diverse 
component classifiers is a fundamental problem for composite classifier construction. Our algorithm has the two 
phases, training and application. 
Training Phase: 
1. Train the component classifiers as follows. For each instance in the data set, train each of the n level-0 
classifiers using the remaining instances. After training, classify the held-out instance using each of the trained 
level-0 classifiers. Form a vector from the predictions of each of the level-0 classifiers and the actual class of that 
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Fig. 3. Classifier Architecture 
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instance. These vectors have length n + 1, since they have as components the predictions of each of the n level-0 
component classifiers and a class label. 
2. Train the level-1 classifier, using as the level-1 training set the collection of vectors of the level-0 classifier 
predictions and the actual classes. This collection has cardinality |T0|, since there is one level-1 training instance 
corresponding to each level-0 training instance.  
3. Since the level-0 classifiers have not been trained on the entire training set, re-train the level-0 classifiers on 
the entire training set.  
Application Phase: 
When presented with a new instance whose class is unknown, classify the instance using each of the level-0 
classifiers, deriving an input vector for the level-1 classifier. The derived vector is then classified by the level-1 
classifier, which outputs a prediction for the new instance. Leave-one-out cross validation is applied in the training 
phase to ensure that the level-1 algorithm is trained on the generalizations made for unseen data by the level-0 
classifiers. Since “generalization” refers to data outside the training set, this observation is memorialized in the 
name “composite generalization”, as opposed to “stacked classification”. 
In an experiment with combining linear, ridge, robust regression function showed that using 10-fold cross 
validation to create the level-1 training data yielded slightly more accurate stacked generalizes than when we 
applied only leave-one-out cross validation. Also in our experiment has been used decision-tree to generate 
classifiers that make diverse prediction. We combines a set of trees that have been pruned to the k-node trees 
that displayed the smallest training set error, for various choices of k. Investigation of the effect of the combination 
of neural networks with different numbers of units have been performed too. The accuracies of a given model will 
vary for the different prediction, so have opportunity to compare it on commonly used data. 
In our study we used a commonly used data and compare prediction as follow: 

• Maximal accuracy prediction: predicted value must lie within a narrow range of actual value. 
• Minimal level prediction: actual value is no less than 5 point below predicted value. 
• Significant assistance prediction. 

 

Table 1. Accuracy prediction 
Model Accuracy 
Combination of Decision trees 55.7% 
Combination of Linear discriminant function 68.9% 
Combination of Neural network  76.5% 
Linear regression 45.8% 

 

The accuracy for each model for the minimal level prediction is higher than those for the same model for the 
maximal accuracy prediction. Obtained results shows that combined classifier of neural network have the best 
accuracy prediction. Does this suggest that artificial neural network models should be used for all outcome 
predictions in class of quasi-stationary process? 
For check-up such situation the experiment was designed to test “whether such composite classifier of 
combination of neural network can be used to separate ridge and robust estimation methods for incomplete input 
information” using a set of neural network.  
As income information from quasi-stationary process with multicolinearity and noisiness for level-0 classifiers 
used: volume of sample, number of independent variables, degree of multicollinearity, dispersion of a mistake in a 
dependent variable, ratio of scales of “littering” and basic distributions of the “polluted” distribution of mistakes of 
model, degree of pollution of independent variables, the form of emissions in independent variables, length of a 
tail of the “polluted” distribution of independent variables. As a level-0 classifier we used a Probabilistic neural 
network, Multiple Perceptron Layers, Radial Basis Function for prediction a class or subclass of methods. When 
an input task is given, the allocator determines which module (neural network) should be used to fulfill this task. 
Generally, many modules might be selected to fulfill the task together. Each of these selected modules outputs a 
result based on local computation. The coordinator then gives the final result based on outputs of the modules. If 
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the allocator is so strong that a single module can always be correctly selected to perform a given task, the 
coordinator can be removed. If, on the other hand, the allocator is so weak that all modules must be used to fulfill 
a task, a strong coordinator would be useful to make the final judgment. Interesting enough, most existing nets 
are different from each other simply because their allocators or coordinators are stronger or weaker.  
For a level-1 classifier as income information has been used a set of criteria of estimation method accuracy. In 
the table 4 shows the error rate of prediction the most effective method estimation on every level of classifier. 
 

Table 2. Error rate 
Model Error rate 

Probabilistic neural network 0.13 % 
Multiple Perceptron Layers 0.15 % 

Radial Basis Function 0.2 % 
 

Working within this combined classifier on a difficult incoming data from the quasi-stationary process with 
multicolinearity and noisiness, composite classifier using a probabilistic classifier and a neural network attained 
accuracy not achieved by any other learning algorithm or modelling techniques. Does this even suggest that the 
NN-models should use for all outcome of all quasi-stationary process with multicolinearity and noisiness?  
It is necessary to note that in choosing a modeling technique we must weigh the costs of the techniques against 
the accuracies of the techniques. While it may be cost effective for the minimal level prediction to use an NN-
model to gain an additional 5-6% in accuracy, it may not be cost effective to use an NN-model or decision trees 
model for the maximal assistance prediction.  In creating a neural network model there are a large number of 
decisions that must be made, including: Which learning algorithm should be used? Which architecture? How 
many layers? Which activation functions? What learning rate? How long to train? And so on. The large number of 
decisions means that there is a very large space of possible neural networks for a given data set. In creating a 
neural network model the goal is to find the best network by searching through this large space. On our data set 
the Probabilistic neural network and Counter propagation neural network has the maximal accuracy, but on the 
other data set it’s not necessary. But the idea to composite such type of classifier or to composite classifier that 
belongs to different type of model by using the recursive-layered framework allows to minimize the error rate of 
classification. 
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SEARCHING FOR NEAREST STRINGS WITH NEURAL-LIKE STRING EMBEDDING 

Artem Sokolov 

Abstract: We analyze an approach to a similarity preserving coding of symbol sequences based on neural 
distributed representations and show that it can be viewed as a metric embedding process. 

Keywords sequence similarity, edit distance, metric embeddings, distributed representations, neural networks 

ACM Classification Keywords: I.2.6 Connectionism and neural nets, E.m Miscellaneous 

Introduction 

Edit distance (Levenshtein distance) [Levenshtein, 1966] is used in а large number of research areas from 
genetics and web-search to anomaly detection in network traffic and voice recognition. Taking into account the 
contemporary data sequences’ lengths (millions and billions of symbols) that have to be dealt with in the 
mentioned areas, the classic O(n2) edit distance calculation [Vintsyuk, 1968; Wagner, 1974] is not applicable in 
practice. 
These circumstances gave birth to a branch of information theory concerned with the acceleration of edit distance 
calculation or its approximation (see survey [Navarro, 2001]). An exponential increase of the characteristic 
lengths of sequences, which are subject to comparison (the genome assembly, the need to compare data flows in 
information systems, etc.) urged interest to applications of the metric embedding theory (see survey 
[Indyk, 2004]). This theory is concerned with space mappings that simplify distance calculation [Indyk, 2001]. 
Levenshtein edit distance embedding to a vector space is known to be an actual open problem [Matoušek, 2002]. 
Independently, within the framework of the neural network paradigm of AI several approaches were proposed to 
the task of distributed representation and comparison of strings and other structured objects [Kussul, 1991; 
Rachkovskij, 2001]. Some approaches aimed at finding similarity of strings were presented in [Sokolov, 2005]. 
Here we develop one of them, namely, the approach based on the position-dependent thinning of vector 
representations, giving a theoretical grounding to the obtained scheme with the aid of probabilistic embedding of 
the edit metrics into the Manhattan space. 

Task Description 

We seek for a way to effectively calculate Levenshtein edit distance with the help of vector representations or, 
more specifically, by embedding edit metrics to a vector space. Our method belongs to the group of the so-called 
q-gram edit distance approximation methods (q-gram is a substring of length q), started by [Ukkonen, 1992]. We 
observed that the approach based on the distributed representations [Sokolov, 2005] resembles edit distance 
embedding or sketching methods [Cormode, 2000; Bar-Yossef, 2004; Batu, 2004] and therefore we attempted to 
combine both presenting the neural coding approach as an edit distance embedding into Manhattan space l1. In 
order to show that the proposed method realizes one of the possible embedding definitions [Indyk, 2001], we will 
give the proofs of: 

This definition (with appropriate values of the parameters envolved) covers embeddings that make discrimination 
between “near” and “far” strings (see subsection “LSH”). 

1) «upper bound», i.e. statements like ed(x,y) ≤ k1 => P[d(v(x),v(y) ≤d1] ≥ p1   
2) «lower bound», .i.e. statements like ed(x,y) >k2  => P[d(v(x),v(y) >d2] ≥ p2. 

(1a) 
(1b) 
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Mapping Description 
For the two input strings x,y of length n, we independently and equiprobably select a sampling window of width w 
in both strings: x[i,i+w-1] and y[i,i+w-1]. Using fixed parameters of q-gram length q1 and q2, a q-gram vector vw,q is 
composed for each window for each q=q1,…,q2 (vector of quantities of each q-gram appeared within a string). The 
obtained vectors corresponding to strings x and y are concatenated into vectors vq(x), vq(y). The Manhattan 
distance dΣ between them would be the sum of Manhattan distances (i.e., dq (s,t) = ||vq(s)-vq(t)||1) between q-gram 
vectors of the windows: 

In the following, using the defined distance, we show that necessary embedding properties (1a) and (1b) hold. 
Some details and proofs omitted in this short paper will be presented elsewhere. 

Lower Bound 
De Bruijn graphs. For a string x and some parameter q de Bruijn graph [Bruijn, 1946] B[x;q], q ≥ 3 is a graph, 
whose vertices are all (q-1)-grams ((q-1)-spectrum) of the string x. An edge a1a2…aq connects vertices labeled 
a1a2…aq-1 and a2a3…aq. Such graphs are widely used in genetics [Pevzner, 1989] and in cryptographic stream 
ciphers’ analysis. Let a de Bruijn graph built using the union of (q-1)-spectra of two strings x,y be B[x,y;q], and the 
path corresponding to a string x be πx. 
Let us consider possible local configurations of paths πx and πy on B[x,y;q]. Let us call the right and left branching 
points the vertices where the paths, correspondingly, diverge or converge. Let a "half-loop" be a subpath of either 
of the two paths stretching from a right branching point till the following left branching point in the path direction. 
The situation when there are no half-loops, i.e. in B[x,y;q] there is only one left or right branch point, or a left one 
and a right point following it, is called a "fork". In such a configuration, the left folk compulsorily contains as least 
one of the starting arcs of at least one of the paths, and a right folk contains terminating arcs of at least one of the 
ways. Let a "shift" be a special case of the fork, when there is a non-empty subpath πс,w≥|πс|≥0, that πx=π’xπс 
and πy=πсπ’y, where π’x, π’y are some, possibly empty, subpaths. 
A concept of "rotation" will be used to designate a way of obtaining identical spectra from different strings 
[Ukkonen, 1992, Pevzner, 1995]. A rotation is a situation when (q-1)-grams on the edges of a string are identical. 
It this case a corresponding path on the de Bruijn graph is a cycle, and starting from any of its vertices one can 
get different strings with the same spectrum. 
Lemma 1 Let x,y ∈ Σ w and there exist substrings x’∈x,y’∈y, x’≠y’,such that x’ is a rotation of y’, then 

In the following we denote Δq=q2-q1, and Q=(Δq+1)(Δq+2). 
Our aim is to determine such a distance measure between two w-wide windows and such a threshold that strings 
with a distances less than this threshold would represent a shift and can be aligned in a fixed number of 
operations, by simply editing them at the beginning and the end of the window, namely, by eliminating forks at the 
edges of the windows. The usual q-gram distance (with a fixed q) cannot provide the desired result since for any 
q there can be found two strings x,y, where on the graph B[x,y;q] there will be half-loops. 
Therefore we propose distance (2) and the following lemma states that with its aid it is possible to determine, 
whether the windows can be aligned with a small number of edit operations provided they do not include rotations 
of substrings. 
Lemma 2 Let x,y ∈ Σ w, and x,y do not include substrings that are rotations of each other, q2 > q1 ≥ 3, 
Q ≤ 4(w - q2+1), 

then ed(x,y) < 2(Δq+1). 

2

1

( [ , 1], [ , 1]) ( [ , 1],[ , 1]).
q

q
q q

d x i i w y i i w d x i i w i i wΣ

=

+ − + − = + − + −∑  (2) 

ed(x,y) ≤ w + dq(x,y)/2 – q + 1. (3) 

dΣ(x,y) < Q, (4) 
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The next lemma unifies lemmas 1 and 2 by imposing conditions that allow applying both lemmas, 
correspondingly, in the case of presence of rotations and their absence. 
Lemma 3 Let q2 > q1 > ((w-3)1/2+9)/4, w ≥7, Q ≤ 4(w - q2+1), Q<w,  

then ed(x,y) < Q. 
We checked lemma 3 and 4 experimentally for those values of parameter w that still allowed for brute force string 
comparison. For a binary alphabet, all pairs of 2w strings were compared for w = 8,…,17 (experiment ran for 
4 days). For a ternary alphabet all pairs of 3w strings were compared for w = 8,…,10 (2 days). None of the 
experiments has found a pair of strings violating the lemma. 
Let there be two types of pairs of windows x[i,i+w-1],y[i,i+w-1]: “good” and “bad” – correspondingly those for 
which condition (4) holds or not. The next lemma says that it is possible to simultaneously align successive 
“good” windows.  
Lemma 4 Let conditions of lemma 3 hold, w=7,…,n, if for all i=1,…,n-w+1 it holds that dΣ(x[i,i+w-1],y[i,i+w-1])<Q, 
then ed(x,y)<2Q. 
The next lemma defines the minimal possible distance between two “good” pairs of windows, with “bad” pair 
between them. Denoting t=w-q2-Δq we show that the maximum distance between two “good” pairs of windows 
without a possibility to contain a “bad” one between them is t+2.  
Lemma 5  Let x,y ∈ Σ m, t > 2 and the conditions of lemma 3 hold, if for some i,j=1,…,m-w+1, j >i, j-i < t+2 

then for all i'=i,..,j dΣ (x[i’,i’+w-1],y[i’,i’+w-1]) < Q. 
Let N be the number of “bad” windows. Let us find the upper limit (lemma 6) on the edit cost for all possible 
arrangements of N windows, using the following string edit algorithm. Assume we have aligned strings up to 
position j-1. If all consecutive pairs of windows, beginning from position j and to j+r, are “good”, then we align 
them with not more than 2Q operations, using the result of lemma 4, and continue from position j+r+w-1. If the 
next pair of windows in position j is bad, we use one edit operation to replace symbol x[j] with symbol y[j], thus 
aligning one symbol and continuing to the next pair of windows in position j+1. 
Lemma 6 Let conditions of lemma 3 hold. Let T= ⎣(n-1)/w⎦. The cost of aligning strings y and x with the help of 
the above algorithm is upper bounded with 

Finally, for the independent and equiprobable window sampling we get from (7) the following lemma that specifies 
property (1b): 
Lemma 7 For x,y ∈ Σ n and holding conditions of lemma 3, if ed(x,y) > k2,, then  

Nearest Neighbor Search 
In this part we consider a possible procedure for the nearest string search (NNS) with the help of edit distance 
approximation described above. Let P={p1,…,pP|pi ∈ P} be a collection of strings and p0 be the input probe string, 
to which it is necessary to find the nearest one (by the edit distance) from P. Searching for the exact nearest 
neighbor is often a laborious task. Namely, for large dimensionalities of the input space (in our case it is d=|Σ|n) 
the existing NNS algorithms are reduced to the linear search on P. On the other hand, the “approximately” 
nearest neighbor is often sufficient in applications and it is often much easier to find it.  

w-q1 ≤ Δq2+5Δq /2 
and 

dΣ(x,y) < Q, 
(5) 

dΣ (x[i,i+w-1],y[i,i+w-1]) < Q, 
dΣ (x[j,j+w-1],y[j,j+w-1]) < Q, 

(6) 

max(Q+N, (2Q-1)min(T,N)+min(N,n-1-(w-1)min(T,N))+2Q) ≤ 2Q( ⎡N/t⎤+1) (7) 

P[d Σ(x,y) ≥ Q] > (t k2 /2Q-2) / (n-w+1). (8) 
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First we transform vectors vq into hash-values distributed around ||vq|| with the help of a p-stable distribution, and 
a modified scheme from [Datar, 2004] (see subsection "Modification"). Then we apply the well-known scheme of 
locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [Indyk, 1998].  
LSH. Let us describe the original [Indyk, 1998] LSH scheme applied to strings with the classic edit metrics. Define 
a ball with radius r containing points distanced from its center not farther then r : S(t,r)={q | ed(q,s) ≤ r}.  
Definition of locality-sensitive functions. A family of hash-functions H={h: Σ → X} is called (r1,r2,p1,p2)-
sensitive, if for any x,y ∈ Σ n and any independently and equiprobably chosen h ∈ H holds the following: 

Compose random hash-vectors gj=(h1,…,hK), j=1,…,L from functions h. Additionally, we create cells where we put 
a string pi ∈ P based on the value of the hash-vector g(pi): a string pi is put into a cell with an identifier equal to 
the hash-vector value. The aim is to get high collision probability between nearby strings, and low probability 
between distant ones. Then, applying the same hash to the probe we check whether it equals one of the 
previously stored hashes of vectors from P: for probe p0 we calculate all hash-vectors gi(p0), i=1,…,L and 
examine corresponding cells. If some cell contains a string p*i ∈ S(p,r2), the algorithm returns YES and p*i and 
NO otherwise (thus representing a solution to the so called (r1,r2)-PLEB task [Indyk, 1998]). The algorithm 
terminates after checking 2l cells. For such a procedure, the following theorem holds:  
Theorem 1 [Indyk, 1998] Let H be a (r1,r2,p1,p2)-sensitive family of functions, K=-ln|P|/ln(p2), L=|P|ρ, where 
ρ=ln(p1/p2). Then the above algorithm solves (r1,r2)-PLEB task and takes O(|Σ|q|P|+|P|1+ρ) space, O(|P|ρ) distance 
calculations, and O(|P|ρK) calculations of hash functions.  
LSH with a 1-stable distribution. In [Datar, 2004], it is proposed to use a particular property of stable 
distributions, that linear combinations of theirs random values φ i are distributed as one such random variable 
multiplied by the norm of linear combination’s coefficients. Due to linearity of scalar product, 
(v1,φ) - (v2,φ)∼ ||v1-v2||lpφ. Hash-functions are defined as: 

where b is an equiprobably distributed random variable on [0,r], φ is a vector with elements taken from Cauchy 
distribution. If one divides a real axis into equal intervals, then, intuitively, vectors with the similar norm will likely 
fall into the same interval. It is possible to show [Datar, 2004] that for two fixed vectors the hash-function (10) is 

where f(.) is the probability density function of the absolute value of φ, and с=||v1-v2|| is the distance between the 
hashed vectors. As p(c) is a monotonically decreasing function, the family of such functions is locality-sensitive 
(see (9)). So, hash-functions (10) can be used in the LSH scheme. 
Modification. We will use the hash-functions (10) in a different way from that described above, to pursue the 
analogy to the distributed approaches [Sokolov, 2005]. Instead of multiplying a fixed vector vq by a number of 
random vectors φ to form hash-vectors gj, we take K random vectors viq(s) obtained by random and independent 
sampling with a window of width w from string s (see "Mapping description"). For each of them, we generate a 
separate random vector φi whose elements are taken from the Cauchy distribution. Let us designate the scalar 
product of these two vectors h’i=(v iq(s),φι) and fix the hash-functions of the form h’(v)=⎣(h’i+b)/r⎦. Taking into 
account lemmas 1 and 7, the following lemma holds indicating that the family of such functions is also locality-
sensitive.  
Lemma 8 Let function p(.) be defined as in (11). For the collision probability of hash functions h’ it holds 

t∈ S(s,r1) ⇒ P[h(t)=h(s)] ≥ p1      and     t∉ S(s,r2) ⇒ P[h(t)=h(s)] ≤ p2,  
r1<r2    and   p1<p2 

(9) 

h(v)=⎣((vq,φ)+b)/r⎦, (10) 
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             P[h'(x)=h'(y) | ed(x,y) ≤ k1] ≤ p(2k1(Δq+1))(1-k1w/(n-w+1)), 
P[h'(x)=h'(y) | ed(x,y) ≥ k2] ≤ 1- (tk2/2Q-2)(1-p(Q)). 

(12) 
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With this method of hash-function formation, we get output vectors without matrix multiplying of intermediate q-
gram representations by random vectors φ, thus obtaining a scheme consistent with the neural network approach 
[Sokolov, 2005]. 
In the original setting parameter r in (10) can be chosen, e.g., to minimize p1/p2 (see [Datar, 2004]) and to speed 
up the NNS procedure (theorem 1). However, here we will use r to fulfill requirements (9) on r1, r2 и p1, p2, that, 
together with (12), leads to the conclusion that we should have  

This should be at most Θ(n) for the property (1b) not to become trivial. We can achieve this by letting r be some 
function of the string length n, e.g. r=nμ. We also set w=nγ. Taking into account asymptotic behavior of t=Θ(w), 
Δq=Θ(w1/2), Q=Θ(w), analysis shows, that the optimal values for the parameters are μ = γ  = 2/3. And from (13), 
the lower bound on the k2  growth rate is 

Parameter ρ (see theorem 1) determines search efficiency and resource requirements  for the described LSH 
scheme. If , for ε > 1, k2  is chosen as follows: 

it can be shown, using the same method as for locality-sensitive family of functions for the Hamming 
distance [Indyk, 1998], that ρ = O(1/(1+ ε)). 
Ternarization. It is rather attractive to have either binary or ternary vectors at the output, because they are more 
beneficial than integer-valued ones because of a more efficient implementation. Moreover, (sparse) binary or 
ternary vectors are widely used in distributed processing models [Rachkovskij, 2001]. Hash-function (10) will take 
ternary values {-1,0,1} if 1 < h(v) < 2 and so –r < (φ,v) < r. Integrating (π(1+x2))-1 with limits from –r / ||v|| to r / ||v|| 
we get for the percentage of ternary elements in the output: 2arctan(r / ||v||)/π. Density of zero elements is an 
important parameter in distributed representations, and for ternary vectors it is given by arctan(r / ||v||-
||v|| ln(1+(r / ||v||)2)/2r) /π and is increasing with the growth of r=n2/3. 

Conclusion 

We analyzed the concept of the distributed representations of sequences [Sokolov, 2005] from the point of view 
of metric embeddings, presented a new q-gram approximation method of the edit distance, and proved the 
possibility of constructing locality-sensitive functions. Thus we showed that the distributed representations used 
for the comparison of sequential data in the neural network paradigm could be justified with the aid of the 
methods from the embedding theory. This approach can also be considered as the substantiation of the Broder 
approach [Broder, 1995] who takes for the document similarity measure the degree of the coincidence of the sets 
of their q-grams and also other bag-of-grams methods. We also gave conditions for obtaining binary and ternary 
vectors at the output that can be useful for a unified approach to representation and processing of various data 
types and modalities [Rachkovskij, 2001]. 
A prospective direction of further work may be to check if lemma 3 can could be strengthened to guarantee 
ed(x,y) < 2(Δq+1) with modified conditions on q1 and Δq. If the available preliminary experimental indications of 
this are proved, it would lead to a considerable improvement of the lower bound (14) in the modified LSH scheme 
and in a deterministic variant of the mapping. 
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